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EDITOR’S PREFACE

The late Mr. George John Romanes—the author

within the last few years of Darwin and After

Darwin^ and of the Examination of Weismannism

—occupied a distinguished place in contemporary

biology. But his mind was also continuously and

increasingly active on the problems of meta-

physics and theology. And at his death in the

early summer of this year (1894), he left among

his papers some notes, made mostly in the

previous winter, for a work which he was in-

tending to write on the fundamental questions

of religion. He had desired that these notes

should be given to me and that I should do with

them as I thought best. His literary executors

accordingly handed them over to me, in company

with some unpublished essays, two of which form

the first part of the present volume.

After reading the notes myself, and obtaining

the judgement of others in whom I feel confidence

upon them, I have no hesitation either in publishing
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by far the greater part of them, or in publishing

them with the author’s name in spite of the fact that

the book as originally projected was to have been

anonymous. From the few words which George

Romanes said to me on the subject, I have no doubt

that he realized that the notes if published after

his death must be published with his name.

I have said that after reading these notes

I feel no doubt that they ought to be published.

They claim it both by their intrinsic value and

by the light they throw on the religious thought

of a scientific man who was not only remarkably

able and clear-headed, but also many-sided, as

few men are, in his capacities, and singularly

candid and open-hearted. To all these qualities

the notes which are now offered to the public

will bear unmistakeable witness.

With more hesitation it has been decided to

print also the unpublished essays already referred

to. These, as representing an earlier stage of

thought than is represented in the notes, naturally

appear first.

Both Essays and Notes however represent the

same tendency of a mind from a position of unbelief

in the Christian Revelation toward one of belief in it.

They represent, I say, a tendency of one ‘ seeking

after God if haply he might feel after Him and
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find Him,’ and not a position of settled orthodoxy.

Even the Notes contain in fact many things which

could not come from a settled believer. This

being so it is natural that I should say a word

as to the way in which I have understood my
function as an editor. I have decided the question

of publishing each Note solely by the consideration

whether or no it was sufficiently finished to be

intelligible. I have rigidly excluded any question

of my own agreement or disagreement with it.

In the case of one Note in particular, I doubt

whether I should have published it, had it not been

that my decided disagreement with its contents

made me fear that I might be prejudiced in

withholding it.

The Notes, with the papers which precede them,

will, I think, be better understood if I give some

preliminary account of their antecedents, that is

of Romanes* previous publications on the subject

of religion.

In 1873 an essay of George Romanes gained the

Burney Prize at Cambridge, the subject being

Christian Prayer considered in relation to the

belief that the Almighty governs the world by

general laws. This was published in 1874, with

an appendix on The Physical Efficacy of Prayer.

In this essay, written when he was twenty-five years
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old, Romanes shows the characteristic qualities

of his mind and style already developed. The

sympathy with the scientific point of view is

there, as might be expected perhaps in a Cam-

bridge ‘Scholar in Natural Science*: the logical

acumen and love of exact distinctions is there:

there too the natural piety and spiritual appre-

ciation of the nature of Christian prayer—a piety

and appreciation which later intellectual habits of

thought could never eradicate. The essay, as

judged by the standard of prize compositions, is of

remarkable ability, and strictly proceeds within

the limits of the thesis. On the one side, for the

purpose of the argument, the existence of a Per-

sonal God is assumed and also the reality of the

Christian Revelation which assures us that we have

reason to expect real answers, even though con-

ditionally and within restricted limits, to prayers for

physical goods On the other side, there is taken

for granted the belief that general laws pervade

the observable domain of physical nature. Then

the question is considered—how is the physical

efficacy of prayer which the Christian accepts on

the authority pf revelation compatible with the

scientifically known fact that God governs the

world by general laws? The answer is mainly

‘ P- 7* * p. 173.
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found in emphasizing the limited sph^e within

which scientific inquiry can be conducted and

scientific knowledge can obtain. Special divine

acts of response to prayer, even in the physical

sphere, may occur—force may be even originated

in response to prayer—and still not produce any

phenomenon such as science must take cognizance

of and regard as miraculous or contrary to the

known order.

On one occasion the Notes refer back to this

essay and more frequently, as we shall have

occasion to notice, they reproduce thoughts which

had already been expressed in the earlier work but

had been obscured or repudiated in the interval.

I have no grounds for knowing whether in the main

Romanes remained satisfied with the reasoning and

conclusion of his earliest essay, granted the theistic

hypothesis on which it rests. But this hypothesis

itself, very shortly after publishing this essay, he

was led to repudiate. In other words, his mind

moved rapidly and sharply into a position of

reasoned scepticism about the existence of God

at all. The Burney Essay was published in

1874. Already in 1876 at least he had written

an anonymous work with a wholly sceptical con-

clusion, entitled ‘A Candid Examination of Theism*

^ See p. 1 10.
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by Physictis^, As the Notes were written with

direct reference to this work, some detailed account

of its argument seems necessary
;
and this is to be

found in the last chapter of the work itself, where

the author summarizes his arguments and draws

his conclusions. I venture therefore to reproduce

this chapter at length

*§ I. Our analysis is now at an end, and a very

few words will here suffice to convey an epitomized

recollection of the numerous facts and conclusions

which we have found it necessary to contemplate.

We first disposed of the conspicuously absurd

supposition that the origin of things, or the mystery

of existence [i. e. the fact that anything exists at

all], admits of being explained by the theory of

Theism in any further degree than by the theory

of Atheism. Next it was shown that the argument
“ Our heart requires a God is invalid, seeing that

such a subjective necessity, even if made out, could

not be sufficient to prove—or even to render

^ Published in Triibner’s English and Foreign Philosophical

Library in 1878, but written ‘ several years ago * (preface). ‘ I have

refrained from publishing it/ the author explains, ‘ lest, after having

done so, I should find that more mature thought had modified the

conclusions which the author sets forth.*

* At times I have sought to make the argument of the chapter

more intelligible by introducing references to earlier parts of the book
or explanations in my own words. These latter I have inserted in

square brackets.
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probable—an objective existence. And with regard

to the further argilrnent that the fact of our theistic

aspirations points to. God as to their explanatory-

cause, it became necessary to observe that the

argument could only be admissible after the possi-

bility of the operation of natural causes [in the

production of our theistic aspirations] had been

excluded. Similarly the argument from the sup-

posed intuitive necessity of individual thought [i. e.

the alleged fact that men find it impossible to rid

themselves of the persuasion that God exists] was

found to be untenable, first, because, even if the

supposed necessity were a real one, it would only

possess an individual applicability; and second,

that, as a matter of fact, it is extremely improbable

that the supposed necessity is a real necessity even

for the individual who asserts it, while it is abso-

lutely certain that it is not such to the vast

majority of the race. The argument from the

general consent of mankind, being so obviously

fallacious both as to facts and principles, was passed

over without comment
;
while the argument from

a first cause was found to involve a logical suicide.

Lastly, the argument , that, as human volition is

a cause in nature, therefore all causation is probably

volitional in character, was shown to consist in

a stretch of inference so outrageous that the argu-

ment had to be pronounced worthless.

‘ § a. Proceeding next to examine the less super-

ficial arguments in favour of Theism, it was first

shown that the syllogism, All known minds are

caused by an unknown mind ; our mind is a known
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mind
;
therefore our mind is caused by an unknown

mind,—is a syllogism that is inadmissible for two

reasons. In the first place, it does not account for

mind (in the abstract) to refer it to a prior mind for

its origin
;
and therefore, although the hypothesis,

if admitted, would be an explanation of known

mind, it is useless as an argument for the existence

of the unknown mind, the assumption of which

fbrms the basis of that explanation. Again, in the

next place, if it be said that mind is so far an

entity suigeneris that it must be either self-existing

or caused by another mind, there is no assignable

warrant for the assertion. And this is the second

objection to the above syllogism
;

for anything

within the whole range of the possible may, for

aught that we can tell, be competent to produce

a self-conscious intelligence. Thus an objector to

the above syllogism need not hold any theory

of things at all
; but even as opposed to the definite

theory of materialism, the above syllogism has

not so valid an argumentative basis to stand upon.

We know that what we call matter and force

are to all appearance eternal, while we have no
corresponding evidence of a mind that is even

apparently eternal. Further, within experience

mind is invariably associated with highly differ-

entiated collocations of matter and distributions of

force, and many facts go to prove, and none to nega-

tive, the conclusion that the grade of intelligence

invariably depends upon, or at least is associated

with, a corresponding grade of cerebral development.
There is thus both a qualitative and a quantitative
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relation between intelligence and cerebral organ-

isation. And if it is said that matter and motion

cannot produce consciousness because it is incon-

ceivable that they should, we have seen at some

length that this is no conclusive consideration as

applied to a subject of a confessedly transcendental

nature, and that in the present case it is particularly

inconclusive, because, as it is speculatively certain

that the substance of mind must be unknowable,

it seems d priori probable that, whatever is the

cause of the unknowable reality, this cause should

be more difficult to render into thought in that

relation than would some other hypothetical

substance which is imagined as more akin to mind.

And if it is said that the more conceivable cause

is the more probable cause, we have seen that it

is in this case impossible to estimate the validity

of the remark. Lastly, the statement that the

cause must contain actually all that its effects

can contain, was seen to be inadmissible in logic

and contradicted by everyday experience; while

the argument from the supposed freedom of the will

and the existence of the moral sense was negatived

both deductively by the theory of evolution, and

inductively by the doctrine of utilitarianism.’

The theory of the freedom of the will is indeed

at this stage of thought utterly untenable^; the

evidence is overwhelming that the moral sense is

the result of a purely natural evolution 2, and this

result, arrived at on general grounds, is confirmed

with irresistible force by the account of our human
^ p. 24. * p. 28.
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conscience which is supplied by the theory of

utilitarianism, a theory based on the widest and

most unexceptionable of inductions^. ‘On the

whole, then, with regard to the argument from

the existence of the human mind, we were com-

pelled to decide that it is destitute of any

assignable weight, there being nothing more to

lead to the conclusion that our mind has been

caused by another mind, than to the conclusion

that it has been caused by anything else what-

soever.

‘ § 3« With regard to the argument from Design,

it was observed that Mill’s presentation of it [in

his Essay on Tkeisni] is merely a resuscitation of

the argument as presented by Paley, Bell, and

Chalmers. And indeed we saw that the first-

named writer treated this whole subject with

a feebleness and inaccuracy very surprising in

him
;

for while he has failed to assign anything

like due weight to the inductive evidence of or-

ganic evolution, he did not hesitate to rush into

a supernatural explanation of biological phenomena.

Moreover, he has failed signally in his analysis

of the Design argument, seeing that, in common
with all previous writers, he failed to observe that

it is utterly impossible for us to know the relations

in which the supposed Designer stands to the

Designed,—much less to argue from the fact that

the Supreme Mind, even supposing it to exist,

caused the observable products by any particular

intellectual process. In other words, all advocates
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of the Design argument have failed to perceive

that, even if we grant nature to be due to a creating

Mind, still we have no shadow of a right to con-

clude that this Mind can only have exerted its

creative power by means of such and such cogi-

tative operations. How absurd, therefore, must

it be to raise the supposed evidence of such

cogitative operations into evidences of the existence

of a creating Mind ! If a theist retorts that it is,

after all, of very little importance whether or not

we are able to divine the methods of creation, so

long as the facts are there to attest that, in some

way or other

^

the observable phenomena of nature

must be due to Intelligence of some kind as their

ultimate cause, then I am the first to endorse this

remark. It has always appeared to me one of the

most unaccountable things in the history of specu-

lation that so many competent wTiters can have

insisted upon Design as an argument for Theism,

when they must all have known perfectly well

that they have no means of ascertaining the

subjective psychology of that Supreme Mind
whose existence the argument is adduced to

demonstrate. The truth is, that the argument

from teleology must, and can only, rest upon the

observable facts of nature, without reference to

the intellectual processes by which these facts

may be supposed to have been accomplished. But,

looking to the “ present state of our knowledge,”

this is merely to change the teleological argument
in its gross Paleyian form, into the argument from
the ubiquitous operation of general laws.*
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‘ § 4/ This argument was thus ^ stated in contrast

with the argument from design. ‘ The argument

from design says, there must be a God, because

such and such an organic structure must have been

due to such and such an intellectual process. The
argument from general laws says, There must be

a God, because such and such an organic structure

must in some way or other have been ultimately

dtie to intelligence.* Every structure exhibits with

more or less of complexity the principle of order

;

it is related to all other things in a universal order.

This universality of order renders irrational the

hypothesis of chance in accounting for the universe.

‘ Let us think of the supreme causality as we
may, the fact remains that from it there emanates

a directive influence of uninterrupted consistency,

on a scale of stupendous magnitude and exact pre-

cision worthy of our highest conceptions of deity ^.*

The argument was developed in the words of Pro-

fessor Baden Powell. * That which requires reason

and thought to understand must be itself thought

and reason. That which mind alone can investi-

gate or express must be itself mind. And if the

highest conception attained is but partial, then

the mind and reason studied is greater than the

mind and reason of the student. If the more it

is studied the more vast and complex is the ne-

cessary connection in reason disclosed, then the

more evident is the vast extent and compass of the

reason thus partially manifested and its reality as

existing in the immutably cofmected order of objects

‘ p. 45- * p. 47-
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examined, independently of the mind of the investi-

gator.’ This argument from the universal Kosmos
has the advantage of being wholly independent of

the method by which things came to be what they

are. It is unaffected by the acceptance of evolution.

Till quite recently it seemed irrefutable K
‘ But nevertheless we are constrained to acknow-

ledge that its apparent power dwindles to nothing in

view of the indisputable fact that, if force and matter

have been eternal, all and every natural law must

have resulted by way of necessary consequence. . . .

It does not admit of one moment’s questioning that

it is as certainly true that all the exquisite beauty

and melodious harmony of nature follows necessarily

as inevitably from the persistence of force and the

primary qualities of matter as it is certainly true that

force is persistent or that matter is extended or im-

penetrable^. ... It will be remembered that I dwelt

at considerable length and with much earnestness

upon this truth, not only because of its enormous
importance in its bearing upon our subject, but also

because no one has hitherto considered it in that

relation.’ It was also pointed out that the coherence

and correspondence ofthe macrocosm of the universe

with the microcosm of the human mind can be ac-

counted for by the fact that the human mind is only

one ofthe productsof general evolution, its subjective

relations necessarilyreflectingthose external relations

of which they themselves are the product

*§ 5. The next step, however, was to mitigate the

severity of the conclusion thatwas liable to beformed

' p. 5o» ’ P* 63. » pp. 58 ff.

B
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upon the utter and hopeless collapse of all the pos-

sible arguments in favour of Theism. Having fully

demonstrated that there is no shadow of a positive

argument in support of the theistic theory, there

arose thedanger thatsome persons might erroneously

conclude that for this reason the theistic theory must

be untrue. It therefore became necessary to point

out, that although, as far as we can see, nature does

not require an Intelligent Cause to account for any

of her phenomena, yet it is possible that, ifwe could

see farther, we should see that nature could not be

what she is unless she had owed her existence to an

Intelligent Cause. Or, in other words, the proba-

bility there is that an Intelligent Cause is unneces-

sary to explain any of the phenomena of nature,

is only equal to the probability there is that the

doctrine of the persistence of force is everywhere

and eternally true.

‘As a final step in our analysis, therefore, we alto-

gether quitted the region of experience, and ignoring

even the very foundations of science, and so all the

most certain of relative truths, we carried the discus-

sion into the transcendental region of purely formal

considerations. And here we laid down the canon,

“that thevalueofanyprobability, in its last analysis, is

determined by the number, the importance, and the

definiteness ofthe relations known, as compared with
those of the relations unknown and, consequently,

that in cases where the unknown relations are more
numerous,more important,ormore indefinite than are

the known relations, the value of our inference varies

inversely as the difference in these respects between
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the relations compared. From which canon it

followed, that as the problem of Theism is the most

ultima|j|^ of all problems, and so contains in its un-

known relations all that is to man unknown and

unknowable, these relations must be pronounced

the most indefinite of all relations that it is possible

for man to contemplate ; and, consequently, that

although we have here the entire range of experience

from which to argue, we are unable to estimate the

real value of any argument whatsoever. The un-

known relations in our attempted induction being

wholly indefinite, both in respect of their number
and importance, as compared with the known
relations, it is impossible for us to determine any
definite probability either for or against the being of

a God, Therefore, although it is true that, so far

as human science can penetrate or human thought

infer, we can perceive no evidence of God, yet we
have no right on this account to conclude that there

is no God. The probability, therefore, that nature

is devoid of Deity, while it is of the strongest kind

if regarded scientifically—amounting, in fact, to

a scientific demonstration,—is nevertheless wholly

worthless if regarded logically. Although it is

as true as is the fundamental basis of all science

and of all experience that, if there is a God, His

existence, considered as a cause of the universe, is

superfluous, it may nevertheless be true that, if there

had never been a God, the universe could never have

existed.

‘ Hence these formal considerations proved con-

clusively that, no matter how great the probability

B a
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of Atheism might appear to be in a relative sense,

we have no means of estimating such probability

in an absolute sense. From which position there

emerged the possibility of another argument in

favour of Theism—or rather let us say, of a re-

appearance of the teleological argument in another

form. For it may be said, seeing that these formal

considerations exclude legitimate reasoning either

for or against Deity in an absolute sense, while

they do not exclude such reasoning in a relative

sense, if there yet remain any theistic deductions

which may properly be drawn from experience,

these may now be adduced to balance the atheistic

deductions from the persistence of force. For

although the latter deductions have clearly shown

the existence of Deity to be superfluous in a

scientific sense, the formal considerations in question

have no less clearly opened up beyond the sphere

of science a possible • locus for the existence of

Deity ; so that if there are any facts supplied by
experience for which the atheistic deductions appear

insufficient to account, we are still free to account

for them in a relative sense by the hypothesis of

Theism. And, it may be urged, we do find such

an unexplained residuum in the correlation of

general laws in the production of cosmic harmony.

It signifies nothing, the argument may run, that

we are unable to conceive the methods whereby

the supposed Mind operates in producing cosmic

harmony; nor does it signify that its operation

must now be relegated to a super-scientific province.

What does signify is that, taking a general view
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of nature, we find it impossible to conceive of the

extent and variety of her harmonious processes as

other than products of intelligent causation. Now
this sublimated form of the teleological argument,

it will be remembered, I denoted a metaphysical

teleology, in order sharply to distinguish it from

all previous forms of that argument, which, in

contradistinction I denoted scientific teleologies.

And the distinction, it will be remembered, con-

sisted in this—that while all previous forms of

teleology, by resting on a basis which was not

beyond the possible reach of science, laid themselves

open to the possibility of scientific refutation, the

metaphysical system of teleology, by resting on

a basis which is clearly beyond the possible reach

of science, can never be susceptible of scientific

refutation. And that this metaphysical system of

teleology does rest on such a basis is indisputable

;

for while it accepts the most ultimate truths of

which science can ever be cognizant—viz. the

persistence of force and the consequently necessary

genesis of natural law,—it nevertheless maintains

that the necessity of regarding Mind as the ultimate

cause of things is not on this account removed
;

and, therefore, that if science now requires the

operation of a Supreme Mind to be posited in

a super-scientific sphere, then in a super-scientific

sphere it ought to be posited. No doubt this

hypothesis at first sight seems gratuitous, seeing

that, so far as science can penetrate, there is no

need of any such hypothesis at all—cosmic harmony
resulting as a physically necessary consequence
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from the combined action of natural laws, which in

turn result as a physically necessary consequence

of the persistence of force and the primary qualities

of matter. But although it is thus indisputably

true that metaphysical teleology is wholly gratuitous

if considered scientifically, it may not be true that

it is wholly gratuitous if considered psychologically.

In other words, if it is more conceivable that Mind
should be the ultimate cause of cosmic harmony

than that the persistence of force should be so, then

it is not irrational to accept the more conceivable

hypothesis in preference to the less conceivable

one, provided that the choice is made with the

diffidence which is required by the considerations

adduced in Chapter V [especially the Canon of

probability laid down in the second paragraph of this

section, § 5].

‘I conclude, therefore, that the hypothesis of

metaphysical teleolo^, although in a physical

sense gratuitous, may be in a psychological sense

legitimate. But as against the fundamental position

on which alone this argument can rest—viz. the

position that the fundamental postulate of Atheism
is more inconceivable than is the fundamental

postulate of Theism—we have seen two important

objections to lie.

‘ For, in the first place, the sense in which the

word ‘‘ inconceivable ” is here used is that of the

impossibility of framing realizable relations in the

thought ; not that of the impossibility of framing

abstract relations in thought. In the same sense,

though in a lower degree, it is true that the
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complexity of the human organization and its

functions is inconceivable; but in this sense the

word “inconceivable’* has much less weight in an

argument than it has in its true sense. And, without

waiting again to dispute (as we did in the case of

the speculative standing of Materialism) how far

even the genuine test of inconceivability ought to

be allowed to make against an inference which

there is a body of scientific evidence to substantiate,

we went on to the second objection against this

fundamental position of metaphysical teleology.

This objection, it will be remembered, was, that it

is as impossible to conceive of cosmic harmony as

an effect of Mind [i. e. Mind being what we know it

in experience to be], as it is to conceive of it as an

effect of mindless evolution. The argument from

inconceivability, therefore, admits of being turned

with quite as terrible an effect on Theism, as it can

possibly be made to exert on Atheism.
‘ Hence this more refined form of teleology which

we are considering, and which we saw to be the

last of the possible arguments in favour of Theism,

is met on its own ground by a very crushing

opposition : by its metaphysical character it has

escaped the opposition of physical science, only

to encounter a new opposition in the region of

pure psychology to which it fled. As a conclu-

sion to our whole inquiry, therefore, it devolved

on us to determine the relative magnitudes of

these opposing forces. And in doing this we
first observed that, if the supporters of meta-

physical teleology objected it priori to the method
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whereby the genesis of natural law was deduced

from the datum of the persistence of force, in

that this method involved an unrestricted use

of illegitimate symbolic conceptions
;

then it is

no less open to an atheist to object i priori to

the method whereby a directing Mind was inferred

from the datum of cosmic harmony, in that this

method involved the postulation of an unknowable

cause,—and this of a character which the whole

history of human thought has proved the human
mind to exhibit an overweening tendency to

postulate as the cause of natural phenomena.

On these grounds, therefore, I concluded that,

so far as their respective standing d priori is

concerned, both theories may be regarded as

about equally suspicious. And similarly with regard

to their standing d posteriori
;
for as both theories

require to embody at least one infinite term, they

must each alike be pronounced absolutely incon-

ceivable. But, finally, if the question were put

to me which of the two theories I regarded as

the more rational, I observed that this is a question

which no one man can answer for another. For as

the test of absolute inconceivability is equally

destructive of both theories, if a man wishes to

choose between them, his choice can only be

determined by what I have designated relative

inconceivability—i.e. in accordance with the verdict

given by his individual sense of probability as

determined by his previous habit of thought. And
forasmuch as the test of relative inconceivability

may be held in this matter legitimately to vary
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with the character of the mind which applies it,

the strictly rational probability of the question

to which it is applied varies in like manner. Or
otherwise presented, the only alternative for any

man in this matter is either to discipline himself

into an attitude of pure scepticism, and thus to

refuse in thought to entertain either a probability

or an improbability concerning the existence of

a God ; or else to incline in thought towards an

affirmation or a negation of God, according as his

previous habits of thought have rendered such

an inclination more facile in the one direction than

in the other. And although, under such circum-

stances, I should consider that man the more

rational who carefully suspended his judgement,

I conclude that if this course is departed from,

neither the metaphysical teleologist nor the scien-

tific atheist has any perceptible advantage, over

the other in respect of rationality. For as the

formal conditions of a metaphysical teleology are

undoubtedly present on the one hand, and the

formal conditions of a speculative atheism are as

undoubtedly present on the other, there is thus

in both cases a logical vacuum supplied wherein

the pendulum of thought is free to swing in which-

ever direction it may be made to swing by the

momentum of preconceived ideas.

‘ § 6. Such is the outcome of our investigation,

and considering the abstract nature of the subject,

the immense divergence of opinion which at

the present time is manifested with regard to it,

as well as the confusing amount of good, bad
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and indifferent literature on both sides of the

controversy which is extant;—considering these

things, I do not think that the result of our inquiry

can be justly complained of on the score of its

lacking precision. At a time like the present,

when traditional beliefs respecting Theism are

so generally accepted, and so commonly concluded

as a matter of course to have a large and valid

basis of induction whereon to rest, I cannot but

feel that a perusal of this short essay, by showing

how very concise the scientific status of the subject

really is, will do more to settle the minds of most

readers as to the exact standing at the present

time of all the probabilities of the question, than

could a perusal of all the rest of the literature upon

this subject. And, looking to the present condition

of speculative philosophy, I regard it as of the

utmost importance to have clearly shown that the

advance of science has now entitled us to assert,

without the least hesitation, that the hypothesis

of Mind in nature is as certainly superfluous to

account for any of the phenomena of nature, as

the scientific doctrine of the persistence of force

and the indestructibility of matter is certainly true.

‘On the other hand, if any one is inclined to

complain that the logical aspect of the question

has not proved itself so unequivocally definite as

has the scientific, I must ask him to consider that,

in any matter which does not admit of actual

demonstration, some margin must of necessity be

left for variations of individual opinion. And, if he

bears this consideration in mind, I feel sure that
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he cannot properly complain of my not having

done my utmost in this case to define as sharply

as possible the character and the limits of this

margin.

‘ § 7. And now, in conclusion, I feel it is desirable

to state that any antecedent bias with regard to

Theism which I individually possess is un-

questionably on the side of traditional beliefs. It

is therefore with the utmost sorrow that I find

myself compelled to accept the conclusions here

worked out
; and nothing would have induced me

to publish them, save the strength of my conviction

that it is the duty of every member of society

to give his fellows the benefit of his labours for

whatever they may be worth. Just as I am con-

fident that truth must in the end be the most

profitable for the race, so I am persuaded that

every individual endeavour to attain it, provided

only that such endeavour is unbiassed and sincere;

ought without hesitation to be made the common
property of all men, no matter in what direction

the results of its promulgation may appear to tend.

And so far as the ruination of individual happiness

is concerned, no one can have a more lively per-

ception than myself of the possibly disastrous

tendency of my work. So far as I am individually

concerned, the result of this analysis has been to

show that, whether I regard the problem of Theism
on the lower plane of strictly relative probability,

or on the higher plane of purely formal consider-

ations, it equally becomes my obvious duty to

stifle all belief of the kind which I conceive to be
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resist the conclusion that, looking to this undoubted

pre-eminence of the scientific methods as ways to

truth, whether or not there is a God, the question

as to his existence is both more morally and

more reverently contemplated if we regard it

purely as a problem for methodical analysis to

solve, than if we regard it in any other light’

It is in respect both of (i) and (2) that the change

in Romanes* thought as exhibited in his later

Notes is most conspicuous ^

At what date George Romanes* mind began to

react from the conclusions of the Caftdid Examina-

tion I cannot say. But after a period of ten years

—

in his Rede lecture of 1885^—we find his frame

of mind very much changed. This lecture, on

Mmd and Motion, consists of a severe criticism

of the materialistic account of mind. On the

^ With reference to the views and arguments of the Candid
Examination^ it may be interesting to notice here in detail that

George Romanes (i) came to attach much more importance to the sub-

jective religious needs and intuitions of the human spirit (pp. 131 ff.);

(2) perceived that the subjective religious consciousness can be

regarded objectively as a broad human phenomenon (pp. 147 f.)

;

(3) criticized his earlier theory of causation and returned towards the

theory that all causation is volitional (pp. 102, 118) ; (4) definitely

repudiated the materialistic account of the origin ofmind (pp. 30, 31) ;

(5) returned to the use of the expression ‘the argument from
design,* and therefore presumably abandoned his strong objection

to it
; (6)

‘ saw through ’ Herbert Spencer’s refutation of the wider
teleology expressed by Baden Powell, and felt the force of the

teleology again (p. 72) ; (7) recognized that the scienti6c objections

to the doctrine of the freedom of the will are not finally valid (p. 128).
* See Contemj[>orary Review, July 1885, p. 93.
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other hand * spiritualism ’—or the theory which

would suppose that mind is the cause of motion

—

is pronounced from the point of view of science not

impossible indeed but ‘ unsatisfactory,’ and the

more probable conclusion is found in a ^ monism ’

like Bruno’s—according to which mind and motion

are co-ordinate and probably co-extensive aspects

of the same universal fact—a monism which may

be called Pantheism, but may also be regarded as

an extension of contracted views of Theism The

position represented by this lecture may be seen

sufficiently from its conclusion :

—

‘ If the advance of natural science is now steadily

leading us to the conclusion that there is no

motion without mind, must we not see how the

independent conclusion of mental science is thus

independently confirmed—^the conclusion, I mean,

that there is no being without knowing? To me,

at least, it does appear that the time has come
when we may begin, as it were in a dawning light,

^ In some ‘Notes’ of the Summer of 1893 I find the statement,
* The result (of philosophical inquiry) has been that in his millen

nial contemplation and experience man has attained certainty with

regard to certain aspects of the world problem, no less secure than

that which he has gained in the domain of physical science, e.g.

Logical priority of mind over matter.

Consequent untenability of materialism.

Relativity of knowledge.

The order of nature, conservation of energy and indestructibility

of matter within human experience, the principle of evolution

and survival of the fittest.’
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to see that the study of Nature and the study of

Mind are meeting upon this greatest of possible

truths. And if this is the case—if there is no

motion without mind, no being without knowing

—

shall we infer, with Clifford, that universal being

is mindless, or answer with a dogmatic negative

that most stupendous of questions,—Is there know-

ledge with the Most High ? If there is no motion

without mind, no being without knowing, may
we not rather infer, with Bruno, that it is in the

medium of mind, and in the medium of knowledge,

we live, and move, and have our being ?

‘This, I think, is the direction in which the

inference points, if we are careful to set out the

logical conditions with complete impartiality. But

the ulterior question remains, whether, so far as

science is concerned, it is here possible to point any

inference at all : the whole orbit of human know-

ledge may be too narrow to afford a parallax for

measurements so vast. Yet even here, if it be true

that the voice of science must thus of necessity

speak the language of agnosticism, at least let us

see to it that the language is pure^; let us not

tolerate any barbarisms introduced from the side of

aggressive dogma. So shall we find that this new
grammar of thought does not admit of any con-

structions radically opposed to more venerable

ways of thinking
;
even if we do not find that the

often-quoted words of its earliest formulator apply

with special force to its latest dialects—that if a

‘ For the meaning of * pure’ agnosticism see below, pp. 107 ff.
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little knowledge of physiology and a little know-
ledge of psychology dispose men to atheism, a

deeper knowledge of both, and, still more, a deeper

thought upon their relations to one another, will

lead men back to some form of religion, which

.if it be more vague, may also be more worthy than

thut of earlier days/

Some time before 1889 three articles were

written for the Nineteenth Cenittry on the Injltience

of Science tipon Religion. They were never pub-

lished, for what reason I am not able to ascertain.

But I have thought it worth while to print the first

two of them as a ‘ first part ’ of this volume, both

because they contain—written in George Romanes’

own name—an important criticism upon the Candid

Examination which he had published anonymously,

and also because, with their entirely sceptical result,

they exhibit very clearly a stage in the mental

history of their author. The antecedents of these

papers those who have read this Introduction

will now be in a position to understand. What
remains to be said by way of further introduction

to the Notes had better be reserved till later.

C. G.

c





PART I





THE INFLUENCE OF SCIENCE

UPON RELIGION.

I.

I PROPOSE to consider, in a series of three papers,

the influence of Science upon Religion. In doing

this I shall seek to confine myself to the strictly

rational aspect of the subject, without travelling

into any matters of sentiment. Moreover, I shall

aim at estimating in the first instance the kind

and degree of influence which has been exerted

by Science upon Religion in the past, and then

go on to estimate the probable extent of this

influence in the future. The first two papers will

be devoted to the past and prospective influence

of Science upon Natural Religion, while the third

will be devoted to the past and prospective influence

of Science upon Revealed Religion \

Few subjects have excited so much interest of

late years as that which I thus mark out for dis-

cussion. This can scarcely be considered a matter

[The third paper is not published because Romanes* views

on the relation between science and faith in Revealed Religion are

better and more maturely expressed in the Notes.

—

Hd.]
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of surprise, seeing that the influence in question

is not only very direct, but also extremely im-

portant from every point of view. For generations

and for centuries in succession Religion maintained

an undisputed sway over men’s minds—if not

always as a practical guide in matters of conduct,

at least as a regulator of belief. Even among the

comparatively few who in previous centuries pro-

fessedly rejected Christianity, there can be no

doubt that their intellectual conceptions were

largely determined by it: for Christianity being

then the only court of appeal with reference to

all these conceptions, even the few minds which

were professedly without its jurisdiction could

scarcely escape its indirect influence through the

minds of others. But as side by side with the

venerable institution a new court of appeal was

gradually formed, we capnot wonder that it should

have come to be regarded in the light of a rival

to the old—more especially as the searching

methods of its inquiry and the certain character

of its judgements were much more in consonance

with the requirements of an age disposed to scep-

ticism. And this spirit of rivalry is still further

fostered by the fact that Science has unquestionably

exerted upon Religion what Mr. Fiske terms a

‘purifying influence.’ That is to say, not only

are the scientific methods of inquiry after truth

more congenial to sceptical minds than are the

religious methods (which may broadly be defined

as accepting truth on authority), but the results

of the former have more than once directly con-*
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tradicted those of the latter : science has in several

cases incontestably demonstrated that religious

teaching has been wrong as to matters of fact.

Further still, the great advance of natural know-

ledge which has characterized the present century,

has caused our Ideas upon many subjects connected

with philosophy to undergo a complete meta-

morphosis. A well-educated man of the present

day is absolutely precluded from regarding some

of the Christian dogmas from the same intellectual

standpoint as his forefathers, even though he may
still continue to accept them in some other sense.

In short, our whole key of thinking or tone of

thought having been in certain respects changed,

we can no longer anticipate that in these respects

ft.«houId continue to harmonize with the unalterable

system of theology.

Such I conceive to be the ways in which

Science has exerted her influence upon Religion,

and it is needless to dwell upon the potency

of their united effect. No one can read even

a newspaper without perceiving how great this

effect has been. On the one hand, sceptics are

triumphantly confident that the light of dawning

knowledge has begun finally to dispel the darkness

of superstition, while religious persons, on the

other hand, tremble to think what the future,

if judged by the past, is likely to bring forth.

On both sides we have free discussion, strong

language, and earnest canvassing. Year by year

stock is taken, and year by year the balance is

found to preponderate in favour of Science.
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This being the state of things of the present

time, I think that with the experience of the kind

and degree of influence which Science has exerted

upon Religion in the past, we have material enough

whereby to estimate the probable extent of such

influence in the future. This, therefore, I shall

endeavour to do by seeking to define, on general

principles, the limits within which it is antecedently

possible that the influence in question can be

exercised. But in order to do this, it is necessary

to begin by estimating the kind and degree of the

influence which has been exerted by Science upon

Religion in the past.

Thus much premised, we have in the first place

to define the essential nature both of Science and

of Religion : for this is clearly the first step in an

analysis which has for its object an estimation

of the actual and possible effects of one of these

departments of thought upon the other.

Science, then, is essentially a department of

thought having exclusive reference to the Proxi-

mate. More particularly, it is a department of

thought having for its object the explanation

of natural phenomena by the discovery of natural

(or proximate) causes. In so far as Science ventures

to trespass beyond this her only legitimate domain,

and seeks to interpret natural phenomena by the

immediate agency of supernatural or ultimate

causes, in that degree has she ceased to be physical

science, and become ontological speculation. The
truth of this statement has now been practically

recognized by all scientific workers
; and terms
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describing final causes have been banished from

their vocabulary in astronomy, chemistry, geology,

biology, and even in psychology.

Religion, on the other hand, is a department

of thought having no less exclusive reference to

the Ultimate. More particularly, it is a depart-

ment ofthought having for its object a self-conscious

and intelligent Being, which it regards as a Personal

God, and the fountain-head of all causation. I am,

of course, aware that the term Religion has been

of late years frequently used in senses which this

definition would not cover
;

but I conceive that

this only shows how frequently the term in question

has been abused. To call any theory of things

a Religion which does not present any belief in

any form of Deity, is to apply the word to the

very opposite of that which it has hitherto been

used to denote. To speak of the Religion of the

Unknowable, the Religion of Cosmism, the Religion

of Humanity, and so forth, where the personality

of the First Cause is not recognized, is as unmeaning

as it would be to speak of the love of a triangle,

or the rationality of the equator. That is to say,

if any meaning is to be extracted from the terms

at all, it is only to be so by using them in some

metaphorical sense. We may, for instance, say

that there is such a thing as a Religion of Humanity,

because we may begin by deifying Humanity in

our own estimation, and then go on to worship

our ideal. But by thus giving Humanity the name
of Deity we are not really creating a new religion

:

we are merely using a metaphor, which may or
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may not be successful as a matter of poetic diction,

but which most assuredly presents no shred of

value as a matter of philosophical statement. In-

deed, in this relation it is worse than valueless:

it is misleading. Variations or reversals in the

meanings of words are not of uncommon occurrence

in the ordinary growth of languages
;
but it is not

often that we find, as in this case, the whole

meaning of a term intentionally and gratuitously

changed by the leaders of philosophical thought

Humanity, for example, is an abstract idea of our

own making : it is not an object any more than

the equator is an object. Therefore, if it were

possible to construct a religion by this curious

device of metaphorically ascribing to Humanity
the attributes of Deity, it ought to be as logically

possible to construct, let us say, a theory of

brotherly regard towards the equator, by meta-

phorically ascribing to -it the attributes of man.

The distinguishing features of any theory which

can properly be termed a Religion, is that it should

refer to the ultimate source, or sources, of things

:

and that it should suppose this source to be of an

objective, intelligent, and personal nature. To
apply the term Religion to any other theory is

merely to abuse it.

From these definitions, then, it appears that the

aims and methods of Science are exclusively con-

cerned with the ascertaining and the proof of the

proximate How of things and processes physical

:

her problem is, as Mill states it, to discover what

are the fewest number of (phenomenal) data which,
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being granted, will explain the phenomena of

experience. On the other hand, Religion is not in

any way concerned with causation, further than to

assume that all things and all processes are

ultimately due to intelligent personality. Religion

is thus, as Mr. Spencer says, ‘ an ^ priori theory of

the universe*—to which, however, we must add, ‘and

a theory which assumes intelligent personality as

the originating source of the universe.* Without

this needful addition, a religion would be in no

way logically distinguished from a philosophy.

From these definitions, then, it clearly follows

that in their purest forms, Science and Religion

really have no point of logical contact. Only if

Science could transcend the conditions of space

and time, of phenomenal relativity, and of all

human limitations, only then could Science be in

a position to touch the supernatural theory of

Religion. But obviously, if Science could do this,

she would cease to be Science. In soaring above

the region of phenomena and entering the tenuous

aether of noumena, her present wings, which we
call her methods, would in such an atmosphere be

no longer of any service for movement. Out of

time, out of place, and out of phenomenal relation,

Science could no longer exist as such.

On the other hand, Religion in its purest form is

equally incompetent to affect Science. For, as we
have already seen. Religion as such is not con-

cerned with the phenomenal sphere : her theory of

ontology cannot have any reference to the How
of phenomenal causation. Hence it is evident
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that, as in their purest or most ideal forms they

move in different mental planes, Science and

Religion cannot exhibit interference.

Thus far the remarks which I have made apply

equally to all forms of Religion, as such, whether

actual or possible, and in so far as the Religion is

pure. But it is notorious that until quite recently

Religion did exercise upon Science, not only an

influence, but an overpowering influence. Belief

in divine agency being all but universal, while the

methods of scientific research had not as yet been

distinctly formulated, it was in previous generations

the usual habit of mind to refer any natural

phenomenon, the physical causation of which had

not been ascertained, to the more or less imme-
diate causal action of the Deity. But we now see

that this habit of mind arose from a failure to

distinguish between the essentially distinct char-

acters of Science and Religion as departments of

thought, and therefore that it was only so far as

the Religion of former times was impure—or

mixed with the ingredients of thought which

belong to Science—that the baleful influence in

question was exerted. The gradual, successive,

and now all but total abolition of final causes from

the thoughts of scientific men, to which allusion

has already been made, is merely an expression of

the fact that scientific men as a body have come
fully to recognize the fundamental distinction be-

tween Science and Religion which I have stated.

Or, to put the matter in another way, scientific

men as a body—and, indeed, all persons whose
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ideas on such matters are abreast of the times

—

perceive plainly enough that a religious explanation

of any natural phenomenon is, from a scientific

point of view, no explanation at all. For a

religious explanation consists in referring the

observed phenomenon to the First Cause—i.e. to

merge that particular phenomenon in the general

or final mystery of things. A scientific explana-

tion, on the other hand, consists in referring the

observed phenomenon to its physical causes, and

in no case can such an explanation entertain the

hypothesis of a final cause without abandoning its

character as a scientific explanation. For example,

if a child brings me a flower and asks why it has

such a curious form, bright colour, sweet perfume,

and so on, and if I answer, Because God made it

so, I am not really answering the child’s question

:

I am merely concealing my ignorance of Nature

under a guise of piety, and excusing my indolence

in the study of botany. It was the appreciation

of this fact that led Mr. Darwin to observe in his

Origm of Species that the theory of creation does

not serve to explain any of the facts with which it

is concerned, but merely re-states these facts as

they are observed to occur. That is to say, by
thus merging the facts as observed into the final

mystery of things, we are not even attempting to

explain them in any scientific sense : for it would

be obviously possible to get rid of the necessity

of thus explaining any natural phenomenon what-

soever by referring it to the immediate causal

action of the Deity. If any phenomenon were
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actually to occur which did proceed from the

immediate causal action of the Deity, then ex

hypothesis there would be no physical causes to

investigate, and the occupation of Othello, in the

person of a man of science, would be gone. Such

a phenomenon would be miraculous, and therefore

from its very nature beyond the reach of scientific

investigation.

Properly speaking, then, the religious theory of

final causes does not explain any of the phenomena

of Nature: it merely re-states the phenomena as

observed—or, if we prefer so to say, it is itself an

ultimate and universal explanation of all possible

phenomena taken collectively. For it must be

admitted that behind all possible explanations of a

scientific kind, there lies a great inexplicable, which

just because of its ultimate character, cannot be

merged into anything further—that is to say,

cannot be explained. ‘ It is what it is,' is all that

we can say of it :
‘ I am that I am ' is all that it

could say of itself. And it is in referring phe-

nomena to this inexplicable source of physical

causation that the theory of Religion essentially

consists. The theory of Science, on the other hand,

consists in the assumption that there is always

a practically endless chain of physical causation to

investigate—i.e. an endless series of phenomena to

be explained. So that, if we define the process of

explanation as the process of referring observed

phenomena to their adequate causes, we may say

that Religion, by the aid of a general theory of

things in the postulation of an intelligent First
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Cause, furnishes to her own satisfaction an ultimate

explanation of the universe as a whole, and

therefore is not concerned with any of those proxi-

mate explanations or discovery of second causes,

which form the exclusive subject-matter of Science.

In other words, we recur to the definitions already

stated, to the effect that Religion is a department

of thought having, as such, exclusive reference to

the Ultimate, while Science is a departnient of

thought having, as such, no less exclusive reference

to the Proximate. When these two departments

of thought overlap, interference results, and we
find confusion. Therefore it was that when the

religious theory of final causes intruded upon the

field of scientific inquiry, it was passing beyond its

logical domain
;
and seeking to arrogate the function

of explaining this or that phenomenon in detail,

it ceased to be a purely religious theory, while at

the same time and for the same reason it blocked

the way of scientific progress

This remark serves to introduce one of the chief

topics with which I have to deal—viz. the doctrine

of Design in Nature, and thus the whole question

of Natural Religion in its relation to Natural

Science. In handling this topic I shall endeavour
^ To avoid misunderstanding I may observe that in the above

definitions I am considering Religion and Science under the condi-

tions in which they actually exist. It is conceivable that under

other conditions these two departments of thought might not be so

sharply separated. Thus, for instance, if Religion were to appear

carrying a revelation to Science upon matters of physical causation,

such a Religion (supposing the revelation were found by experiment

to be true) ought to be held to exercise upon Science a strictly

legitimate influence.
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to take as broad and deep a view as I can of the

present standing of Natural Religion, without

waiting to show step by step the ways and means
by which it has been brought into this position, by
the influence of Science.

In the earliest dawn of recorded thought,

teleology in some form or another has been the

most generally accepted theory whereby the order

of Nature is explained. It is not, however, my
object in this paper to trace the history of this

theory from its first rude beginnings in Fetishism

to its final development in Theism. I intend to

devote myself exclusively to the question as to the

present standing of this theory, and I allude to its

past history only in order to examine the state-

ment which is frequently made, to the effect that

its general prevalence in all ages and among all

peoples of the world lends to it a certain degree of
‘ antecedent credibility.* * With reference to this

point, I should say, that, whether or not the order

of Nature is due to a disposing Mind, the hypo-
thesis of mental agency in Nature—or, as the

Duke of Argyll terms it, the hypothesis of
‘ anthropopsychism *—must necessarily have been
the earliest hypothesis. What we find in Nature
is the universal prevalence of causation, and long
before the no less universal equivalency between
causes and effects—i.e. the universal prevalence of

natural law—became a matter of even the [vaguest]

appreciation, the general fact that nothing happens
without a cause of some kind was fully recognized.

Indeed, the recognition of this fact is not only pre-
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sented by the lowest races of the present day, but,

as I have myself given evidence to show, likewise

by animals and infants \ And therefore, it appears

to me probable that those psychologists are right

who argue that the idea of cause is intuitive, in the

same sense that the ideas of space and time aVe

intuitive—i. e. the instinctive or [inherited] effect of

ancestral experience.

Now if it is thus a matter of certainty that the

recognition of causality in Nature is co-extensive

with, and even anterior to, the human mind, it

appears to me no less certain that the first attempt

at assigning a cause of this or that observed event

in Nature—i. e. the first attempts at a rational

explanation of the phenomena of Nature—must

have been of an anthropopsychic kind. No other

explanation was, as it were, so ready to hand as

that of projecting into external Nature the agency

of volition, which was known to each individual as

the apparent fountain-head of causal activity so far

as he and his neighbours were concerned. To
reach this most obvious explanation of causality in

Nature, it did not require that primitive man
should know, as we know, that the very conception

of causality arises out of our sense of effort in

voluntary action
; it only required that this should

be the fact, and then it must needs follow that

when any natural phenomenon was thought about

at all with reference to its causality, the cause

inferred should be one of a psychical kind. I need

not wait to trace the gradual integration of this

^ Mental Evolution in Animals

^

pp. 155-8.
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anthropopsychic hypothesis from its earliest and

most diffused form of what we may term poly-

psychism (wherein the causes inferred were almost

as personally numerous as the effects contem-

plated), through polytheism (wherein many effects

of a like kind were referred to one deity, who, as

it were, took special charge over that class), up to

monotheism (wherein all causation is gathered up

into the monopsychism of a single personality) : it is

enough thus briefly to show that from first to last the

hypothesis of anthropopsychism is a necessary phase

of mental evolution under existing conditions, and

this whether or not the hypothesis is true.

Thus viewed, I do not think that * the general

consent of mankind’ is a fact of any argumentative

weight in favour of the anthropopsychic theory—so

far, I mean, as the matter of causation is con-

cerned—whether this be in fetishism or in the

teleology of our own day : the general consent of

mankind in the larger question of theism (where

sundry other matters besides causation fall to be

considered) does not here concern us. Indeed, it

appears to me that if we are to go back to the

savages for any guarantee of our anthropopsychic

theory, the pledge which we receive is of worse

than no value. As well might we conclude that a

match is a living organism, because this is to the

mind of a savage the most obvious explanation of

its movements, as conclude on precisely similar

grounds that our belief in tdeology derives any

real support from any of the more primitive phases

of anthropopsychism.
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It seems to me, therefore, that in seeking to

estimate the evidence of design in Nature, we must

as it were start de novo, without reference to

anterior beliefs upon the subject. The question is

essentially one to be considered in the light of all

the latest knowledge that we possess, and by the

best faculties of thinking that we (the heirs of all

the ages) are able to bring to bear upon it. I shall,

therefore, only allude to the history of anthropo-

psychism in so far as I may find it necessary to do

so for the sake of elucidating my argument.

And here it is needful to consider first what Paley

called ‘the state of the argument’ before the

Darwinian epoch. This is clearly and tersely

presented by Paley in his classical illustration of

finding a watch upon a heath—an illustration so

well known that I need not here re-state it. I will

merely observe, therefore, that it conveys, as it

were in one’s watch-pocket, the whole of the

argument from design
;

and that it is not in

my opinion open to the stricture which was

passed upon it by Mill where he says,—‘The
inference would not be from marks of design, but

because I already know by direct experience that

watches are made by men.* This appears to me
to miss the whole point of Paley’s meaning, for

there would be obviously no argument at all unless

he be understood to mean that the evidence of

design which is supposed to be afforded by
examination of the watch, is supposed to be
afforded by this examination only, and not from

any of the direct knowledge alluded to by Mill.

D 2
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For the purposes of the illustration, it must clearly

be assumed that the finder of the watch has no

previous or direct knowledge touching the manu-

facture of watches. Apart from this curious

misunderstanding, Mill was at one with Paley

upon the whole subject.

Again, it is no real objection to the argument

or illustration to say, as we often have said, that it

does not account for the watchmaker. The object

of the argument from design is to prove the ex-

istence of a designer: not to explain that existence.

Indeed, it would be suicidal to the whole argument

in its relation to Theism, if the possibility of

any such explanation were entertained
;
for such

a possibility could only be entertained on the

supposition that the being of the Deity admits

of being explained—i.e. that the Deity is not

ultimate.

Lastly, the argument is precisely the same

as that which occurs in numerous passages of

Scripture and in theological writings all over the

world down to the present time. That is to say,

everywhere in organic nature we meet with in-

numerable adaptations of means to ends, which

in very many cases present a degree of refinement

and complexity in comparison with which the

adaptations of means to ends in a watch are but

miserable and rudimentary attempts at mechanism.

No one can know so well as the modern biologist

in what an immeasurable degree- the mechanisms

which occur in such profusion in nature surpass,

in every form of excellence, the highest triumphs
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of human invention. Hence at first sight it does

unquestionably appear that we could have no

stronger or better evidence of purpose than is thus

afforded. In the words of Paley: ‘arrangement,

disposition of parts, subserviency of means to an

end, relation of instruments to a use, imply the

presence of intelligence and mind.'

But next the question arises. Although such

things certainly [may] ^ imply the presence of mind

as their explanatory cause, are v/e entiiled to

assume that there can be in nature no other cause

competent to produce these effects? This is a ques*

tion which never seems to have occurred to Paley,

Bell, Chalmers, or indeed to any of the natural

theologians up to the tine of Darwin. This, I think,

is a remarkable fact, because the question is one

which, as a mere matter of logical form, appears

to lie so much upon the surface. But nevfrtheless

the fact remains that natural theologians, so far

as I know without exception, were satisfied to

assume as an axiom that mechanism could have

no cause other than that of a designing mind

;

and therefore their work was restricted to tracing

out in detail the number and the excellency of the

mechanisms which were to be met with in nature.

It is, however, obvious that the mere accumulation

of such cases can have no real, or logical, effect upon
the argument. The mechanisms which we en-

counter in nature are so amazing in their perfections,

that the attentive study of any one of them would

(as Paley in his illustration virtually, though not

^ [I have put *may ’ in place of‘do* for the sake of argument.—

E

d.]
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expressly, contends) be sufficient to carry the

whole position, if the assumption be conceded

that mechanism can only be due to mind. There-

fore the argument is not really, or logically,

strengthened by the mere accumulation of any

number of special cases of mechanism in nature,

all as mechanisms similar in kind. Let us now
consider this argument.

If we are disposed to wonder why natural

theologians prior to the days of Darwin were

content to assume that mind is the only possible

caii^e of mechanism, I think we have a ready

answer in the universal prevalence of their belief

in special creation. For I think it is unquestionable

that, upon the basis of this belief, the assumption

is legitimate. That is to say, if we start with the

belief that all species of plants and animals were

originall^^ introduced to the complex conditions

of their several environments suddenly and ready

made (in some such manner as watches are turned

out from a manufactory), then I think we are

reasonably entitled to assume that no conceivable

cause, other than that of intelligent purpose, could

possibly be assigned in explanation of the effects.

It is, of course, needless to observe that in so

far as this previous belief in special creation was
thus allowed to affect the argument from design,

that argument became an instance of circular

reasoning. And it is, perhaps, equally needless to

observe that the mere fact of evolution, as dis-

tinguished from special creation—or of the gradual

development of living mechanisms, as distinguished
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from their sudden and ready-made apparition

—

would not in any way affect the argument from

design, unless it could be shown that the process

of evolution admits the possibility of some other

cause which is not admitted by the hypothesis

of special creation. But this is precisely what

is shown by the theory of evolution as propounded

by Darwin. That is to say, the theory of the

gradual development of living mechanisms pro-

pounded by Darwin, is something more than

a theory of gradual development as distinguished

from sudden creation. It is this, but it is also

a theory of a purely scientific kind which seeks

to explain the purely physical causes of that

development. And this is the point where natural

science begins to exert her influence upon natural

theology—or the point where the theory of

evolution begins to affect the theory of design.

As this is a most important part of our subject,

and one upon which an extraordinary amount of

confusion at the present time prevails, I shall in

my next paper carefully consider it in all its

bearings.



II.

Suppose the man who found the watch upon
a heath to continue his walk till he comes down to

the sea-shore, and suppose further that he is as

ignorant of physical geography as he is of watch-

making. He soon begins to observe a number
of adaptations of means to ends, which, if less

refined and delicate than those that formed the

object of his study in the watch, are on the other

hand much more impressive from the greatly

larger scale on which they are displayed. First,

he observes that there is a beautiful basin hollowed

out in the land for the reception of a bay ; that

the sides of this basin, which from being near its

opening are most exposed to the action of large

rolling billows, are composed of rocky cliffs,

evidently in order to prevent the further encroach-

ment of the sea, and the consequent destruction

of the entire bay; that the sides of the basin,

which from being successively situated more inland

are successively less and less exposed to the action

of large waves, are constituted successively of

smaller rocks, passing into shingle, and eventually

into the finest sand : that as the tides rise and fall

with as great a regularity as was exhibited by the

movements of the watch, the stones are carefully
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separated out from the sand to be arranged in

sloping layers by themselves, and this always

with a most beautiful reference to the places round

the margin of the basin which arc most in danger

of being damaged by the action of the waves. He
would further observe, upon closer inspection, that

this process of selective arrangement goes into

matters of the most minute detail. Here, for

instance, he would observe a mile or two of a

particular kind of seaweed artistically arranged in

one long sinuous line upon the beach
;

there he

would see a wonderful deposit of shells
;
in another

place a lovely little purple heap of garnet sand, the

minute particles of which have all been carefully

picked out from the surrounding acres of yellow

sand. Again, he would notice that the streams

which come down to the bay are all flowing in

channels admirably dug out for the purpose ; and,

being led by curiosity to investigate the teleology

of these various streams, he would find that they

serve to supply the water which the sea loses by

evaporation, and also, by a wonderful piece of

adjustment, to furnish fresh water to those animals

and plants which thrive best in fresh water, and

yet by their combined action to carry down
sufficient mineral constituents to give that pre-

cise degree of saltness to the sea as a whole which

is required for the maintenance of pelagic life.

Lastly, continuing his investigations along this

line of inquiry, he would find that a thousand

different habitats were all thoughtfully adapted

to the needs of a hundred thousand different forms
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of life, none of which could survive if these

habitats were reversed. Now, I think that our

imaginary inquirer wduld be a dull man if, as the

result of all this study, he failed to conclude that

the evidence of Design furnished by the marine

bay was at least as cogent as that which he had

previously found in his study of the watch.

But there is this great difference between the

two cases- Whereas by subsequent inquiry he

could ascertain as a matter of fact that the watch

was due to intelligent contrivance, he could make
no such discovery with reference to the marine

bay: in the one case intelligent contrivance as

a cause is independently demonstrable, while in

the other case it can only be inferred. What,

then, is the value of the inference ?

If, after the studies of our imaginary teleologist

had been completed, he were introduced to the

library of the Royal Sdciety, and if he were then

to spend a year or two in making himself

acquainted with the leading results of modern

science, I fancy that he would end by being both

a wiser and a sadder man. At least I am certain

that in learning more he would feel that he is

understanding less—that the archaic simplicity of

his earlier explanations must give place to a

matured perplexity upon the whole subject. To
begin with, he would now find that every one of

the adjustments of means to ends which excited

his admiration on the sea-coast were due to

physical causes which are perfectly well understood.

The cliffs stood at the opening of the bay because
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the sea in past ages had encroached upon the

coast-line until it met with these cliffs, which then

opposed its further progress ; the bay was a

depression in the land which happened to be there

when the sea arrived, and into which the sea

consequently flowed ; the successive occurrence

of rocks, shingle, and sand was due to the actions

of the waves themselves
;

the segregation of sea-

weeds, shells, pebbles, and different kinds of sand,

was due to their different degrees of specific

gravity ; the fresh-water streams ran in channels

because they had themselves been the means

of excavating them ; and the multitudinous forms

of life were all adapted to their several habitats

simply because the unsuited forms were not able

to live in them. In all these cases, therefore, our

teleologist in the light of fuller knowledge would

be compelled to conclude at least this much—that

the adaptations which be had so greatly admired

when he supposed that they were all due to con-

trivance in anticipation of the existing phenomena,

cease to furnish the same evidence of intelligent

design when it is found that no one of them

was prepared beforehand by any independent or

external cause.

He would therefore be led to conclude that if

the teleological interpretation of the facts were

to be saved at all, it could only be so by taking

a much wider view of the subject than was afforded

by the particular cases of apparent design which

at first appeared so cogent. That is to say, he

would feel that he must abandon the supposition
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of any special design in the construction of that

particular bay, and fall back upon the theory of

a much more general design in the construction

of one great scheme of Nature as a whole. In

short he would require to dislodge his argument

from the special adjustments which in the first

instance appeared to him so suggestive, to those

general laws of Nature which by their united

operation give rise to a cosmos as distinguished

from a chaos.

Now I have been careful thus to present in all its

more important details an imaginary argument

drawn from inorganic nature, because it furnishes

a complete analogy to the actual argument which

is drawn from organic nature. Without any ques-

tion, the instances of apparent design, or of the

apparently intentional adaptation of means to ends,

which we meet with in organic nature, are

incomparably more numerous and suggestive than

anything with which we meet in inorganic nature.

But if once we find good reason to conclude that

the former, like the latter, are all due, not to the

immediate, special and prospective action of a

contriving intelligence (as in watch-making or

creation), but to the agency of secondary or

physical causes acting under the influence of what

we call general laws, then it seems to me that

no matter how numerous or how wonderful the

adaptations of means to ends in organic nature

may be, they furnish one ho other or better

evidence of design than is furnished by any of the

facts of inorganic nature*
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For the sake of clearness let us take any special

case. Paley says, * I know of no better method
of introducing so large a subject than that of

comparing a single thing with a single thing ; an

eye, for example, with a telescope.’ He then goes

on to point out the analogies between these |wo
pieces of apparatus, and ends by asking, ‘How
is it possible, under circumstances of such close

affinity, and under the operation of equal evidence,

to exclude contrivance in the case of the eye, yet

to acknowledge the proof of contrivance having

been employed, as the plainest and clearest of

all propositions in the case of the telescope ?
*

Well, the answer to be made is that only upon

the hypothesis of special creation can this analogy

hold : on the hypothesis of evolution by physical

causes tiie evidence in the two cases is not equal.

For, upon this hypothesis we have the eye be-

ginning, not as a ready-made structure prepared

beforehand for the purposes of seeing, but as a

mere differentiation of the ends of nerves in the

skin, probably in the first instance to enable them

better to discriminate changes of temperature.

Pigment having been laid down in these places

the better to secure this purpose (I use teleological

terms for the sake of brevity), the nerve-ending

begins to distinguish between light and darkness.

The better to secure this further purpose, the

simplest conceivable form of lens begins to appear

in the shape of small refractive bodies. Behind

these sensory cells are developed, forming the

earliest indication of a retina presenting a single
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layer. And so on, step by step, till we reach the

eye of an eagle.

Of course the teleologist will here answer—‘The

fact of such a gradual building up is no argument

against design : whether the structure appeared

on a sudden or was the result of a slow elaboration,

the marks of design in either case occur in the

structure as it stands.’ All of which is very true ;

but I am not maintaining that the fact of a gradual

development in itself does affect the argument

from design. I am maintaining that it only does

so because it reveals the possibility (excluded by
the hypothesis of sudden or special creation) of

the structure having been proximately due to the

operation of physical causes. Thus, for the value

of argument, let us assume that natural selection

has been satisfactorily established as a cause

adequate to account for all these effects. Given

the facts of heredity, * variation, struggle for

existence, and the consequent survival of the fittest,

what follows ? Why that each step in the pro-

longed and gradual development of the eye was
brought about by the elimination of all the less

adapted structures in any given generation, i. e. the

selection of all the better adapted to perpetuate

the improvement by heredity. Will the teleologist

maintain that this selective process is itself in-

dicative of special design ? If so, it appears to me
that he is logically bound to maintain that the long

line of seaweed, the shells, the stones and the little

heap of garnet sand upon the sea-coast are all

equally indicative of special design. The general
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laws relating to specific gravity are at least of as

much importance in the economy of nature as are

the general laws relating to specific differentiation
;

and in each illustration alike we find the result

of the operation of known physical causes to be

that of selection. If it should be argued in reply

that the selection in the one case is obviously

purposeless, while in the other it is as obviously

purposive, I answer that this is pure assumption.

It is perhaps not too much to say that every

geological formation on the face of the globe is

either wholly or in part due to the selective influ-

ence of specific gravity, and who shall say that the

construction of the earth’s crust is a less important

matter in the general scheme of things (if there is

such a scheme) than is the evolution of an eye?

Or who shall say that because we see an ap-

parently intentional adaptation of means to ends

as the result of selectioti in the case of the eye,

there is no intention served by the result of

selection in the case of the sea-weeds, stones,

sand, mud ? For anything that we can know to

the contrary, the supposed intelligence may take

a greater delight in the latter than in the former

process.

For the sake of clearness I have assumed that

the physical causes with which we are already ac-

quainted are sufficient to explain the observed

phenomena of organic nature. But it clearly

makes no difference whether or not this assumption

is conceded, provided we allow that the observed

phenomena are all due to physical causes of some
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kind, be they known or unknown. That is to say,

in whatever measure we exclude the hypothesis

of the direct or immediate intervention of the Deity

in organic nature (miracle), in that measure we are

reducing the evidence of design in organic nature

to precisely the same logical position as that which

is occupied by the evidence of design in inorganic

nature. Hence I conceive that Mill has shown a

singular want of penetration where, after observing

with reference to natural selection, ‘ creative fore-

thought is not absolutely the only link by which

the origin of the wonderful mechanism of the eye

may be connected with the fact of sight,’ he goes

on to say, ‘ leaving this remarkable speculation (i. e.

that of natural selection) to whatever fate the

progress of discovery may have in store for it, in

the present state of knowledge the adaptations

in nature afford a large balance of probability

in favour of creation by intelligence. ’ I say this

passage seems to me to show a singular want of

penetration, and I say so because it appears to

argue that the issue lies between the hypothesis

of special design and the hypothesis of natural

selection. But it does not do so. The issue really

lies between special design and natural causes.

Survival of the fittest is one of these causes which

has been suggested, and shown by a large accumu-

lation of evidence to be probably a true cause.

But even if it were to be disproved as a cause, the

real argumentative position of teleology would not

thereby be effected, unless we were to conclude

that there can be no other causes of a secondary
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or physical kind concerned in the production of

the observed adaptations.

I trust that I have now made it sufficiently clear

why I hold that if we believe the reign of natural

law, or the operation of physical causes, to extend

throughout orga.iic nature in the same univ^ersal

manner as we believe this in the case of inorganic

nature, then we can find no better evidence of

design in the one province than in the other. The
mere fact that we meet with more numerous and

apparently more complete instances of design in

the one province than in the other is, ex hypothesiy

merely due to our ignorance of the natural causa-

tion in the more intricate province. In studying

biological phenomena we are all at present in the

intellectual position of our imaginary teleologist

when studying the marine bay : we do not know the

natural causes which have produced the observed

results. But if, after having obtained a partial key

in the theory of natural selection, we trust to the

large analogy which is afforded by the simpler

provinces of Nature, and conclude that physical

causes are everywhere concerned in the production

of organic structures, then we have concluded that

any evidence of design which these structures

present is of just the same logical value as that

which we may attach to the evidence of design in

inorganic nature. If it should still be urged that

the adaptations met with in organic nature are

from their number and unity much more suggestive

of design than anything met with in inorganic

nature, I must protest that this is to change the

E
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ground of argument and to evade the only point in

dispute. No one denies the obvious fact stated

:

the only question is whether any number and any

quantity of adaptations in any one department of

nature afford other or better evidence of design

than is afforded by adaptations in other depart-

ments, when all departments alike are supposed to

be equally the outcome of physical causation. And
this question I answer in the negative, because

we have no means of ascertaining the extent to

which the process of natural selection, or any

other physical cause, is competent to produce

adaptations of the kind observed.

ThuS: to take another instance of apparent design

from inorganic nature, it has been argued that the

constitution of the atmosphere is clearly designed

for the support of vegetable and animal life. But

before this conclusion can be established upon the

facts, it must be shown that life could exist under

no other material conditions than those which are

furnished to it by the elementary constituents of

the atmosphere. This, however, it is clearly im-

possible to show. For anything that we can know
to the contrary, life may actually be existing upon

some of the other heavenly bodies under totally

different conditions as to atmosphere; and the

fact that on this planet all life has come to be

dependent upon the gases which occur in our

atmosphere, may be due simply to the fact that it

was only the forms of life which yrere able to adapt

themselves (through natural selection or other

physical causes) to these particular gases which
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could possibly be expected to occur—^just as in

matters of still smaller detail, it was only those

forms of life that were suited to their several

habitats in the marine bay, which could possibly

be expected to be found in these several situations.

Now, if a set of adjustments so numerous and so

delicate as those on which the relations of every

known form of life to the constituent gases of the

atmosphere are seen to depend, can thus be shown
not necessarily to imply the action of any disposing

intelligence, how is it possible to conclude that

any less general exhibitions of adjustment imply

this, so long as every case of adjustment, whether

or not ultimately due to design, is regarded as

proximately due to physical causes ?

In view of these considerations, therefore, I think

it is perfectly clear that if the argument from

teleology is to be saved at all, it can only be so by
shifting it from the narrow basis of special adapta-

tions, to the broad area of Nature as a whole. And
here I confess that to my mind the argument does

acquire a weight which, if long and attentively

considered, deserves to be regarded as enormous.

For, although this and that particular adjustment

in Nature may be seen to be proximately due to

physical causes, and although we are prepared on

the grounds of the largest possible analogy to infer

that all other such particular cases are likewise due

to physical causes, the more ultimate question

arises, How is it that all physical causes conspire,

by their united action, to the production ofa general

order of Nature ? It is against all analogy to sup-

£ %
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pose that such an end as this can be accomplished

by such means as those, in the way of mere chance

or ^the fortuitous concourse of atoms.’ We are led

by the most fundamental dictates of our reason to

conclude that there must be some cause for this co-

operation of causes. I know that from Lucretius’

time this has been denied
;
but it has been denied

only on grounds of feeling. No possible reason

can be given for the denial which does not run

counter to the law of causation itself. I am there-

fore perfectly clear that the only question which,

from a purely rational point of view, here stands

to be answered is this—Of what nature are we to

suppose the causa cansarum to be ?

On this point only two hypotheses have ever been

advanced, and I think it is impossible to conceive

that any third one is open. Of these two hypotheses

the earliest, and of course the most obvious, is that

of mental purpose. The other hypothesis is one

which we owe to the far-reaching thought of

Mr. Herbert Spencer. In Chapter VII of his First

Prmciples he argues that all causation arises im-

mediately out of existence as such, or, as he states

it, that ‘ uniformity of law inevitably follows from

the persistence of force.’ For ‘ if in any two cases

there is exact likeness not only betw’een those most

conspicuous antecedents which we distinguish as

the causes, but also between those accompanying

antecedents which we call the conditions, we cannot

affirm that the effects will differ, without affirnting

either that some force has come into existence or

that some force has ceased to exist. If the co-
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operative forces in the one case are equal to those in

the other, each to each, in distribution and amount

;

then it is impossible to conceive the product of

their joint action in the one case as unlike that in

the other, without conceiving one or more of the

forces to have increased or diminished in quantity ;

and this is conceiving that force is not persistent/

Now this interpretation of causality as the im-

mediate outcome of existence must be considered

first as a theory of causation, and next as a theory

in relation to Theism. As a theory of causation it

has not met with the approval of mathematicians,

physicists, or logicians, leading representatives of

all these departments of thought having expressly

opposed it, while, so fa** as I am aware, no repre-

sentative of any one of them has spoken in its

favour h But with this point I am not at present

concerned, for even if the theory were admitted to

furnish a full and complete explanation of caus-

ality, it would still fail to account for the har-

monious relation of causes, or the fact with which

we are now alone concerned. This distinction is

not perceived by the anonymous author ‘ Physicus,*

who, in his Candid Examination of Theism^ lays

' A note (of 1893) contains the following :
‘ Being, considered in

the abstract, is logically equivalent to Not-Being or Nothing. For

if by successive stages of abstraction, we divest the conception of

Being of attribute and relation we reach the conception of that

which cannot be, i.e. a logical contradiction, or the logical corre-

lative of Being which is Nothing. (All this is well expressed in

Caird’s Evolution of Religion?) The failure to perceive this fact

constitutes a ground fallacy in my Candid Examination of Theism^

where I represent Being as being a sufficient explanation of the

Order of Nature or the law of Causation.*
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great stress upon Mr. Spencer’s theory of causa-

tion as subversive of Theism, or at least as super-

seding the necessity of theistic hypothesis by
furnishing a full explanation of the order of Nature

on purely physical grounds. But he fails to per-

ceive that even if Mr. Spencer s theory were con-

ceded full)^ to explain all the facts of causality,

it would in no wise tend to explain the cosmos in

which these facts occur. It may be true that

causation depends upon the ‘persistence of force’:

it does not follow that all manifestations of force

should on this account have been directed to

occur as they do occur. For, if we follow back

any sequence of physical causation, we soon find

that it spreads out on all sides into a network of

physical relations which are literally infinite both

in space (conditions) and in time (antecedent

causes). Now, even if we suppose that the per-

sistence of force is a sufficient explanation of the

occurrence of the particular sequence contemplated

so far as the exhibition of force is there con-

cerned, we are thus as far as ever from explain-

ing the determination of this force into the

particular channel through which it flows. It may
be quite true that the resultant is determined as

to magnitude and direction by the components;

but what about the magnitude and direction of

the components? If it is said that they in turn

were determined by the outcome of previous sys-

tems, how about these systems? And so on till

we spread away into the infinite network already

mentioned. Only if we knew the origin of all
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series of all such systems could we be in a posi-

tion to say that an adequate intelligence might

determine beforehand by calculation the state of

any one part of the universe at any given instant

of time. But, as the series are infinite both in

number and extent, this knowledge is clearly out

of the question. Moreover, even if it could be

imagined as possible, it could only be so imagined

at the expense of supposing an origin of physical

causation in time ; and this amounts to sup-

posing a state of things prior to such causation,

and out of which it arose. But to suppose this is

to suppose some extra-physical source of physical

causation
;
and whether this supposition is made

with reference to a physical event occurring under

immediate observation (miracle), or to a physical

event in past time, or to the origin of all physical

events, it is alike incompatible with any theory that

seeks to give a purely physical explanation of the

physical universe as a whole. It is, in short, the

old story about a stream not being able to rise above

its source. Physical causation cannot be made to

supply its own explanation, and the mere persistence

of force, even if it were conceded to account for

particular cases of physical sequence, can give no

account of the ubiquitous and eternal direction of

force in the construction and maintenance of univer-

sal order.

We are thus, as it were, driven upon the theory

of Theism as furnishing the only nameable explana-

tion of this universal order. That is to say, by
no logical artifice can we escape from the conclu-
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sion that, as far as we can see, this universal order

must be regarded as due to some one integrating

piinciple ; and that this, so far as we can see, is

most probably of the nature of mind. At least it

must be allowed that we can conceive of it under no

other aspect ;
and that if any particular adaptation

in organic nature is held to be suggestive of such an

agency, the sum total of all adaptations in the

universe must be held to be incomparably more

so. I shall not, however, dwell upon this theme

since it has been well treated by several modern

writers, and with special cogency by the Rev.

Baden Powell. I will merely observe that I do

not consider it necessary to the display of this

argument in favour of Theism that we should

speak of ^natural laws.’ It is enough to take

our stand upon the [broadest] general fact that

Nature is a system, and that the order observable

in this system is absolutely universal, eternally en-

during, and infinitely exact ; while only upon the

supposition of its being such is our experience

conceived as possible, or our knowledge conceived

as attainable.

Having thus stated as emphatically as I can that

in my opinion no explanation of natural order can

be either conceived or named other than that of

intelligence as the supreme directing cause, I shall

proceed to two other questions which arise imme-
diately out of this conclusion. The first of these

questions is as to the presumable character of this

supreme Intelligence so far as any data of inference

upon this point are supplied by our observation of
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Nature
;
and the other question is as to the strictly

formal cogency of any conclusions either with refer-

ence to the existence or the character of such an

intelligence^. I shall consider these two points

separately.

No sooner have we reached the conclusion that

the only hypothesis whereby the general order of

Nature admits of being in any degree accounted

for is that it is due to a cause of a mental kind,

than we confront the fact that this cause must

be widely different from anything that we know
of Mind in ourselves. And we soon discover that

this difference must be conceived as not merely of

degree, however great, but of kind. In other words,

although we may conclude that the nearest analogue

of the causa causariim given in experience is the

human mind, we are bound to acknowledge that

in all fundamental points the analogy is so remote

that it becomes a question whether we are really

very much nearer the truth by entertaining it.

Thus, for instance, as Mr. Spencer has pointed

out, our only conception of that which we know
as Mind in ourselves is the conception of a series

of states of consciousness. But, he continues, ‘ Put

a series of states of consciousness as cause and

the evolving universe as effect, and then endeavour

to see the last as flowing from the first. I find

it possible to imagine in some dim way a series

of states of consciousness serving as antecedent

to any one of the movements I see going on
;
for

^ [This promise is only partially fulfilled in the penultimate para-

graph of the essay.—

E

d.]
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my own states of consciousness are often indirectly

the antecedents to such movements. But how if

1 attempt to think of such a series as antecedent

to all actions throughout the universe . . , ? If to

account for this infinitude of physical changes every-

where going on, “Mind must be conceived as there,’*

“ under the guise of simple dynamics,” then the

reply is, that, to be so conceived, Mind must be

divested of all attributes by which it is distinguished;

and that, when thus divested of its distinguishing

attributes the conception disappears—the word

Mind stands for a blank.*

Moreover, ‘How is the “originating Mind” to

be thought of as having states produced by
things objective to it, as discriminating among
these states, and classing them as like and unlike

;

and as preferring one objective result to another?*'

Hence, without continuing this line of argument,

which it would not be difficult to trace through

every constituent branch of human psychology,

we may take it as unquestionable that, if there

is a Divine Mind, it must differ so essentially from

the human mind, that it becomes illogical to de-

signate the two by the same name : the attributes

of etei'nity and ubiquity are in themselves enough

to place such a Mind in a category sui generis

^

wholly different from anything which the analogy

furnished by our own mind enables us even

dimly to conceive. And this, of course, is no

more than theologians admit. God’s thoughts are

^ Essays^ vol. iii. p, 346 et seq. The whole passage ought to be

coQSulted, being too long to quote here.
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above our thoughts, and a God who would be

comprehensible to our intelligence would be no

God at all, they say. Which may be true

enough, only we must remember that in what-

ever measure we are thus precluded from under-

standing the Divine Mind, in that measure are we
precluded from founding any conclusions as to its

nature upon analogies furnished by the human
mind. The theory ceases to be anthropomorphic: it

ceases, to be even * anthropopsychic ’
: it is affiliated

with the conception of mind only in virtue of the

one fact that it serves to give the best provisional

account of the order of Nature, by supposing an

infinite extension of some of the faculties of the

human mind, with a concurrent obliteration of all

the essential conditions under which alone these

faculties are known to exist. Obviously of such

a Mind as this no predication is logically possible.

If such a Mind exists, it is not conceivable as

existing, and we are precluded from assigning to it

any attributes.

Thus much on general grounds. Descending

now to matters of more detail, let us assume with

the natural theologians that such a Mind does exist,

that it so far resembles the human mind as to

be a conscious, personal intelligence, and that the

care of such a Mind is over all its works. Even
upon the grounds of this supposition we meet with

a number of large and general facts which indicate

that this Mind ought still to be regarded as ap-

parently very unlike its ‘image* in the mind of

man. I will not here dwell upon the argument of
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seeming waste and purposeless action in Nature,

because I think that this may be fairly met by
the ulterior argument already drawn from Nature

as a whole —viz. that as a whole. Nature is a

cosmos, and therefore that what to us appears

wasteful and purposeless in matters of detail may
not be so in relation to the scheme of things

as a whole. But I am doubtful whether this

ulterior argument can fairly be adduced to meet

the apparent absence in Nature of that which in

man we term morality. For in the human mind

the sense of right and wrong— with all its

accompanying or constituting emotions of love,

sympathy, justice, &c.— is so important a factor,

that however greatly we may imagine the in-

tellectual side of the human mind to be extended,

we can scarcely imagine that the moral side could

ever become so apparently eclipsed as to end in the

authorship of such a work *as we find in terrestrial

nature. It is useless to hide our eyes to the state

of matters which meets us here. Most of the in-

stances of special design which are relied upon by
the natural theologian to prove the intelligent

nature of the First Cause, have as their end or

object the infliction of painful death or the escape

from remorseless enemies
;
and so far the argument

in favour of the intelligent nature of the First Cause

is an argument against its morality. Again, even

if we quit the narrower basis on which teleological

argument has rested in the past, and stand that

argument upon the broader ground of Nature as

a whole, it scarcely becomes less incompatible with
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any inference to the morality of that Cause, seeing

that the facts to which I have alluded are not merely

occasional and. as it were, outweighed by contrary

facts of a more general kind, but manifestly con-

stitute the leading feature of the scheme of organic

nature as a whole: or, if this were held to be

questionable, it could only follow that we are not

entitled to infer that there is any such scheme

at all.

Nature, as red in tooth and claw with ravin, is

thus without question a large and general fact that

must be considered by any theory of teleology

which can be propounded. I do not think that

this aspect of the matter could be conveyed in

stronger terms than it is by ‘PhysicusV whom
I shall therefore quote :

—

‘ Supposing the Deity to be, what Professor Flint

maintains that he is—viz. omnipotent, and there

can be no inference more transparent than that

such wholesale suffering, for whatever ends de-

signed, exhibits an incalculably greater deficiency

of beneficence in the divine character than that

which we know in any, the very worst, of human
characters. For let us pause for one moment to

think of what suffering in Nature means. Some
hundreds of millions of years ago some millions

of millions of animals must be supposed to have

become sentient. Since that time till the present,

there must have been millions and millions of

generations of millions and millions of individuals.

^ In an essay on Prof. Flint’s Theism^ appended to the Candid
Examination,
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And throughout all this period of incalculable

duration, this inconceivable host of sentient organ-

isms have been in a state of unceasing battle,

dread, ravin, pain. Looking to the outcome, we
find that more than one half of the species which

have survived the ceaseless struggle are parasitic

in their habits, lower and insentient forms of life

feasting on higher and sentient forms; we find

teeth and talons whetted for slaughter, hooks and

suckers moulded for torment—everywhere a reign

of terror, hunger, sickness, with oozing blood and

quivering limbs, with gasping breath and eyes

of innocence that dimly close in deaths of cruel

torture ! Is it said that there are compensating

enjoyments? I care not to strike the balance;

the enjoyments I plainly perceive to be as physically

necessary as the pains, and this whether or not

evolution is due to design. . . . Am I told that

I am not competent to judge the purposes of the

Alm'ghty? I answer that if there are purposes^

I am able to judge of them so far as I can see

;

and if I am expected to judge of His purposes

when they appear to be beneficent, I am in con-

sistency obliged also to judge of them when they

appear to be malevolent. And it can be no possible

extenuation of the latter to point to the “final

result as “ order and beauty,’* so long as the

means adopted by the “ Omnipotent Designer ’* are

known to have been so [terrible]. All that we
could legitimately assert in this case would be that,

so far as observation can extend, “He cares for

animal perfection ** to the exclusion of “ animal
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enjoyment,” and even to the total disregard of

animal suffering. But to assert this would merely

be to deny beneficence as an attribute of God
The reasoning here appears as unassailable as

it is obvious. If, as the writer goes on to say, we
see a rabbit panting in the iron jaws of a spring

trap, and in consequence abhor the devilish nature

of the being who, with full powers of realizing what

pain means, can deliberately employ his whole

faculties of invention in contriving a thing so

hideously cruel
;
what are we to think of a Being

who, with yet higher faculties of thought and

knowledge, and with an unlimited choice of means

to secure His ends, has contrived untold thousands

of mechanisms no less diabolical? In short, so

far as Nature can teach us, or ‘observation can

extend,’ it does appear that the scheme, if it is

a scheme, is the product of a Mind which differs

from the more highly evolved type of human mind
in that it is immensely more intellectual without

being nearly so moral. And the same thing is

indicated by the rough and indiscriminate manner

in which justice is allotted—even if it can be said

to be allotted at all. When we contrast the

certainty and rigour with which any offence against

‘physical law’ is punished by Nature (no matter

though the sin be but one of ignorance), with

the extreme uncertainty and laxity with which

she meets any offence against ‘ moral law,’ we are

constrained to feel that the system of legislation

(if we may so term it) is conspicuously different

* A Candid Examination of Theism^ pp. 171-2.
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from that which would have been devised by any

intelligence which in any sense could be called

‘ anthropopsychic/

The only answer to these difficulties open to

the natural theologian is that which is drawn from

the constitution of the human mind. It is argued

that the fact of this mind having so large an

ingredient of morality in its constitution may be

taken as proof that its originating source is like-

wise of a moral character. This argument, however,

appears to me of a questionable character, seeing

that, for anything we can tell to the contrary, the

moral sense may have been given to, or developed

in, man simply on account of its utility to the

species—^just in the same way as teeth in the shark

or poison in the snake. If so, the occurrence of

the moral sense in man would merely furnish one

other instance of the intellectual, as distinguished

from the moral, nature of -God ; and there seems

to be in itself no reason why we should take any

other view. The mere fact that to tis the moral

sense seems such a great and holy thing, is doubt-

less (under any view) owing to its importance to

the well-being of our species. In itself, or as it

appears to other possible beings intellectual like

ourselves, but existing under unlike conditions,

the moral sense of man may be regarded as of no
more significance than the social instincts of bees.

More particularly may this consideration apply

to the case of a Mind existing, according to the

theological theory of things, wholly beyond the

pale of anything analogous to those social relations
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out bf which, according to the scientific theory of

evolution, the moral sense has been developed in

ourselves

The truth is that in this matter natural theo-

logians begin by assuming that the First Cause,

if intelligent, must be moral; and then they are

blinded to the strictly logical weakness of the

argument whereby they endeavour to sustain their

assumption. For aught that we can tell to the

contrary, it may be quite as ‘anthropomorphic*

a notion to attribute morality to God as it would

be to attribute those capacities for sensuous en-

joyment with which the Greeks endowed their

divinities. The Deity may be as high above the

one as the other—or rather perhaps we may say as

much external to the one as to the other. Without

being supra-moral, and still less immoral, He may
be un-moral : our ideas of morality may have no

meaning as applied to Him.

But if we go thus far in one direction, I think,

per contra^ it must in consistency be allowed that

the argument from the constitution of the human
mind acquires more weight w'hen it is shifted from

the moral sense to the religious instincts. For, on

the one hand, these instincts are not of such obvious

‘ [I have, as Editor, resisted a temptation to intervene in the above

argument. But 1 think 1 may intervene on a matter of fact, and
point out that * according to the theological theory of things,’ i. e.

according to the Trinitarian doctrine, God’s Nature consists in

ivhat is strictly analogous to social relations,* and He not merely

exhibits in His creation, but Himself is Love. See, on the

subject, especially, R. H. Hutton’s essay on the Incarnation, in his

Theological Essays (Macmillan).—

E

d.]

F
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use to the species as are those of morality; and,

on the other hand, while they are unquestionably

very general, very persistent, and very powerful,

they do not appear to serve any ‘ end ’ or ‘ purpose
*

in the scheme of things, unless we accept the theory

which is given of them by those in whom they are

most strongly developed. Here I think we have

an argument of legitimate force, although it does

not appear that such was the opinion entertained

of it by Mill. I think the argument is of legiti-

mate force, because if the religious instincts of the

human race point to no reality as their object, they

are out of analogy with all other instinctive endow-

ments. Elsewhere in the animal kingdom we
never meet with such a thing as an instinct pointing

aimlessly, and therefore the fact of man being,

as it is said, ‘ a religious animal ’—i. e. presenting

a class of feelings of a peculiar nature directed to

particular ends, and most akin to, if not identical

with, true instinct—is so far, in my opinion, a legiti-

mate argument in favour of the reality of some
object towards which the religious side of this

animal’s nature is directed. And I do not think

that this argument is invalidated by such facts as

that widely different intellectual conceptions touch-

ing the character of this object are entertained

by different races of mankind
; that the force of

the religious instincts differs greatly in different

individuals even of the same race; that these

instincts admit of being greatly modified by educa-

tion
;
that they would probably fail to be developed

in any individual without at least so much education
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as IS required to furnish the needful intellectual

conceptions on which they are founded ; or that

we may not improbably trace their origin, as

Mr. Spencer traces it, to a primitive mode of inter-

preting dreams. For even in view of all these

considerations the fact remains that these instincts

exists and therefore, like all other instincts, may be

supposed to have a dejifiite meaning, even though,

like all other instincts, they may be supposed to

have had a natural cause^ which both in the in-

dividual and in the race requires, as in the natural

development of all other instincts, the natural

conditions for its occurrence to be supplied. In

a word, if animal instincts generally, like organic

structures or inorganic systems, arc held to

betoken purpose, the religious nature of man
would stand out as an anomaly in the general

scheme of things if it alone were purposeless.

Hence we have here what seems to me a valid

inference, so far as it goes, to the effect that, if

the general order of Nature is due to Mind, the

character of that Mind is such as it is conceived to

be by the most highly developed form of religion.

A conclusion which is no doubt the opposite of

that which we reached by contemplating the phe-

nomena of biology
; and a contradiction which can

only be overcome by supposing, either that Nature

conceals God, while man reveals Him, or that

Nature reveals God while man misrepresents Him.
There is still one other fact of a very wide and

general kind presented by Nature, which, if the

order of Nature is taken to be the expression of

F 2,
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intelligent purpose, ought in my opinion to be

regarded as of great weight in furnishing evidence

upon the ethical quality of that purpose. It is a

fact which, so far as I know, has not been considered

by any other writer; but from its being one of

the most general of all the facts relating to the

sentient creation, and from its admitting of no one

single exception, I feel that I am not able too

strongly to emphasize its argumentative import-

ance. This fact is, as I have stated it on a former

occasion, ‘ that amid all the millions of mechanisms

and instincts in the animal kingdom, there is no

one instance of a mechanism or instinct occurring

in one species for the exclusive benefit of another

species, although there are a few cases in which

a mechanism or instinct that is of benefit to its

possessor has come also to be utilized by other

species. Now, on the beneficent design theory

it is impossible to explain why, when all the

mechanisms in the same species are invariably

correlated for the benefit of that species, there

should never be any such correlation between

mechanisms in different species, or why the same

remark* should apply to instincts. For how mag-

nificent a display of Divine beneficence would

organic nature have afforded, if all, or even some,

species had been so inter-related as to minister

to each other s necessities. Organic species might

then have been likened to a countless multitude

of voices all singing in one harmonious psalm

of praise. But, as it is, we see no vestige of such

co-ordination
;
every species is for itself, and for
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itself alone—an outcome of the always and every-

where fiercely raging struggle for life

The large and general fact thus stated constitutes,

in my opinion, the strongest of all arguments in

favour of Mr. Darwin’s theory of natural selection,

and therefore we cart see the probable reason why
it is what it is, so far as the question of its physical

causation is concerned. But where the question is,

Supposing the physical causation ultimately due to

Mind, what are we to infer concerning the character

of the Mind which has adopted this method of

causation?—then we again reach the answer that,

so far as we can judge from a conscientious ex-

amination of these facts, this Mind does not show
that it is of a nature which in man we should call

moral. Of course behind the physical appearances

there may be a moral justification, so that from

these appearances we are not entitled to say more

than that from the fact of its having chosen

a method of physical causation leading to these

results, it has presented to us the appearance, as

before observed, of caring for animal perfection

to the exclusion of animal enjoyment, and even

to the total disregard of animal suffering.

In conclusion, it is of importance to insist upon

a truth which in discussions of this kind is too often

disregarded—viz. that all our reasonings being of

a character relative to our knowledge, our in-

ferences are uncertain in a degree proportionate

to the extent of our ignorance
;
and that as with

reference to the topics which we have been con-

* Scienlific Evidences of Organic EvoluHon^ pp. 76-7.
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sidering our ignorance is of immeasurable extent,

any conclusions that we may have formed are, as

Bishop Butler would* say, ‘ infinitely precarious.’

Or, as I have previously presented this formal

aspect of the matter while discussing the teleological

argument with Professor Asa Gray,—‘ I suppose it

will be admitted that the validity of an inference

depends upon the number, the importance, and

the definiteness of the things or ratios known, as

compared with the number, importance, and

definiteness of the things or ratios unknown, but

inferred. If so, we should be logically cautious in

drawing inferences from the natural to the super-

natural : for although we have the entire sphere of

experience from which to draw an inference, we
are unable to gauge the probability of the inference

when drawn—the unknown ratios being confessedly

of unknown number, importance, and degree of

definiteness : the whole orbit of human knowledge

is insufficient to obtain a parallax whereby to

institute the required measurements or to deter-

mine the proportion between the terms known and

the terms unknown. Otherwise phrased, we may
say—as our knowledge of a part is to our

knowledge of a whole, so is our inference from

that part to the reality of that whole. Who
therefore, can say, even upon the hypothesis of

Theism, that our inferences or '‘idea of design”

would have any meaning if applied to the “All-

Upholder,** whose thoughts are not as our

thoughts ?
’
' And of course, mutatis mutandis^ the

* Nature^ April 5, 1883,
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same remarks apply to all inferences having a nega-

tive tendency.

As an outcome of the whole of this discussion,

then, I think it appears that the influence of Science

upon Natural Religion has been uniformly of a

destructive character. Step by step it has driven

back the apparent evidence of direct or special

design in Nature, until now this evidence resides

exclusively in the one great and general fact that

Nature as a whole is a Cosmos. Further than this

it is obviously impossible that the destructive in-

fluence of Science can extend, because Science can

only exist upon the basis of this fact. But when

we allow that this great and universal fact—which

but for the effects cf unremitting familiarity could

scarcely fail to be intellectually overwhelming

—

does betoken mental agency in Nature, we imme-

diately find it impossible to determine the probable

character of such a mind, even supposing that it

exists. We cannot conceive of it as presenting

any one of the qualities which essentially charac-

terize what we know as mind in ourselves; and

therefore the word Mind, as applied to the supposed

agency, stands for a blank. Further, even if we
disregard this difficulty, and assume that in some
way or other incomprehensible to us a Mind does

exist as far transcending the human mind as the

human mind transcends mechanical motion
;

still

we are met by some very large and general facts

ill Nature which seem strongly to indicate that

this Mind, if it exists, is either deficient in, or

wholly destitute of, that class of feelings which
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in man we term moral ;
while, on the other hand,

the religious aspirations of man himself may be

taken to indicate the opposite conclusion. And,

lastly, with reference to the whole course of such

reasonings, we have seen that any degree of

measurable probability, as attaching to the con-

clusions, is unattainable. From all which it appears

that Natural Religion at the present time can

only be regarded as a system full of intellectual

contradictions and moral perplexities
;
so that if

we go to her with these greatest of all questions

:

‘ Is there knowledge with the Most High ?
’

‘ Shall

not the Judge of all the earth do right the only

clear answer which we receive is the one that

comes back to us from the depths of our own
heart—‘ When I thought upon this it was too

painful for me.’



PART II.





Introductory Note by the Editor.

Little more requires to be said by way of

introduction to the Notes which are all that

George Romanes was able to write of a work that

was to have been entitled A Candid Examina-

tion of Religion. What little does require to be

said must be by way of bridging the interval of

thought which exists between the Essays which

have just preceded and the Notes which represent

more nearly his final phase of mind.

The most anti-theistic feature in the Essays

is the stress laid in them on the evidence which

Nature supplies, or is supposed to supply, antago-

nistic to the belief in the goodness of God.

On this mysterious and perplexing subject George

Romanes appears to have had more to say but did

not live to say it^ We may notice however that

‘ See below p. 142, and note. I find also the following note of a

date subsequent to 1S89. *It is a fact that pessimism is illogical,

simply because we are inadequate judges of the world, and pessimism

would therefore be opposed to agnosticism. We may know that

there is something out of joint between the world and ourselves
; but

we cannot know how far this is the fault of the world or of ourselves.’
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in 1889, in a paper read before the Aristotelian

Society, on ‘the Evidence of Design in Nature^,*

he appears to allow more weight than before to

the argument that the method of physical de-

velopment must be judged in the light of its

result. This paper was part of a Symposium-

Mr. S. Alexander has argued in a previous paper

against the hypothesis of ‘design’ in Nature on

the ground that ‘ the fair order of Nature is only

acquired by a wholesale waste and sacrifice.*

This argument was developed by pointing to the

obvious ‘mal-adjustments,* ‘aimless destructions,*

&c., which characterize the processes of Nature.

But these, Romanes replies, necessarily belong to

the process considered as one of ‘natural selec-

tion.* The question is only: Is such a process

per se incompatible with the hypothesis of design ?

And he replies in the negative.

^ “ The fair order of Nature is only acquired by
a wholesale waste and sacrifice.** Granted. But

if the “wholesale waste and sacrifice,*’ as ante-

cedent, leads to a “fair order of Nature” as its

consequent, how can it be said that the “ wholesale

waste and sacrifice” has been a failure? Or
how can it be said that, in point of fact, there

has been a waste, or has been a sacrifice ? Clearly

' Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society (Williams Sc Norgate),

vol. i. no. 3, pp. 72, 73.
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such things can only be said when our point

of view is restricted to the means (i. e. the whole-

sale destruction of the less fit)
;

not when we
extend our view to what, even within the

limits of human observation, is unquestionably

the end (i.e. the causal result in an ever im-

proving world of types). A candidate who is

plucked in a Civil Service examination because

he happens to be one of the less fitted to pass,

is no doubt an instance of failure so far as his

own career is concerned ; but it does not there-

fore follow that the system of examination is

a failure in its final end of securing the best

men for the Civil Service. And the fact that

the general outcome of all the individual failures

in Nature is that of securing what Mr. Alexander

calls “the fair order of Nature,*' is assuredly evi-

dence that the modus operandi has not been a failure

in relation to what, if there be any Design in

Nature at all, must be regarded as the higher

purpose of such Design. Therefore, cases of in-

dividual or otherwise relative failure cannot be

quoted as evidence against the hypothesis of there

being such Design. The fact that the general

system of natural causation has for its eventual

result “a fair order of Nature,** cannot of itself

be a fact inimical to the hypothesis of Design in

Nature, even though it be true that such causation

entails the continual elimination of the less efficient

types..

‘To the best of my judgement, then, this argu-

ment from failure, random trial, blind blundering, or
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in whatever other terminology the argument may
be presented, is only valid as against the theory

of what Mr. Alexander .alludes to as a “ Carpenter-

God,*’ i. e. that if there be Design in Nature at

all, it must everywhere be special Design
;
so that

the evidence of it may as well be tested by any

given minute fragment of Nature—such as one

individual organism or class of organisms—as by

having regard to the whole Cosmos. The evidence

of Design in this sense I fully allow has been

totally destroyed by the proof of natural selection.

But such destruction has only brought into clearer

relief the much larger question that rises behind,

viz. as before phrased, Is there anything about

the method of natural causation, considered as

a whole, that is inimical to the theory of Design

in Nature, considered as a whole ?
’

It is true that this argument does not bear

directly upon the characier of the God whose

‘design’ Nature exhibits: but indirectly it does^.

For instance, such an argument as that found

above (on p. 79 : ‘we see a rabbit, &c.*) seems to

be only valid on the postulate here described as

that of the ‘ Carpenter-God.’

1 I ought also to mention that Romanes on the Sunday before

his death expressed to me verbally his entire agreement with the

argument ofProfessor Knight’s of Theism (Macmillan, 1893);

in which on this subject see pp. 184-186, * A larger good is evolved

through the winnowing process by which physical nature casts its

weaker products aside,’ &c.
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It is also probable that Romanes felt the diffi-

culty arising from the cruelty of nature less, as he

was led to dwell more on humanity as the most

important part of nature, and perceived the function

of suffering in the economy of human life (pp. 142,

154) : and also as he became more impressed with

the positive evidences for Christianity as at once the

religion of sorrow and the revelation of God as

Love (pp. 163, ff.). The Christian Faith supplies

believers not only with an argument against pes-

simism from general results, but also with such an

insight into the Divine character and method as

enables them at least to bear hopefully the awful

perplexities which arise from the spectacle of

individuals suffering.

In the last year or two of his life he read very

attentively a great number of books on ‘ Christian

Evidences/ from Pascal’s Pensdes downwards, and

studied carefully the appearance of ‘ plan * in the

Biblical Revelation considered as a whole. The

fact of this study appears in fragmentary remarks,

indices and references, which George Romanes left

behind him in note-books. The results of it will

not be unapparent in the following Notes, which,

I need to remind my readers, are, in spite of their

small bulk, the sole reason for the existence of this

volume.
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In reading these I can hardly conceive any one

not being possessed with a profound regret that

the author was not allowed to complete his work.

And it is only fair to ask every reader of the

following pages to remember that he is reading,

in the main, incomplete notes and not finished

work. This will account for a great deal that

may seem sketchy and unsatisfactory in the treat-

ment of different points, and also for repetitions and

traces of inconsistency- But I can hardly think

any one can read these notes to the end without

agreeing with me that if I had withheld them from

publication, the world would have lost the witness

of a mind, both able and profoundly sincere, feeling

after God and finding Him.

C. G.



NOTES FOR A WORK ON
A CANDID EXAMINATION OF RELIGION.

By METAPHYSICUS.

Proposed Mottoes,

* I quite admit the difficulty of believing that in every man there

is an eye of the soul which, when by other pursuits lost and dimmed,
is by this purified and re-illumined ; and is more precious lar than

ten thousand bodily eyes, for by this alone is truth seen. Now
there are two classes ol persons, one class who will agree with you
and will take your words as a revelation ;

another class who have

no understanding of them and to whom they will naturally be as

idle tales.

‘ And you had better decide at once with which of the two you
are arguing ; or, perhaps, you will say with neither, and that your

chief aim in carrying on the argument is your own improvement ; at

the same time not grudging to either any benefit which they may
derive.’—

P

latq.

‘ If we would reprove with success, and show another his mistake,

we must see from what side he views the matter, for on that side it

is generally true : and, admitting this truth, show him the side on
which it is false.’—

P

ascal.

a



§ j. Introductory.

Many years ago I published in Messrs. Triib-

ner s ‘ Philosophical Series/ a short treatise entitled

A Candid Examination of Theism by ‘ Physicus.'

Although the book made some stir at the time,

and has since exhibited a vitality never anticipated

by its author, the secret of its authorship has been

well preserved ^ This secret it is my intention,

if possible, still to preserve; but as it is desirable

(on several accounts which will become apparent

in the following pages) to avow identity of author-

ship, the present essay appears under the same

pseudonym^ as its predecessor. The reason why
the first essay appeared anonymously is truthfully

stated in the preface thereof, viz. in order that the

* The first edition, which was published in 1878, was rapidly

exhausted, but, as my object in publishing was solely that of

soliciting criticism for my own benefit, I arranged with the pub-

lishers not to issue any further edition. The work has therefore

been out of print for many years.

[This ‘ arrangement * was however not actually made, or at least

was unknown to the present publishing firm of Kegan Paul, Trench,

Tiiibner & Co. Thus a new edition of the book was published in

1892, to the author’s surprise.—

E

d.]

^
[
Or rather it was intended that it ^ould appear under the

pseudonym of * Metaphysicus.’—

E

d.]
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reasoning should be judged on its own merits,

without the bias which is apt to arise on the part

of a reader from a knowledge of the authority

—

or absence of authority—on the part of a writer.

This reason, in my opinion, still holds good as

regards A Candid Examination of T/icisiUy and
applies in equal measure to the present sequel in

A Candid Examination of Religion.

It will be shown that in many respects the

negative conclusions reached in the former essay

have been greatly modified by the results of

maturer thought as now presented in the second.

Therefore it seems desirable to state at the outset

that, as far as I am capable of judging, the modi-

fications in question have not been due in any
measure to influence from without. They appear

to have been due exclusively to the results of

my own further thought, as briefly set out in the

following pages, with no indebtedness to private

friends and but little to published utterances in the

form of books, &c. Nevertheless, no very original

ideas are here presented. Indeed, I suppose it

would nowadays be impossible to present any idea

touching religion, which has not at some time

or another been presented previously. Still much
may be done in the furthering of one’s thought

by changing points of view, selecting and arranging

ideas already more or less familiar, so that they

may be built into new combinations
;
and this,

I think, I have in no small degree accomplished

as regards the microcosm of my own mind. But

I state this much only for the sake of adding

G %
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a confession that, as far as introspection can carry

one, it does not appear to me that the modifications

which my views have undergone since the pub-

lication of my previous Candid Examination are

due so much to purely logical processes of the

intellect, as to the sub-conscious (and therefore

more or less unanalyzable) influences due to the

ripening experience of life. The extent to which

this is true [i. e. the extent to which experience

modifies logic] ^ is seldom, if ever, realized, although

it is practically exemplified every day by the

sobering caution which advancing age exercises

upon the mind. Not so much by any above-board

play of syllogism as by some underhand cheating

of consciousness, do the accumulating experiences

of life and of thought slowly enrich the judgement.

And this, one need hardly say, is especially true

in such regions of thought as present the most

tenuous media for the progress of thought by the

comparatively clumsy means of syllogistic loco-

motion. For the further wc ascend from the solid

ground of verification, the less confidence should

we place in our wings of speculation, while the

more do we find the practical wisdom of such

intellectual caution, or distrust of ratiocination,

as can be given only by experience. There-

fore, most of all is this the case in those de-

partments of thought which are furthest from

the region of our sensuous life—viz. metaphysics

^ [Words in square brackets have been Ridded by me. But I have

lot introduced the biackets when I have simply inserted single

animportant words obviously necessary for the sense.—

E

d.]
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and religion. And, as a matter of fact, it is just

in these departments of thought that we find

the rashness of youth most amenable to the

discipline in question by the experience of age.

However, in spite of this confession, I have no

doubt that even in the matter of pure and conscious

reason further thought has enabled me to detect

serious errors, or rather oversights, in the very

foundations of my Caiidid Examination of Theisin»

I still think, indeed, that from the premises there

laid down the conclusions result in due logical

sequence, so that, as a matter of mere ratiocination,

I am not likely ever to detect any serious flaws,

especially as this has not been done by anybody

else during the many years of its existence. But I

now clearly perceive two wellnigh fatal oversights

which I then committed. The first was undue

confidence in merely syllogistic conclusions, even

when derived from sound premises, in regions

of such high abstraction. The second was, in

not being sufficiently careful in examining the

foundations of my criticism, i. e. the validity of

its premises. I will here briefly consider these

two points separately.

As regards the first point, never was any one

more arrogant in his claims for pure reason than I

was—more arrogant in spirit though not in letter,

this being due to contact with science
;
without ever

considering how opposed to reason itself is the

unexpressed assumption of my earlier argument

as to God Himself, as if His existence were a

merely physical problem to be solved by man s
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reason alone, without reference to his other and

higher faculties

The second point is of still more importance,

because so seldom, if ever, recognized.

At the time of writing the Candid Examination

I perceived clearly how the whole question of Theism

from the side of reason turned on the question as

to the nature of natural causation. My theory of

natural causation obeyed the Law of Parsimony,

resolving all into Being as such
;
but, on the other

hand, it erred in not considering whether ‘higher

causes ’ are not ‘ necessary * to account for spiritual

facts—i.e. whether the ultimate Being must not

be at least as high as the intellectual and spiritual

nature of man, i. e. higher than anything merely

physical or mechanical. The supposition that it

must does not violate the Law of Parsimony.

Pure agnostics ought to investigate the religious

consciousness of Christians as a phenomenon which

may possibly be what Christians themselves believe

it to be, i. e. of Divine origin. And this may be

done without entering into any question as to the

objective validity of Christian dogmas. The meta-

physics of Christianity may be all false in fact, and

yet the spirit of Christianity may be true in sub-

stance—i.e. it may be the highest ‘good gift from

above * as yet given to man.

* [See p. 29, quotation from Preface of 'Physicus.* The state of

mind expressed in the above Note is a return to the earlier frame

of mind of the Burney Essay, e.g. p. 2b. That essay was full

of the thought that Christian evidences are very manifold and

largely ‘ extra-scientific.'—

E

d.]
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My present object, then, like that of Socrates,

is not to impart any philosophical system, or even

positive knowledge, but a frame of mind, what

I may term, pure agnosticism, as distinguished

from what is commonly so called.



§ 2. Definition of Terms and Purpose of

THIS Treatise.

[To understand George Romanes* mind close

attention must be paid to the following section.

Also to the fact, not explicitly noticed by him,

that he uses the word ‘reason’ (see p. iia) in

a sense closely resembling that in which Mr. Kidd

has recently used it in his Social Evolution, He
uses it, that is, in a restricted sense as equivalent

to the process of scientific ratiocination. His main

position is therefore this: Scientific ratiocination

cannot find adequate grounds for belief in God.

But the pure agnostic must recognize that God

may have revealed Himself by other means than

that of scientific ratiocination. As religion is for the

whole man, so all human faculties may be required

to seek after God and find Him—emotions and ex-

periences of an extra-* rational * kind. The ‘pure

agnostic * must be prepared to welcome evidence of

all sorts.—

E

d.]
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It is desirable to be clear at the outset as to

the meaning which I shall throughout attach to

certain terms and phrases.

Theism.

It will frequently be said, ^on the theory of

Theism,’ ‘supposing Theism true,’ &c. By such

phrase my meaning will always be equivalent to

—

^supposing, for the sake of argument, that the

nearest approach which the human mind can make
to a true notion of the ens realissimum^ is that

of an inconceivably magnified image of itself at

its best’

Christianity.

Similarly, when it is said, ‘ supposing Christianity

true,’ what will be meant is
—

‘ supposing for the sake

of argument, that the Christian system as a whole,

from its earliest dawn in Judaism, to the phase

of its development at the present time, is the

highest revelation of Himself which a personal

Deity has vouchsafed to mankind.’ This I intend

to signify an attitude of pure agnosticism as

regards any particular dogma of Christianity—even

that of the Incarnation.

Should it be said that by holding in suspense

any distinctive dogma of Christianity, I am not

considering Christianity at all, I reply, Not so

;

I am not writing a theological, but a philosophical

treatise, and shall consider Christianity merely as
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one of many religions, though, of course, the

latest, &c. Thus considered, Christianity takes its

place as the highest manifestation of evolution in

this department of the human mind
;
but I am not

concerned even with so important an ecclesiastical

dogma as that of the Incarnation of God in Christ

As far as this treatise has to go, that dogma
may or may not be true. The important question

for us is, Has God spoken through the medium of

our religious instincts? And although this will

necessarily involve the question whether or how
far in the case of Christianity there is objective

evidence of His having spoken by the mouth of

holy men [of the Old Testament] which have been

since the world began, such will be the case only

because it is a question of objective evidence

whether or how far the religious instincts of these

men, or this race of men, have been so much superior

to those of other men, or races of men, as to have

enabled them to predict future events of a religious

character. And whether or not in these latter

days God has spoken by His own Son is not

a question for us, further than to investigate the

higher class of religious phenomena which un-

questionably have been present in the advent and
person of Jesus. The question whether Jesus was
the Son of God, is, logically speaking, a question

of ontology, which, gud pure agnostics, we are

logically forbidden to touch.

But elsewhere I ought to show that, from my
point of view as to the fundamental question being

whether God has spoken at all through the
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religious instincts of mankind, it may very well

be that Christ was not God, and yet that He gave

the highest revelation of God. If the ‘ first Man

'

was allegorical, why not the ‘ second ’ ? It is,

indeed, an historical fact that the ‘second Man*
existed, but sp likewise may the ‘first.* And,

as regards the ‘ personal claims ’ of Christ, all

that He said is not incompatible with His having

been Gabriel, and His Holy Ghost, Michael Or
He may have been a man deceived as to His

own personality, and yet the vehicle of highest

inspiration.

Religion^

By the term ‘ religion,’ I shall mean any theory

of personal agency in the universe, belief in which

is strong enough in any degree to influence conduct.

No term has been used more loosely of late years,

or in a greater variety of meanings. Of course

anybody may use it in any sense he pleases,

provided he defines exactly in what sense he

does so. The above seems to be most in accordance

with traditional usage.

Agnosticism ^pure * and ‘ impure'

The modem and highly convenient term ‘ Agnos-
ticism,* is used in two very different senses. By

^ [I.e. supernatural but not strictly Divine Persons. Surely,

however, the proposition is not maintainable.—

E

d.]
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its originator, Professor Huxley, it was coined to

signify an attitude of reasoned ignorance touching

everything that lies beyond the sphere of sense-

perception—a professed inability to found valid

belief on any other basis. It is in this its original

sense—and also, in my opinion, its only philoso-

phically justifiable sense—that I shall understand

the term. But the other, and perhaps more popular

sense in which the word is now employed, is as

the correlative of Mr. H. Spencer’s doctrine of the

Unknowable.

This latter term is philosophically erroneous,

implying important negative knowledge that if

there be a God we know this much about Him

—

that He cannot reveal Himself to man^. Pure

agnosticism is as defined by Huxley.

Of all the many scientific men whom I have

known, the most pure in his agnosticism—not only

in profession but in spirit and conduct—was

Darwin. (What he says in his autobiography

about Christianity ^ shows no profundity of thought

in the direction of philosophy or religion. His

mind was too purely inductive for this. But, on

this very account, it is the more remarkable that

his rejection of Christianity was due, not to any

a priori bias against the creed on grounds of

reason as absurd, but solely on the ground of an

apparent moral objection a posteriori'^,) Faraday

' [This is another instance of recurrence to an earlier thought ; see

Burney Essay, p. 25.—En.]

^ Life and Letters of Charles Darwin^ i. 308.

* [See further, p. 182—Ed.J
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and many other first-rate originators in science

were like Darwin.

As an illustration of impure agnosticism take

Hume*s a priori argument against miracles, lead-

ing on to the analogous case of the attitude of

scientific men towards modern spiritualism. Not-

withstanding that they have the close analogy

of mesmerism as an object-lesson to warn them,

scientific men as a class are here quite as dogmatic

as the straightest sect of theologians. I may give

examples which can cause no offence, inasmuch

as the men in question have themselves made
the facts public, viz. refusing to go to [a famous

spiritualist] ; refusing to try in thought-

reading ^ These men all professed to be agnostics

at the very time when thus so egregiously violating

their philosophy by their conduct.

Of course I do not mean to say that, even to

a pure agnostic, reason should not be guided in

part by antecedent presumption— e. g. in ordinary

life, the prima facie case, motive, &c., counts for

evidence in a court of law—and where there is

a strong antecedent improbability a proportionately

greater weight of evidence a posteriori is needed

to counterbalance it ; so that, e. g. better evidence

would be needed to convict the Archbishop of

Canterbury than a vagabond of pocket-picking.

And so it is with speculative philosophy. But
in both cases our only guide is known analogy;

therefore, the further we are removed from possible

experience—i. e. the more remote from experience

^ [On the whole I have thought it best to omit the names.—

E

d.]
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the sphere contemplated—the less value attaches

to antecedent presumptions^. MaxUnum remote-

ness from possible experience is reached in the

sphere of the final mystery of things with which

religion has to do
;
so that here all presumption

has faded away into a vanishing point, and pure

agnosticism is our only rational attitude. In other

words, here we should all alike be pure agnostics

as far as reason is concerned
;

and, if any of us

are to attain to any information, it can only be by
means of some super-added faculty of our minds.

The questions as to whether there are any such

super-added faculties; if so, whether they ever

appear to have been acted upon from without;

if they have, in what manner they have; what

is their report
;
how far they are trustworthy

in that report, and so on—these are the ques-

tions with which this treatise is to be mainly

concerned.

* [The MS. note here continues :
* Here introduce all that I say

on the subject in my Burney Prize.* I have not, however, introduced

any quotation into the text because (i) I think Romanes makes his

meaning plain in the text as it stands
; ( 2 ) 1 cannot find in the essay

in question any exactly appropriate passage of reasonable length to

quote. The greater part of the essay is, however, directed to meet

the scientific objection to the doctrine that prayer is answered in the

physical region, by showing that this objection consists in an argu-

ment from the known to the unknown, i. e. from the known sphere

of invariable physical laws to the unknown sphere of God’s relation

to all such laws
;
and is, therefore, weak in j^roj^ortion as the unknown

sphere is remote from possible experience of a scientific kind, and

admits of an indefinite number of possibilities, more or less con-

ceivable to our imagination, which would or might prevent the

scientific argument from having legitimate application to the question

in hand,—

E

d.]
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My own attitude may be here stated. I do not

claim any [religious] certainty of an intuitive kind

myself ; but am nevertheless able to investigate the

abstract logic of the matter. And, although this

may seem but barren dialectic, it may, I hope, be of

practical service if it secures a fair hearing to the

reports given by the vast majority of mankind who
unquestionably believe them to emanate from some

such super-added faculties—numerous and diverse

though their religions be. Besides, in my youth

I published an essay (the Candid Examination)

which excited a good deal of interest at the time,

and has been long out of print. In that treatise

I have since come to see that I was wrong touching

what I constituted the basal argument for my
negative conclusion. Therefore I now feel it

obligatory cjn me to publish the following results

of my maturer thought, from the same stand-point

of pure reason. Even though I have obtained no

further light from the side of intuition, I have from

that of intellect. So that, if there be in truth any

such intuition, I occupy with regard to the organ

of it the same position as that of the blind lecturer

on optics. But on this very account I cannot be

accused of partiality towards it.

It is generally assumed that when a man has

clearly perceived agnosticism to be the only legiti-

mate attitude of reason to rest in with regard to

religion (as I will subsequently show that it is), he

has thereby finished with the matter; he can go
no further. The main object of this treatise is to

show that such is by no means the case. He has
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then only begun his enquiry into the grounds and

justification of religious belief. For reason is not

the only attribute of man, nor is it the only faculty

which he habitually employs for the ascertainment

of truth. Moral and spiritual faculties are of no

less importance in their respective spheres even

of everyday life; faith, trust, taste, &c., are as

needful in ascertaining truth as to character, beauty,

&c., as is reason. Indeed we may take it that

reason is concerned in ascertaining truth only

where causation is concerned
;

the appropriate

organs for its ascertainment where anything else

is concerned belong to the moral and spiritual

region.

As Herbert Spencer says, ‘men of science may
be divided into two classes, of which the one, well

exemplified by Faraday; keeping their religion and

their science absolutely separate, are unperplexed

by any incongruities between them, and the other

of which, occupying themselves exclusively with

the facts of science, never ask w^hat implications

they have. Be it trilobite or be it double star,

their thought about it is much like the thought

of Peter Bell about the primrose^.* Now, both

these classes are logical, since both, as to their

religion, adopt an attitude of pure agnosticism, not

only in theory, but also in practice. What, how-

ever, have we to say of the third class, which

^ Fortnightly Review, Feb. 1894.
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Spencer does not mention, although it is, I think,

the largest, viz. of those scientific men who
expressly abstain from drawing a line of division

between science and religion [and then judge

of religion purely on the principles and by tlie

method of science ?

There are two opposite casts of mind—the

mechanical (scientific, &c.) and the spiritual (artistic,

religious, &c.). These may alternate even in the

same individual. An ‘ ignostic ’ has no hesitation

—even though he himself keenly experience the

latter—that the former only is worthy of trust.

But a pure agnostic must know better, as he will

perceive that there is nothing to choose between

the two in point of trustworthiness. Indeed, if

choice has to be made the mystic might claim

higher authority for his direct intuitions.

Mr. Herbert Spencer has well said, in the opening

section of his Synthetic Philosophy, that wherever

human thought appears to be radically divided,

[there must be truth on both sides and that the]

‘reconciliation' of opposing views is to be found

by emphasizing that ultimate element of truth which

on each side underlies manifold differences. More
than is generally supposed depends on points of

view, especially where first principles of a subject are

in dispute. Opposite sides of the same shield may
^ [Some such phrase is necessary to complete the sentence.—Ei>.]

II
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present wholly different aspects \ Spencer alludes

to this with special reference to the conflict between

science and religion
;
and it is in this same con-

nexion that I also allude to it. For it seems to

me, after many years of thought upon the subject,

that the ‘reconciliation* admits of being carried

much further than it has been by him. For he

effects this reconciliation only to the extent of

showing that religion arises from the recognition of

fundamental mystery—which it may be proved

that science also recognizes in all her fundamental

ideas. This, however, is after all little more than

a platitude. That our ultimate scientific ideas

(i. e. ultimate grounds of experience) are inexplic-

able, is a proposition which is self-evident since the

dawn of human thought. My aim is to carry the

‘reconciliation* into much more detail and yet

without quitting the grounds of pure reason. I

intend to take science and religion in their present

highly developed states as such, and show that

on a systematic examination of the latter by the

methods of the former, the ‘conflict* between the

two may be not merely ‘ reconciled * as regards the

highest generalities of each, but entirely abolished

in all matters of detail which can be regarded as of

any great importance.

In any methodical enquiry the first object should

be to ascertain the fundamental principles with

which the enquiry is concerned. In actual research,

* First Principles^ Part I, ch. i.
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however, it is by no means always the case that the

enquirer knows, or is able at first to ascertain what
those principles are. In fact, it is often only at the

end of a research, that they are discovered to be

the fundamental principles. Such has been my
own experience v/ith regard to the subject of the

present enquiry. Although all my thinking life

has been concerned, off and on, in contemplating

the problem of our religious instincts, the sundry

attempts which have been made by mankind for

securing their gratification, and the important

question as to their objective justification, it is only

in advanced years that I have clearly perceived

wherein the first principles of such a research must

consist And I doubt whether any one has hitherto

clearly defined this point. The principles in ques-

tion are the nature of causation and the nature of

faith.

My objects then in this treatise are, mainly,

three: ist, to purify agnosticism; 2nd, to consider

more fully than heretofore, and from the stand-point

of pure agnosticism, the nature of natural causation,

or, more correctly, the relation of what we know on
the subject of such causation to the question of

Theism; and, 3rd, again starting from the same
stand-point, to consider the religious conscious-

nesses of men as phenomena of experience (i. e. as

regarded by us from without), and especially in their

highest phase of development as exhibited in

Christianity.

H %



§ 3- Causality.

Only because we are so familiar with the great

phenomenon of causality do we take it for granted,

and think that we reach an ultimate explanation

of anything when we have succeeded in finding

the ^ cause * thereof : when, in point of fact, we have

only succeeded in merging it in the mystery of

m5'steries. I often wish we could have come into

the world, like the young of some other mam«
mals, with all the powers of intellect that we shall

ever subsequently attain already developed, but

w'ithout any individual experience, and so without

any of the blunting effects of custom. Could we
have done so, surely nothing in the world would

more acutely excite our intelligent astonish-

ment than the one universal fact of causation.

That everything which happens should have a cause,

that this should invariably be proportioned to its

effect, so that, no matter how complex the inter-

action of causes, the same interaction should always

produce the same result ; that this rigidly exact

system of energizing should be found to present all

the appearances of universality and of eternity, so
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that, e. g., the motion of the solar system in space

is being determined by some causes beyond human
ken, and that we are indebted to billions of cellular

unions, each involving billions of separate causes,

for our hereditary passage from an invertebrate

ancestry,—that such things should be, would surely

strike us as the most wonderful fact in this

wonderful universe.

Now, although familiarity with this fact has made
us forget its wonder to the extent of virtually

assuming that we know all about it, philosophical

enquiry shows that, besides empirically knowing it

to be a fact, we only know one other thing about it,

viz.—that our knowledge of it is derived from our

own activity when we ourselves are causes. No
result of psychological analysis seems to me more
certain than this^. If it were not for our own
volitions, we should be ignorant of what we can

now not doubt, on pain of suicidal scepticism, to be

the most general fact of nature. Such, at least,

seems to me by far the most reasonable theory of

our idea of causality, and is the one now most

generally entertained by philosophers of every

school.

Now, to the plain man it will always seem that

if our very notion of causality is derived from our

own volition—^as our very notion of energy is

derived from our sense of effort in overcoming

resistance by our volition—presumably the truest

^ [Here it was intended to insert further explanation ' showing that

mere observation of causality in external nature would not have

yielded idea of anything further than time and space relations,’—

E

d.]
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notion we can form of that in which causation

objectively consists is the notion derived from that

known mode of existence which alone gives us the

notion of causality at all. Hence the plain man
will always infer that all energy is of the nature of

will-energy, and all objective causation of the nature

of subjective. Nor is this inference confined to the

plain man
;

the deepest philosophical thinkers

have arrived at substantially the same opinion,

e. g. Hegel, Schopenhauer. So that the direct

and most natural interpretation of causality in

external nature which is drawn by primitive

thought in savages and young children, seems

destined to become also the ultimate deliverance of

human thought in the highest levels of its culture^.

But, be this as it may, we are not concerned with

any such questions of abstract philosophical specu-

lation. As pure agnostics they lie beyond our

sphere. Therefore, I allude to them only for the

sake of showing that there is nothing either in the

science or philosophy of mankind inimical to the

theory of natural causation being the energizing of

a will objective to us. And we can plainly see

that if such be the case, and if that will be self-

consistent, its operations, as revealed in natural

causation, must appear to us when considered en

bloc (or not piece-meal as by savages), non-

volitional, or mechanical.

* [This theory was stigo;ested in the. Burney Essay, p. 136,

and ridiculed in the Candid Examination
\

see above, p. ii.

Romanes intended at this point to consider at greater length his

old views * on causation as due to being qua being,*

—

£d.]
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Of all philosophical theories of causality the most

repugnant to reason must be those of Hume, Kant
and Mill, which while differing from one another

agree in this—that they attribute the principle of

causality to a creation of our own minds, or in other

words deny that there is anything objective in the

relation of cause and effect— i, e. in the very thing

which all physical science is engaged in discovering

in particular cases of it*

The conflict of Science and Religion has always

arisen from one common ground of agreement,

or fundamental postulate of both parties—with-

out v/hich, indeed, it would plainly have been

impossible that any conflict could have arisen,

inasmuch as there would then have been no field

for battle. Every thesis must rest on some

hypothesis
;

therefore, in cases where two or more

rival theses rest on a common hypothesis, the

disputes must needs collapse so soon as the

common hypothesis is proved erroneous. And
proportionably, in whatever degree the previously

common hypothesis is shown to be dubious, in that

degree are the disputations shown to be possibly

unreal. Now, it is one of the main objects of this

treatise to show that the common hypothesis on

which all the disputes between Science and Religion

have arisen, is highly dubious. And not only so,

but that quite apart from modern science all the

difficulties on the side of intellect (or reason) which

religious belief has ever encountered in the past,
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or can ever encounter in the future, whether in the

individual or the race, arise, and arise exclusively,

from the self-same ground of this highly dubious

hypothesis.

The hypothesis, or fundamental postulate, in

question is, If there be a personal God, He is not

immediately concerned with natural causation. It

is assumed that qua ‘first cause,’ He can in no

way be concerned with ‘ second causes,’ further

than by having started them in the first instance

as a great machinery of ^ natural causation,’ work-

ing under ‘general laws.’ True the theory of

Deism, which entertains more or less expressly this

hypothesis of ‘ Deus ex machina,’ has during the

present century been more and more superseded

by that of Theism, which entertains also in some
indefinable measure the doctrine of ‘ immanence

as well as by that of Pantheism, which expressly

holds this doctrine to the exclusion in toto of its

rival. But Theism has never yet entertained it

sufficiently or up to the degree required by the pure

logic of the case, while Pantheism has but rarely

considered the rival doctrine of personality—or the

possible union of immanence with personality ^
Now it is the object of this book to go much

further than any one has hitherto gone in proving

the possibility of this union. For I purpose to

show that, provided only we lay aside all prejudice,

* See, however, Aubrey Moore in Lux Mundi, pp. 94^6, and Le
Conte, Evolution in its Relation to Religious Thought, pp. 335, ff.

[N.B. The references not enclosed in brackets are the author's, not

mine.—

E

d.]
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sentiment, &c., and follow to its logical termination

the guidance of pure reason, there are no other

conclusions to be reached than these. Namely,

(A) That if there be a personal God, no reason can

be assigned why He should not be immanent in

nature, or why all causation should not be the

immediate expression of His will. (B) That every

available reason points to the inference that He
probably is so. (C) That if He is so, and if His

will is self-consistent, all natural causation must

needs appear to us ‘mechanical.* Therefore (Z?)

that it is no argument against the divine origin of

a thing, event, &c., to prove it due to natural

causation.

After having dealt bnefly with (-4), (Z?) and (C),

I would show that (Z?) is the most practically impor-

tant of these four conclusions. For the fundamental

hypothesis which I began by mentioning is just the

opposite of this. Whether tacitly or expressly, it

has always been assumed by both sides in the

controversy between Science and Religion, that as

soon as this that and the other phenomenon has been

explained by means of natural causation, it has

thereupon ceased to be ascribable [directly] to God-

The distinction between the natural and the super-

natural has always been regarded by both sides as

indisputably sound, and this fundamental agree-

ment as to ground of battle has furnished the only

possible condition to fighting. It has also furnished

the condition of all the past, and may possibly

furnish the condition of all. the future, discomfitures

of religion. True religion is indeed learning her
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lesson that something is wrong in her method of

fighting, and many of her soldiers are now waking

up to the fact that it is here that her error lies—as in

past times they woke up to see the error of denying

the movement of the earth, the antiquity of the

earth, the origin of species by evolution, &c. But

no one, even of her captains and generals, has so

far followed up their advantage to its ultimate

consequences. And this is what I want to do. The
logical advantage is clearly on their side

;
and it is

their own fault if they do not gain the ultimate

victory,—not only as against science, but as

against intellectual dogmatism in every form.

This can be routed all along the line. For science

is only the organized study of natural causation,

and the experience of every human being, in so far

as it leads to dogmatism on purely intellectual

grounds, does so on account of entertaining the

fundamental postulate in question. The influence

of custom and want of imagination is here very

great. But the answer always should be to move
the ulterior question—what is the nature of natural

“^causation ?

Now I propose to push to its full logical con-

clusion the consequence of this answer. For no one,

even the most orthodox, has as yet learnt this

lesson of religion to anything like fullness. God is

still grudged His own universe, so to speak, as far

and as often as He can possibly be. As examples

we may take the natural growth of Christianity out

of previous religions
;
the natural spread of it

;
the

natural conversion of St. Paul, or of anybody else.
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It is still assumed on both sides that there must be

something inexplicable or miraculous about a phe-

nomenon in order to its being divine.

What else have science and religion ever had to

fight about save on the basis of this common
hypothesis, and hence as to whether the causation

of such and such a phenomenon has been ‘ natural
*

or ‘ super-natural.’ For even the disputes as to

science contradicting scripture, ultimately turn on

the assumption of inspiration (supposing it genuine)

being ‘ super-natural * sls to its causation. Once

grant that it is ‘ natural * and all possible ground of

dispute is removed.

I can well understand why infidelity should

make the basal assumption in question, because its

whole case must rest thereon. But surely it is

time for theists to abandon this assumption.

The assumed distinction between causation as

natural and super-natural no doubt began in super-

stition in prehistoric time, and throughout the

historical period has continued from a vague

feeling that the action of God must be mysterious,

and hence that the province of religion must be

within the super-sensuous. Now, it is true enough

that the finite cannot comprehend the infinite,

and hence the feeling in question is logically sound.

But under the influence of this feeling, men have

always committed the fallacy of concluding that if

a phenomenon has been explained in terms of

natural causation, it has thereby been explained in

toto—forgetting that it has only been explained up
to the point where such causation is concerned, and
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that the real question of ultimate causation has

merely been thus
.
postponed. And assuredly

beyond this point there is an infinitude of mystery

sufficient to satisfy the most exacting mystic. For

even Herbert Spencer allows that in ultimate

analysis all natural causation is inexplicable.

Logically regarded the advance of science, far

from having weakened religion, has immeasurably

strengthened it. For it has proved the uniformity

of natural causation. The so-called natural sphere

has increased at the expense of the ‘ super-natural.’

Unquestionably. But although to lower grades of

culture this always seems a fact inimical to religion,

we may now perceive it is quite the reverse, since

it merely goes to abolish the primitive or un-

cultured distinction in question.

It is indeed most extraordinary how long this

distinction has held sway, or how it is the ablest

men of all generations have quietly assumed that

when once we know the natural causation of any

phenomenon, we therefore know all about it—or, as

it were, have removed it from the sphere of mystery

altogether, when, in point of fact, we have only

merged it in a much greater mystery than ever.

But the answer to our astonishment how this

distinction has managed to survive so long lies in

the extraordinary effect of custom, which here

seems to slay reason altogether
;
and the more

a man busies himself with natural causes (e. g. in

scientific research) the greater does this slavery to

custom become, till at last he seems positively un-

able to perceive the real state of the case

—
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regarding any rational thinking thereon as chi-

merical, so that the term * meta-physical, * even in

its etymological sense as super-sensuous or beyond

physical causation, becomes a term of rational re-

proach, Obviously such a man has written himself

down, if not an ass, at all events a creature wholly

incapable of rationally treating any of the highest

problems presented either by nature or by man.

On any logical theory of Theism there can be

no such distinction between ‘ natural * and super-

natural * as is usually drawn, since on that theory

all causation is but the action of the Divine Will.

And if we draw any distinction between such action

as ‘ immediate ’ or ‘ mediate/ wc can only mean
this as valid in relation to mankind—i. e. in

relation to our experience. For, obviously, it

would be wholly incompatible with pure agnosti-

cism to suppose that we are capable of drawing any

such distinction in relation to the Divine activity

itself. Even apart from the theory of Theism,

pure agnosticism must take it that the real distinc-

tion is not between natural and supernatural, but

betw'een the explicable and the inexplicable

—

meaning by those terms that which is and that

which is not accountable by such causes as fall

within the range of human observation. Or, in

other words, the distinction is really between the

observable and the unobservable causal processes of

the universe.

Although science is essentially engaged in

explaining, her work is necessarily confined to the

sphere of natural causation; beyond that sphere
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(i. e. the sensuous) she can explain nothing. In

other words, even if she were able to explain the

natural causation of everything, she would be

unable to assign the ultimate raison d'itre of

anything.

It is not my intention to write an essay on the

nature of causality, or even to attempt a survey of

the sundry theories which have been propounded

on this subject by philosophers. Indeed, to

attempt this would be little less than to write

a history of philosophy itself. Nevertheless it is

necessary for my purpose to make a few remarks

touching the main branches of thought upon the

matter

The remarkable nature of the facts. These are

remarkable, since they are common to all human
experience. Everything that happens has a cause.

The same happening has always the same cause

—or the same consequent the same antecedent.

It is only familiarity with this great fact that

prevents universal wonder at it, for, notwithstanding

all the theories upon it, no one has ever really

shown why it is so. That the same causes always

produce the same effects is a proposition which

expresses a fundamental fact of our knowledge, but

the knowledge of this fact is purely empirical

;

we can show no reason why it should be a fact.

Doubtless, if it were not a fact, there could be no

' [Nothing more however was written than what follows im-

mediately.

—

Kd.]
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so-called ‘Order of Nature,* and consequently no

science, no philosophy, or perhaps (if the irregularity

were sufficiently frequent) no possibility of human
experience. But although this is easy enough to

show, it in no wise tends to show why the same

causes should always produce the same effects.

So manifest is it that our knowledge of the fact

in question is only empirical, that some of our

ablest thinkers, such as Hume and Mill, have

failed to perceive even so much as the intellectual

necessity of looking beyond our empirical know-

ledge of the fact to gain any explanation of the

fact itself. Therefore they give to the world the

wholly vacuous, or merely tautological theory of

causation—viz. that of constancy of sequence

within human observation ^

If it be said of my argument touching causality,

that it is naturalizing or materializing the super-

natural or spiritual (as most orthodox persons

will feel), my reply is that deeper thought will

show it to be at least as susceptible of the oppo-

site view—viz. that it is subsuming the natural

into the super-natural, or spiritualizing the material

:

and a pure agnostic, least of all, should have any-

thing to say as against either of these alternative

points of view. Or we may state the matter thus :

in as far as pure reason can have anything to say

' [The author intended further to show the vacuity of this theory

and point out how Mill himself appears to perceive it by his introduc-

tion after the term ‘ invariably * of the term * unconditionally *
; he

refers also to Maitineau, Study of R^ligiont i. pp. 153, 3.— Eu.]
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in the matter, she ought to incline towards the view

of my doctrine spiritualizing the material, because

it is pretty certain that we could know nothing

about natural causation—even so much as its

existence—but for.our own volitions.

Free Will\

Having read all that is said to be worth read-

ing on the Free Will controversy, it appears to me
that the main issues and their logical conclusions

admit of being summed up in a very few words,

thus :

—

1, A writer, before he undertakes to deal with

this subject at all, should be conscious of fully

perceiving the fundamental distinction between

responsibility as merely legal and as also moral

;

otherwise he cannot but miss the very essence of

the question in debate. No one questions the

patent fact of responsibility as legal ; the only

question is touching responsibility as moral. Yet
the principal bulk of literature on Free Will and
Necessity arises from disputants on both sides

failing to perceive this basal distinction. Even
such able writers as Spencer, Huxley and Clifford

are in this position.

2. The root question is as to whether the will

is caused or un-caused. Fur however much this

root-question may be obscured by its own abundant

^ [This Note on Free Will is exceedingly incomplete and conse-

quently obscure. But it seemed to me on the whole to be sufficiently

intelligible to admit of publication.—

E

d.]
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foliage, the latter can have no existence but that

which it derives from the former.

3. Consequently, if libertarians grant causality

as appertaining to the will, however much they

may beat about the bush, they are surrendering

their position all along the line, unless th$y fall

back upon the more ultimate question as to the

nature of natural causation. Now it can be

proved that this more ultimate question is [scien-

tifically] unanswerable. Therefore both sides may
denominate natural causation x—an unknown
quantity.

4. Hence the whole controversy ought to be

seen by both sides to resolve itself into this—is

or is not the will determined by ;r? And, if this

seems but a barren question to debate, I do not

undertake to deny the fact. At the same time

there is clearly this real issue remaining—viz. Is

the will self-determining, or is it determined—i.e.

from Without}

5. If determined from without, is there any room
for freedom, in the sense required for saving the

doctrine of moral responsibility ? And I think the

answer to this must be an unconditional negative.

6. But, observe, it is not one and the same
thing to ask, Is the will entirely determined from

without? and Is the will entirely determined by
natural causation (x) ? For the unknown quantity

X may very well include x\ if by x' we under-

stand all the unknown ingredients of personality.

7. Hence, determinists gain no advantage over

I
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their adversaries by any possible proof (at present

impossible) that all acts of will are due to natural

causation, unless they can show the nature of the

latter, and that it is of such a nature as supports

their conclusion. For aught we at present know, the

will may very well be free in the sense required,

even though all its acts are due to x,

8. In particular, for aught we know to the con-

trary, all may be due to x\ i. e. all causation may be

of the nature of will (as, indeed, many systems

of philosophy maintain), with the result that every

human will is of the nature of a First Cause. In

support of which possibility it may be remarked

that most philosophies are led to the theory of

a causa causarum as regards x.

9. To the obvious objection that with a

plurality of first causes—each the fons et origo of

a new and never-ending stream of causality—^the

cosmos must sooner or later become a jdiaos by
cumulative intersection of the streams, the answer

is to be found in the theory of monism

10. Nevertheless, the ultimate difficulty remains

which is depicted in my essay on the ‘ World as an

Eject But this, again,^fe merged in the mystery

of Personality, which is only known as an inex-

plicable, and seemingly ultimate, fact.

11. So that the general conclusion of the whole,

matter must be—pure agnosticism.

1 [See above, p. 31 .—Ed.]
® Contemporary Review, July 1S86. [Bat the ‘ ultimate difficulty

*

referred to above would seem to be the relation of manifold dependent

human wills to the One Ultimate and All-embracing Will.—

E

d.]
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Faith in its religious sense is distinguished not

only from opinion (or belief founded on reason

alone), in that it contains a spiritual element: it

is further distinguished from belief founded on

the affections, by needing an active co-operation

of the will. Thus all parts of the human mind
have to be involved in faith—intellect, emotions,

will. We ‘ believe* in the theory of evolution on

grounds of reason alone ; we ‘ believe
*

in the

affection of our parents, children, &c., almost (or

it may be exclusively) on what I have called

spiritual grounds—i.e. on grounds of spiritual ex-

perience
;
for this we need no exercise either of

reason or of will. But no one can ‘ believe * in

God, or a fortiori in Christ, without also a

severe effort of will. This I hold to be a matter

of fact, whether or not there be a God or a

Christ.

Observe will is to be distinguished from desire.

It matters not what psychologists may have to

say upon this subject. Whether desire differs from

will in kind or only in degree—whether will is
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desire in action, so to speak, and desire but in-

cipient will—are questions with which we need

not trouble ourselves. For it is certain that there

are agnostics who would greatly prefer being

theists, and theists who would give all they pos-

sess to be Christians, if they could thus secure

promotion by purchase—i.e. by one single act of

will. But yet the desire is not strong enough to

sustain the will in perpetual action, so as to make
the continual sacrifices which Christianity entails.

Perhaps the hardest of these sacrifices to an in-

telligent man is that of his own intellect. At
least I am certain that this is so in my own case.

I have been so long accustomed to constitute my
reason my sole judge of truth, that even while

reason itself tells me it is not unreasonable to

expect that the heart and the will should be re-

quired to join with reason in seeking God (for

religion is for the whole man), I am too jealous

of my reason to exercise my will in the direction

of my most heart-felt desires. For assuredly the

strongest desire of my nature is to find that that

nature is not deceived in its highest aspirations.

Yet I cannot bring myself so much as to make
a venture in the direction of faith. For instance,

regarded from one point of view it seems reason-

able enough that Christianity should have enjoined

the doing of the doctrine as a necessary condition

to ascertaining (i. e. ‘ believing ’) its truth. But
from another, and my more habitual point of view,

it seems almost an affront to reason to make
any such ‘foors experiment*—^just as to some
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scientific men it seems absurd and childish to ex-

pect them to investigate the ‘ superstitious ’ follies

of modern spiritualism. Even the simplest act

of will in regard to religion—that of prayer

—

has not been performed by me for at least a

quarter of a century, simply because it has seemed

so impossible to pray, as it were, hypothetically,

that much as I have always desired to be able

to pray, I cannot will the attempt. To justify

myself for what my better judgement has often

seen to be essentially irrational, I have ever made
sundry excuses. The chief of them has run thus.

Even supposing Christianity true, and even sup-

posing that after having so far sacrificed my reason

to my desire as to have satisfied the supposed

conditions to obtaining ‘grace,’ or direct illumin-

ation from God,—even then would not my reason

turn round and revenge herself upon me ? For

surely even then my habitual scepticism would

make me say to myself— ‘ this is all very sublime

and very comforting; but what evidence have

you to give me that the whole business is any-

thing more than self-delusion ? The wish was

probably father to the thought, and you might

much better have performed your “ act of will ” by
going in for a course of Indian hemp.’ Of course

a Christian.,.would answer to this that the internal

light would not admit of such doubt, any more
than seeing the sun does—that God knows us well

enough to prevent that, &c., and also that it is

unreasonable not to try an experiment lest the

result should prove too good to be credible, and
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so on. And I do not dispute that the Christian

would be justified in so answering, but I only

adduce the matter as an illustration of the dif-

ficulty which is experienced in conforming to all

the conditions of attaining to Christian faith—even

supposing it to be sound. Others have doubtless

other difficulties, but mine is chiefly, I think,

that of an undue regard to reason, as against

heart and will—undue, I mean, if so it be that

Christianity is true, and the conditions to faith

in it have been of divine ordination.

This influence of will on belief, even in matters

secular, is the more pronounced the further re-

moved these matters maybe from demonstration (as

already remarked)
;
but this is most of all the case

where our personal interests are affected—whether

these be material or intellectual, such as credit for

consistency, &c. See, for example, how closely,

in the respects we are considering, political beliefs

resemble religious. Unless the points of difference

are such that truth is virtually demonstrable on

one side, so that adhesion to the opposite is due

to conscious sacrifice of integrity to expediency,

we always find that party-spectaclcs so colour

the view as to leave reason at the mercy of

will, custom, interest, and all the other circum-

stances which similarly operate on religious beliefs.

It seems to make but little difference in either

case what level of general education, mental power,

special training, &c., is brought --to bear upon the

question under judgement. From the Premier to

the peasant we find the same difference of opinion
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in politics as we do in religion. And in each

case the explanation is the same. Beliefs are so

little dependent on reason alone that in such

regions of thought—i. e. wheie personal interests

are affected and the evidences of truth are not in

their nature demonstrable—it really seems as if

reason ceases to be a judge of evidence or guide

to truth, and becomes a mere advocate of opinion

already formed on quite other grounds. Now
these other grounds are, as we have seen, mainly

the accidents of habit o^* custom, wish being father

to the thought, &c.

Now this may be all deplorable enough in

politics, and in all other beliefs secular ; but who
shall say it is not exactly as it ought to be in

the matter of beliefs religious? For, unless we
beg the question of a future life in the negative,

we must entertain at least the possibility of our

being in a state of probation in respect of an

honest use not only of our reason, but probably

still more of those other ingredients of human
nature which go to determine our beliefs touch-

ing this most important of all matters.

It is remarkable how even in politics it is the

moral and spiritual elements of character which

lead to success in the long run, even more than

intellectuai ability—supposing, of course, that the

latter is not below the somewhat high level of

our Parliamentary assemblies.

As regards the part that is played by will in

the determining of belief, one can show how un-

consciously large this is even in matters of secular
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interest. Reason is very far indeed from being

the sole guide of judgement that it is usually

taken to be—so far, indeed, that, save in matters

approaching down-right demonstration (where of

course there is no room for any other ingredient)

it is usually hampered by custom, prejudice,

dislike, &c., to a degree that would astonish the

most sober philosopher could he lay bare to

himself all the mental processes whereby the

complex act of assent or dissent is eventually

determined ^

As showing how little reason alone has to do

with the determining of religious belief, let us

take the case of mathematicians. This I think

is the fairest case we can take, seeing that of all

^ Cf. Pascal, Penshs. * For we must not mistake ourselves, we have

as much that is automatic in us as intellectual, and hence it comes that

the instrument by which persuasion is brought about is not demon-

stration alone. How few things are^ demonstrated ! Proofs can only

convince the mind; custom makes our strongest proofs and those

which we hold most firmly, it sways the automaton, which draws

the unconscious intellect after it. . . . It is then custom that makes

so many men Christians, custom that makes them Turks, heathen,

artisans, soldiers, &c. Lastly, we must resort to custom when once

the mind has seen where truth is, in order to slake our thirst and

steep ourselves in that belief which escapes us at every hour, for to

have proofs always at hand were too onerous. We must acquire a

more easy belief, that of custom, which without violence, without art,

without argument, causes our assent and inclines all our powers to

this belief, so that our soul naturally falls into it. . .

.

* It is not enough to believe only by force of conviction if the

automaton is inclined to believe the contrary. Both parts of us then

must be obliged to believe, the intellect by arguments which it is

enough to have admitted once in our lives, the automaton by custom,

and by not allowing it to incline in the contrary direction. IncUna
cor mettm Deus* See also Newman’s Grammar ofAssent, chap. vi.

and Church’s Human Life and its Conditions, pp. 67-9.
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intellectual pursuits that of mathematical research

is the most exact, as well as the most exclusive

in its demand upon the powers of reason, and

hence that, as a class, the men who have achieved

highest eminence in that pursuit may be fairly

taken as the fittest representatives of onr species

in respect of the faculty of pure reason. Yet

whenever they have turned their exceptional powers

in this respect upon the problems of religion, how
suggestively well balanced are their opposite con-

clusions—so much so indeed that we can only

conclude that reason counts for very little in the

complex of mental processes which here determine

judgement.

Thus, if we look to the greatest mathematicians

in the world’s history, we find Kepler and Newton
as Christians ; La Place, on the other hand, an

infidel. Or, coming to our own times, and confining

our attention to the principal seat of mathematical

study:—when I was at Cambridge, there was a

galaxy of genius in that department emanating

from that place such as had never before been

equalled. And the curious thing in our present

connexion is that all the most illustrious names
were ranged on the side of orthodoxy. Sir W.
Thomson, Sir George Stokes, Professors Tait,

Adams, Clerk-Maxwell, and Cayley—not to men-
tion a number of lesser lights, such as Routh,

Todhunter, Ferrers, &c,—were all avowed Chris-

tians. Clifford had only just moved at a bound
from the extreme of asceticism to that of infidelity

—

an individual instance which I deem of particular
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interest in the present connexion, as showing the

dominating influence of a forcedly emotional char-

acter even on so powerful an intellectual one, for

the raiionality of the whole structure of Christian

belief cannot have so reversed its poles within a few

months.

Now it would doubtless be easy to find elsewhere

than in Cambridge mathematicians of the first

order who in our own generation are, or have

been, professedly anti-Christian in their beliefs,

—

although certainly not so great an array of such

extraordinary powers. But, be this as it may,

the case of Cambridge in my own time seems

to me of itself enough to prove that Christian

belief is neither made nor marred by the highest

powers of reasoning, apart from other and still

more potent factors.

Faith and Superstition,

Whether or not Christianity is true, there is

a great distinction between these two things. For

while the main ingredient of Christian faith is

the moral element, this has no part in superstition.

In point of fact, the only point of resemblance

is that both present the mental state called beliefs

It is on this account they are so often confounded

by anti-Christians, and even by non-Christians
;

the much more important point pf difference is not

noted, viz, that belief in the one case is purely

intellectual, while in the other it is chiefly moral.
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Qtia purely intellectual, belief may indicate nothing

but sheer credulity in absence pf evidence
;
but

where a moral basis is added, the case is clearly

different; for even if it appears to be sheer cre-

dulity to an outsider, that may be because he

docs not take itito account the additional evidence

supplied by the moral facts.

Faith and superstition are often confounded,

or even identified. And, unquestionably, they

are identical up to a certain point—viz. they both

present the mental state of belief. All people

can see this ; but not all people can see further,

or dehne the differentiae. These are as follows

:

First, supposing Christianity true, there is the

spiritual verification. Second, supposing Chris-

tianity false, there is still the moral ingredient,

which ex hypothesi is absent in superstition. In

other words, both faith and superstition rest on

an intellectual basis (which may be pure credulity);

but faith rests also on a moral, even if not like-

wise on a spiritual. Even in human relations there

is a wide difference between ‘ belief’ in a scientific

theory and ‘faith’ in a personal character. And
the difference is in the latter comprising a moral

element.

‘Faith-healing,’ therefore, has no real point of

resemblance with ‘thy faith hath saved thee’

of the New Testament, unless we sink the personal

differences between a modern faith-healer and

Jesus Christ as objects of faith.
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Belief is not exclusively founded on objective

evidence appealing to reason (opinion), but mainly

on subjective evidence appealing to some altogether

different faculty (faith). Now, whether Christians

are right or wrong in what they believe, I hold it as

certain as anything can be that the distinction which

I have just drawn, and which they all implicitly

draw for themselves, is logically valid. For no

one is entitled to deny the possibility of what

may be termed an organ of spiritual discernment.

In fact to do so would be to vacate the position

of pure agnosticism in toto—and this even if there

were no objective, or strictly scientific, evidences

in favour of such an organ, such as we have in

the lives of the saints, and, in a lower degree, in

the universality of the religious sentiment. Now,
if there be such an organ, it follows from preceding

paragraphs, that not only will the main evidences

for Christianity be subjective, but that they ought

to be so: they ought to be so, I mean, on the

Christian supposition of the object of Christianity

being moral probation, and ‘ faith ’ both the test

and the reward.

From this many practical considerations ensue.

E. g. the duty of parents to educate their children

in what they believe as distinguished from what
they know. This would be unjustifiable if faith were

the same as opinion. But it is fully justifiable

if a man not only knows that he believes (opinion)

but believes that he knows (faith). Whether or

not the Christian differs from the ‘ natural man * in

having a spiritual organ of cognition, provided
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he honestly believes such is the case, it would be

immoral in him not to proceed in accordance

with what he thus believes to be his knowledge.

This obligation is recognized in education in every

other case. He is morally right even if mentally

deluded.

Huxley, in Lay Sermons^ says that faith has

been proved a ‘ cardinal sin ’ by science. Now, this

is true enough of credulity, superstition, &c., and

science has done no end of good in developing our

ideas of method, evidence, &c. But this is all on

the side of intellect. ‘ Faith ’ is not touched by such

facts or considerations. And what a terrible hell

science would have made of the world, if she had

abolished the ‘ spirit of faith ’ even in human rela-

tions. The fact is, Huxley falls into the common
error of identifying ‘ faith ' with opinion.

Supposing Christianity true, it is very reasonable

that faith in the sense already explained should be

constituted the test of divine acceptance. If there

be such a thing as Christ’s winnowing fan, the quality

of sterling weight for the discovery of which it is

adapted cannot be conceived as anything other than

this moral quality. No one could suppose a reve-

lation appealing to the mere intellect of man,

since acceptance would thus become a mere matter

of prudence in subscribing to a demonstration made
by higher intellects.
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It IS also a matter of fact that if Christianity

is truthful in representing this world as a school

of moral probation, we cannot conceive a system

better adapted to this end than is the world, or

a better schoolmaster than Christianity. This is

proved not only by general reasoning, but also

by the work of Christianity in the world, its

adaptation to individual needs, &c. Consider also

the extraordinary diversity of human characters

in respect both of morality and spirituality

though all are living in the same world. Out of

the same external material or environment such

astonishingly diverse products arise according to

the use made of it. Even human suffering in

its worst forms can be welcome if justified by faith

in such an object. ‘ Ills have no weight, and tears

no bitterness,’ but are rather to be ‘ gloried in

It is a further fact that only by means of this

theory of probation is it*possible to give any mean-

ing to the world, i. e. any raison d'etre of human
existence.

Supposing Christianity true, every man
stand or fall by the results of his own conduct, as

developed through his own moral character. (This

could not be so if the test were intellectual ability.)

Yet this does not hinder that the exercise of will

in the direction of religion should need help in

order to attain belief. Nor does it hinder that

some men should need more help and others less.

Indeed, it may well be that some men are inten-

‘ [The author has added, ‘*For suffering in brutes see further on.”

but nothing further on the subject appears to have been written,— Ed.]
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tionally precluded from receiving any help, so as

not to increase their responsibility, or receive but

little, so as to constitute intellectual difficulties

a moral trial. But clearly, if such things are so,

we are inadequate judges.

It is a fact that we all feel the intellectual part

of man to be ‘ higher * than the animal, whatever

our theory of his origin. It is a fact that we all

feel the moral part of man to be ‘higher’ than the

intellectual, whatever our theory of either may be.;'

It is also a fact that we all similarly feel the'

spiritual to be ‘higher’ than the moral, whatever

our theory of religion may be. It is what we
understand by man’s moral, and still more his

spiritual, qualities that go to constitute ‘character.’

And it is astonishing how in all walks of life it

is character that tells in the long run.

It is a fact that these distinctions are all well

marked and universally recognized—viz.

Animality.

Human \
Morality.

Spirituality.

Morality and spirituality are to be distinguished

as two very different things. A man may be

highly moral in his conduct without being in any
degree spiritual in his nature, and, though to

a lesser extent, vice versa. And, objectively, we see

the same distinction between morals and religion.

By spirituality I mean the religious temperament,
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whether or not associated with any particular creed

or dogma.

There is no doubt that intellectual pleasures are

more satisfying and enduring than sensual—or even

sensuous. And, to those who h^ve experienced

them, so it is with spiritual over intellectual, artistic,

&c. This is an objective fact, abundantly testified

to by every one who has had experience : and it

seems to indicate that the spiritual nature of man
is the highest part of man—the [culminating]

point of his being.

It is probably true, as Renan says in his

posthumous work, that there will always be

materialists and spiritualists, inasmuch as it will

always be observable on the one hand that there

is no thought without brain, while, on the other

hand, instincts of man will always aspire to higher

beliefs. But this is just what ought to be if

religion is true, and we are in a state of probation.

And is it not probable that the materialistic

position (discredited even by philosophy) is due

simply to custom and want of imagination? Else

why the inextinguishable instincts ?

It is much more easy to disbelieve than to

believe. This is obvious on the side of reason,

but it is also true on that of spirit, for to disbelieve

is in accordance with environment or custom, while

to believe necessitates a spiritual use of the imagina-
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tion. For both these reasons, very few unbelievers

have any justification, either intellectual or spiritual,

for their own unbelief.

Unbelief is usually due to indolence, often to

prejudice, and never a thing to be proud of.

‘ Why should it be thought a thing incredible

with you that God should raise the dead ? * Clearly

no answer can be given by the pure agnostic.

But he will naturally say in reply, ‘the question

rather is, why should it be thought credible with

you that there is a God, or, if there is, that

he should raise the dead ? ’ And I think the wise

Christian will answer, ‘ I believe in the resurrection

of the dead, partly on grounds of reason, partly

on those of intuition, but chiefly on both combined
;

so to speak, it is my whole character which accepts

the whole system of which the doctrine of personal

immortality forms an essential part.' And to this

it may be fairly added that the Christian doctrine

of the resurrection of our bodily form cannot have

been arrived at for the purpose of meeting modern
materialistic objections to the doctrine of personal

immortality ; hence it is certainly a strange doctrine

to have been propounded at that time, together

with its companion, and scarcely less distinctive,

ffoctrine of the vileness of the body. Why was

it not said that the * soul ’ alone should survive

as a disembodied ‘spirit'? Or if form were sup-

posed necessary for man as distinguished from

God, that he was to be an angel? But, be this

K
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as it may, the doctrine of the resurrection seems

to have fully met beforehand the materialistic

objection to a future life, and so to have raised the

ulterior question with which this paragraph opens.

We have seen in the Introduction that all first

principles even of scientific facts are known by
intuition and not by reason. No one can deny

this. Now, if there be a God, the fact is certainly

of the nature of a first principle
;
for it must be

the first of all first principles. No one can dispute

this. No one can therefore dispute the necessary

conclusion, that, if there be a God, He is knowable,

(if knowable at all) by intuition and not by reason.

Indeed a little thought is enough to show that

from its very nature as such, reason must be

incapable of adjudicating on the subject, for it

is a process of inferring from the known to the

unknown.

Or thus. It would be against reason itself to

suppose that God, even if He ex^ts, can be known
by reason ;

He must be known, if knowable at all,

by intuition \

Observe, although God might give an objective

revelation of Himself, e.g. as Christians believe He

* [In this connexion I may again notice that two da3rs before his

death George Romanes expressed his cofdial approval of Professor

KnighPs Aspects of Theism—a work in which great stress is laid on

the argument from intuition in different forms.—Ed.]
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has, even this would not give knowledge of Him
save to those who believe the revelations genuine

;

and I doubt whether it is logically possible for any

form of objective revelation of itself to compel belief

in it. Assuredly one rising from the dead to testify

thereto would not, nor would letters of fire across

the sky do so. But, even if it were logically

possible, we need not consider the abstract possi-

bility, seeing that, as a matter of fact, no such

demonstrative revelation has been given.

Hence, the only legitimate attitude of pure

reason is pure agnostici :m. No one can deny
this. But, it will be said, there is this vast differ-

ence between our intuitive knowledge of all other

first principles and that alleged of the ‘ first of

aU first principles/ viz. that the latter is confessedly

not known to all men. Now, assuredly, there is

here a vast difference. But so tlicre ought to be,

if we are here in a state of probation, as before

explained. And that we arc in such a state is not

only the hypothesis of religion, but the sole rational

explanation as well as moral justification of our

existence as rational beings and moral agents^.

It is not necessarily true, as J. S. Mill and all

other agnostics think, that even if internal intuition

be of divine origin, the illumination thus furnished

can only be of evidential value to the individual

subject thereof. On the contrary, it may be studied

objectively, even if not experienced subjectively;

^ On this subject see Pascal, PensScs (Kegau Paul’s trans.) p. 103.
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and ought to be so studied by a pure agnostic de-

sirous of light from any quarter. Even if he does

not know it as a noumenon he can investigate it

as a phenomenon. And, supposing it to be of divine

origin, as its subjects believe and he has no reason

to doubt, he may gain much evidence against its

being a mere psychological illusion from identical

reports of it in all ages. Thus, if any large section

of the race were to see flames issuing from mag-

nets, there would be no doubt as to their objective

reality.

The testimony given by Socrates to the occur-

rence in himself of an internal Voice, having all

the definiteness of an auditory hallucination, has

given rise to much speculation by -subsequent

philosophers.

Many explanations* are suggested, but if we
remember the critical nature of Socrates* own
mind, the literal nature of his mode of teaching,

and the high authority which attaches to Plato’s

opinion on the subject, the probability seems to

incline towards the ^ Demon ’ having been, in

Socrates’ own consciousness, an actual auditory

sensation. Be this however as it may, I suppose

there is no question that we may adopt this view

of the matter at least to the extent of classifying

Socrates with Luther, Pascal, &c., not to mention

all the line of Hebrew and other prophets, who
agree in speaking of a Divine Voice.

If so, the further question arises whether we
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are to classify all these with lunatics in whom the

phenomena of auditory hallucination are habitual.

Without doubt this hypothesis is most in ac-

cordance with the temper of our age, partly

because it obeys the law of parsirtiony, and partly

because it [negab’ves] a priori the possibility of

revelation.

But if we look at the matter from the point of

view of pure agnosticism, we are not entitled to

adopt so rough and ready an interpretation.

Suppose then that not only Socrates and all

great religious reformers and founders of religious

systems both before and after him were similarly

stricken with mental disease, but that similar

phenomena had occurred in the case of all scientific

discoverers such as Galileo, Newton, Darwin, &c.

—supposing all these men to have declared that

their main ideas had been communicated by
subjective sensations as of spoken language, so that

all the progress of the world’s scientific thought had

resembled that of the world’s religious thought, and

had been attributed by the promoters thereof to

direct inspirations of this kind—would it be pos-

sible to deny that the testimony thus afforded to

the fact of subjective revelation would have been

overwhelming? Or could it. any longer have been

maintained that supposing a revelation to be

communicated subjectively the fact thereof could

only be of any evidential value to the recipient

himself? To this it will no doubt be answered,

‘No, but in the case supposed the evidence arises

not from the fact of their subjective intuition but
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from that of its objective verification in the results

of science.* Quite so; but this is exactly the test

appealed to by the Hebrew prophets—the test of

true and lying prophets being in the fulfilment or

non-fulfilment of their prophecies and ‘By their

fruits ye shall known them.*

Therefore it is as absurd to say that the religious

consciousness of minds other than our own can be

barred antecedently as evidence, as it is to say that

testimony to the miraculous is similarly barred.

The pure agnostic must always carefully avoid the

‘ high priori road.* But, on the other hand, he

must be all the more assiduous in estimating fairly

the character, both as to quantity and quality, of

evidence a posteriori. Now this evidence in the

present case is twofold, positive and negative. It

will be convenient to consider the negative first.

The negative evidence is furnished by the

nature of man withovft God. It is thoroughly

miserable, as is well shown by Pascal, who has

devoted the whole of the first part of his treatise to

this subject. I need not go over the ground which

he has already so well traversed.

Some men are not conscious of the cause of

this misery: this, however, does not prevent the

fact of their being miserable. P'or the most part

they conceal the fact as well as possible from

themselves, by occupying their minds with society,

sport, frivolity of all kinds, or, if intellectually dis-

posed, with science, art, literature, business, &c.

This however is but to fill the starving belly with

husks. I know from experience the intellectual
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distractions of scientific research, philosophical

speculation, and artistic pleasures; but am also

well aware that even when all are taken together

and well sweetened to taste, in respect of consequent

reputation, means, social position, &c
^
the whole

concoction is but as high confectionery to a starving

man. He may cheat himself for a time— especially

if he be a strong man—into the belief that he is

nourishing himself by denying his natural appetite
;

but soon finds he was made for some altogether

different kind of food, even though of much less

tastefulness as far as the palate is concerned.

Some men indeed never acknowledge this

articulately or distinctly even to themselves, yet

always show it plainly enough to others. Take,

e. g.,
‘ that last infirmity of noble minds.* I suppose

the most exalted and least ' carnal * of worldly joys

consists in the adequate recognition by the world of

high achievement by ourselves. Yet it is notorious

that <1^ jg jjy decreed

Fame shall not satisfy the highest need.*

It has been my lot to know not a few of the

famous men of our generation, and I have always

observed that this is profoundly true. Like all

other ‘moral* satisfactions, this soon palls by

custom, and as soon as one end of distinction is

reached, another is pined for. There is no finality

to rest io^ while disease and death are always

standing in the background. Custom may even
,

blind men to their own misery, so far as not to

make them realize what is wanting
;
yet the want

is there.
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I take it then as unquestionably true that this

whole negative side of the subject proves a vacuum

in the soul of man which nothing can fill save

faith in God.

Now take the positive side. Consider the happi-

ness of religious—and chiefly of the highest religious,

i. e. Christian—belief. It is a matter of fact that

besides being most intense, it is most enduring,

growing, and never staled by custom. In short,

according to the universal testimony of those who
have it, it differs from all other happiness not only

in degree but in kind. Those who have it can

usually testify to what they used to be without it.

.
It has no relation to intellectual status. It is

a thing by itself and supreme.

So much for the individual. But positive evidence

does not end here. Look at the effects of Christian

belief as exercised on human society— ist, by indi-

vidual Christians on the family, ^c.
;
and, and, by

the Christian Church on the world.

All this may lead on to an argument from the

adaptation of Christianity to human higher needs.

All men must feel these needs more or less in pro-

portion as their higher natures, moral and spiritual,

are developed. Now Christianity is the only religion

which is adapted to meet them, and, according to

those who are alone able to testify, does so most

abundantly. All these men, of every sect, nation-

ality, &c., agree in their account of their subjective

experience; so as to this there can be no question.

The only question is as to whether they are all

deceived.
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PEU DE CHOSE.

*La vie est vaine:

Un peu d^amour,

Un peu de haine . . .

Et puis—bon jour 1

La vie est breve:

Un peu d’espoir,

Un peu de reve . . .

Et puis—bon soir !

*

The above is a terse and true criticism of this life

without hope of a future one. Is it satisfactory ?

But Christian faith, as a matter of fact, changes it

entirely.

* The night has a thousand eyes,

And the day but one;

Yet the light of a whole world dies

With the setting sun.

The mind has a thousand eyes,

And the heart but one ;

Yet the light of a whole life dies

When love is done.*

Love is known to be all this. How great, then,

is Christianity, as being the religion of love, and

causing men to believe both in the cause of love’s

supremacy and the infinity of God's love to man.



§ 5- Faith in Christianity.

Christianity comes up for serious investigation

in the present treatise, because this Examination^ of

Religion [i. e. of the validity of the religious con-

sciousness] has to do with the evidences of Theism

presented by man, and not only by nature miims

man. Now of the religious consciousness Chris-

tianity is unquestionably the highest product.

When I wrote the preceding treatise [the Candid

Examination\ I did not sufficiently appreciate the

immense importance ‘ of human nature, as dis-

tinguished from physical nature, in any enquiry

touching Theism. But since then I have seriously

studied anthropology (including the science of com-
parative religions), psychology and metaphysics,

with the result of clearly seeing that human nature

is the most important part of nature as a whole

whereby to investigate the theory of Theism. This I

ought to have anticipated on merelyafriori grounds,

and no doubt should have perceived, had I not been

too much immersed in merely physical research.

Moreover, in those days, I took it for granted

that Christianity was played out, and never con-

sidered it at all as having any rational bearing
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on the question of Theism. And, though this was

doubtless inexcusable, I still think that the rational

standing of Christianity has materially improved

since then. For then it seemed that Christianity

was destined to succumb as a rational system

before the double assault of Darwin from without

and the negative school of criticism from within.

Not only the book of organic nature, but likewise

its own sacred documents, seemed to be declaring

against it. But now all this has been very

materially changed. We have all more or less

grown to see that Darwinism is like Copernicanism,

&c., in this respect ^
;

while the outcome of the

great textual battle ^ is impartially considered

a signal victory for Christianity. Prior to the new
[Biblical] science, there w^as really no rational

basis in thoughtful minds, either for the date of

any one of the New Testament books, or, con-

sequently, for the historical truth of any one of

the events narrated in them. Gospels, Acts and

Epistles were all alike shrouded in this uncertainty.

Hence the validity of the eighteenth-century scepti-

cism. But now all this kind of scepticism has been

rendered obsolete, and for ever impossible
;
while

the certainty of enough of St. Pauls writings for

the practical purpose of displaying the belief of the

rpostles has been established, as well as the certainty

of the publication of the Synoptics within the first

1 [I. e. a theory which comes at first as a shock to the current

teaching of Christianity, but is finally seen to be in no antagonism to

its necessary principles.—

E

d.]

2 [I.e. the battle in regard to the Christian texts or documents.

—Eu.]
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century. An enormous gam has thus accrued to

the objective evidences of Christianity. It is most

important that the expert investigator should be

exact, and, as in any other science, the lay public

must take on authority as trustworthy only what

both sides are agreed upon. But, as in any other

science, experts are apt to lose sight of the impor-

tance of the main results agreed upon, in their

fighting over lesser points still in dispute. Now it

is enough for us that the Epistles to the Romans,

Galatians, and Corinthians, have been agreed upon

as genuine, and that the same is true of the

Synoptics so far as concerns the main doctrine of

Christ Himself.

The extraordinary candour of Christ’s bio-

graphers must not be forgotten Notice also such

sentences as ‘ but some doubted,' and (in the account

of Pentecost) ‘these men are full of new wine^.’

Such observations are wonderfully true to human
nature; but no less wonderfully opposed to any

‘accretion’ theory.

Observe, when we become honestly pure agnos-

tics the whole scene changes by the change in our

point of view. We may then read the records

impartially, or on their own merits, without any
antecedent conviction that they must be false.

It is then an open question whether they are

not true as history.

^ See Gore’s Bampton Lectures^ pp. 74 fif.

* Matt, xxviii. 17; Acts ii. 13.
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There is so much to be said in objective evidence

for Christianity that were the central doctrines

thus testified to anything short of miraculousj no

one would doubt. But we are not competent

judges a priori of what a revelation should be. If

our agnosticism be pure^ we have no right to pre-

judge the case on prima facie grounds.

One of the strongest pieces of objective evidence

in favour of Christianity is not sufficiently enforced

by apologists. Indeed, lam not aware that I have

ever seen it mentioned. It is the absence from

the biography of Christ of any doctrines which the

subsequent growth of human knowledge—whether

in natural science, ethics, political economy, or else-

where—has had to discount. This negative argu-

ment is really almost as strong as is the positive

one from what Christ did teach. For when we
consider what a large number ofsayings are recorded

of—or at least attributed to—Him, it becomes most

remarkable that in literal truth there is no reason

why any of His words should ever pass away in the

sense of becoming obsolete. ‘ Not even now could

it be easy,’ says John Stuart Mill, ‘even for an

unbeliever, to find a better translation of the

ru^e of virtue from the abstract into the concrete,

than to endeavour so to live that Christ would

approve our life^’ Contrast Jesus Christ in this

respect with other thinkers of like antiquity.

Even Plato, who, though some 400 years B. C. in

' Three Essays on Theism^ p. 255.
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point of time, was greatly in advance of Him in

respect of philosophic thought—not only because

Athens then presented the extraordinary pheno-

menon which it did of genius in all directions never

since equalled, but also because he, following

Socrates, was, so to speak, the greatest represen-

tative ofhuman reason in the direction of spirituality

—even Plato, I say, is nowhere in this respect as

compared with Christ. Read the dialogues, and see

how enormous is the contrast with the Gospels in

respect of errors of all kinds—reaching even to

absurdity in respect of reason, and to sayings

shocking to the moral sense. Yet this is con-

fessedly the highest level of human reason on the

lines of spirituality, when unaided by alleged reve-

lation.

Two things may be said in reply. First, that the

Jews (Rabbis) of Christ’s period had enunciated

most of Christ’s ethical sayings. But, even so far

as this is true, the sayings were confessedly

extracted or deduced from the Old Testament, and

so ex hypothesi due to original inspiration. Again,

it is not very far true, because, as Ecce Homo
says, the ethical sayings of Christ, even when
anticipated by Rabbis and the Old Testament, were

selected by Him.

It is a general, if not a universal, rule that those

who reject Christianity with contempt are those

who care not for religion of any kind. ‘Depart

horn us* has always been the sentiment of such.
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On the other hand, those in whom the religious

sentiment is intact, but who have rejected Chris-*

tianity on intellectual grounds, still almost deify

Christ. These facts are remarkable.

If we estimate the greatness of a man by the

influence which he has exerted* on mankind, there

can be no question, even from the secular point

of view, that Christ is much the greatest man who
has ever lived.

It is on all sides worth considering (blatant

ignorance or base vulgarity alone excepted) that

the revolution effected by Christianity in human
life is immeasurable and unparalleled by any other

movement in history ; though most nearly ap-

proached by that of the Jewish religion, of which,

however, it is a development, so that it may be

regarded as of a piece with it. If thus regarded, this

whole system of religion is so immeasurably in

advance of all others, theit it may fairly be said, if

it had not been for the Jews, the human race

would not have had any religion worth our serious

attention as such. The whole of that side of human
nature would never have been developed in civilized

life. And although there are numberless in-

dividuals who are not conscious of its development

Jn themselves, yet even these have been influenced

to an enormous extent by the atmosphere of

religion around them.

But not only is Christianity thus so immeasurably

in advance of all other religions. It is no less so

of every other system of thought that has ever been

promulgated in regard to all that is moral and
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spiritual. Whether it be true or false, it is certain

that neither philosophy, science, nor poetry has ever

produced results in thought, conduct, or beauty in

any degree to be compared with it. This I think

will be on all hands allowed as regards conduct.

As regards thought and beauty it may be disputed.

But, consider, what has all the science or all the

philosophy of the world done for the thought of

mankind to be compared with the one doctrine,

* God is love ’ ? Whether or not true, conceive what

belief in it has been to thousands of millions of

our race—i.e. its influence on human thought, and

thence on human conduct. Thus to admit its

incomparable influence in conduct is indirectly to

admit it as regards thought. Again, as regards

beauty, the man who fails to see its incomparable

excellence in this respect merely shows his own
deficiency in the appreciation of all that is noblest

in man. True or not true, the entire Story of the

Cross, from its commencement in prophetic aspira-

tion to its culmination in the Gospel, is by far the

mo^t magnificent [presentation] in literature. And
surely the fact of its having all been lived does not

detract from its poetic value. Nor does the fact

of its being capable of appropriation by the indi-

vidual Christian of to-day as still a vital religion

detract from its sublimity. Only to a man wholly

destitute of spiritual perception can it be that

Christianity should fail to appear the greatest ex-

hibition of the beautiful, the sublime, and of all

else that appeals to our spiritual nature, which has

(ever been known upon our earth.
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Yet this side of its adaptation is turned only

towards men of highest culture. The most re-

markable thing about Christianity is its adaptation

to all sorts and conditions of men. Are you highly

intellectual? There is in its problems, historical

and philosophical, such worlds of material as you

may spend your life upon with the same intermin-

able interest as is open to the students of natural

science. Or are you but a peasant in your parish

church, with knowledge of little else than your

Bible ? Still are you . ,

Regeneration,

How remarkable is the doctrine of Regeneration

per se, as it is stated in the New Testament^, and

how completely it fits in with the non-demonstrative

character of Revelation to reason alone, with the

hypothesis of moral probation, &c. Now this

doctrine is one of the distinctive notes of Chris-

tianity. That is, Christ foretold repeatedly and

distinctly—as did also His apostles after Him—that

while those who received the Holy Ghost, who
came to the Father through faith in the Son, who
were born again of the Spirit, (and many other

Synonymous phrases,) would be absolutely certain

of Christian truth as it were by direct vision or

intuition, the carnally minded on the other hand

^ [Note unfinished.—

E

d.]

* [George Romanes began to make a collection of N. T. texts

bearing on the subject.—

E

d.]

L
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would not be affected by any amount of direct

evidence, even though one rose from the dead—as

indeed Christ shortly afterwards did, with fulfil-

ment of this prediction. Thus scepticism may be

taken by Christians as corroborating Christianity.

By all means let us retain our independence of

judgement; but this is pre-eminently a matter in

which pure agnostics must abstain from arrogance

and consider the facts impartially as unquestionable

phenomena of experience.

Shortly after the death of Christ, this phenomenon
which had been foretold by Him occurred, and

appears to have done so for the first time. It has

certainly continued to manifest itself ever since,

and has been attributed by professed historians

to that particular moment in time called Pentecost,

producing much popular excitement and a large

number of Christian believers.

But, whether or not we accept this account, it is -

unquestionable that the apostles were filled with

faith in the person and office of their Master, which

is enough to justify His doctrine of regeneration.

Conversions.

St. Augustine after thirty years of age, and other

Fathers, bear testimony to a sudden, enduring and

extraordinary change in themselves, called con-

version^.

Now this experience has been repeated and

^ See Pascal, Pensies^ p. 245.
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testified to by countless millions of civilized men
and women in all nations and all degrees of culture.

It signifies not whether the conversion be sudden

or gradual, though, as a psychological phenomenon,

it is more remarkable when sudden and there is

no symptom of mental aberration otherwise. But

even as a gradual growth in mature age, its evi-

dential value is not less. (Cf. Bunyan, &c.)

In all cases it is not a mere change of belief or

opinion
;
this is by no means the point

;
the point is

that it is a modification of character, more or less

profound.

Seeing what a complex thing is character, this

change therefore cannot be simple. That it may
all be due to so-called natural causes is no evidence

against its so-called supernatural source, unless we
beg the whole question of the Divine in Nature.

To pure agnostics the evidence from conversions^

and regeneration lies in the bulk of these psycho-

logical phenomena, shortly after the death of Christ,

with their continuance ever since, their general

similarity all over the world, &c., &c.

Christianity and Pain,

Christianity, from its foundation in Judaism, has

throughout been a religion of sacrifice and sorrow.

It has been a religion of blood and tears, and yet

of profoundest happiness to its votaries. The ap-

parent paradox is due to its depth, and to the union

of these seemingly diverse roots in Love. It has

JL %
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been throughout and growingly a religion—or

rather let us say the religion—of Love, with these

apparently opposite qualities. Probably it is only

those whose characters have been deepened by
experiences gained in this religion itself who are so

much as capable of intelligently resolving this

paradox.

Fakirs hang on hooks, Pagans cut themselves

and even their children, sacrifice captives, &c., for

the sake of propitiating diabolical deities. The
Jewish and Christian idea of sacrifice is doubtless

a survival of this idea of God by way of natural

causation, yet this is no evidence against the com-

pleted idea of the Godhead being [such as the

Christian belief represents it], for supposing the

completed idea to be true, the earlier ideals would

have been due to the earlier inspirations, in accor-

dance with the developmental method of Revelation

hereafter to be discussed

But Christianity, with its roots in Judaism, is, as

I have said, par excellence the religion of sorrow,

because it reaches to truer and deeper levels of

our spiritual nature, and therefore has capabilities

both of sorrow and joy which are presumably

non-existent except in civilized man. I mean the

sorrows and the joys of a fully evolved spiritual

life—such as were attained wonderfully early, his-

torically speaking, in the case of the Jews, and are

now universally diffused throughout Christendom.

In short, the sorrows and the joys in question are

^ [The notes on this subject were oifen too fragmentary for pub-^

lication.—

E

d.]
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those which arise from the fully developed con-

sciousness of sin against a God of Love, as

distinguished from propitiation of malignant spirits.

These joys and sorrows are wholly spiritual, not

merely physical, and culminate in the cry, ‘ Thou
desirest no sacrifice. • . . The sacrifice of God is

a troubled spirit

I agree with Pascal ^ that there is virtually

nothing to be gained by being a theist as dis-

tinguished from a Christian. Unitarianism is only

an affair of the reason—a merely abstract theory

of the mind, having nothing to do with the heart,

or the real needs of mankind. It is only when it

takes the New Testament, tears out a few of its

leaves relating to the divinity of Christ, and appro-

priates all the rest, that its system becomes in any
degree possible as a basis for personal religion.

If there is a Deity it seems to be in some indefi-

nite degree more probable that He should impart

a Revelation than that He should not.

Women, as d class, are in all countries much
more disposed to Christianity than men. I think

the scientific explanation of this is to be found

in the causes assigned in my essay on Mental

differences between Men and Women ^ But, if Chris-

tianity be supposed true, there would, of course, be

^ Ps, li. * PensieSy pp. 91-93.

* See Nineteenth Century

^

May 1887.
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a more ultimate explanation of a religious kind—as

in all other cases where causation is concerned. And,

in that case I have no doubt that the largest part

of the explanation would consist in the passions of

women being less ardent than those of men, and

also much more kept under restraint by social condi-

tions of life. This applies not only to purity, but like-

wise to most of the other psychological differentiae

between the sexes, such as ambition, selfishness,

pride of power, and so forth. In short, the whole

ideal of Christian ethics is of a feminine as dis-

tinguished from a masculine type Now nothing

is so inimical to Christian belief as un-Christian

conduct. This is especially the case as regards

impurity
;

for whether the fact be explained on

religious or non-religious grounds, it has more to

do with unbelief than has the speculative reason.

Consequently, woman is, for all these reasons,

the ‘fitter ’ type for receiving and retaining Christian

belief.

Modern agnosticism is performing this great

service to Christian faith
;

it is silencing all ratiotial

scepticism of the apriori kind. And this it is bound

to do more and more the purer it becomes. In

every generation it must henceforth become more

' [The essay mentioned above should be read in explanation of

this expression. George Romanes’ meaning would be more accurately

expressed, 1 think, had he said :
* The ideal of Christian character

holds in prominence the elements which we regard as characteris-

tically feminine, e. g. development of afl'ections, readiness of trust, love

of service, readiness to suffer, &c.’

—

Ed.]
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and more recognized by logical thinking, that all

antecedent objections to Christianity founded on

reason alone are ipso facto nugatory. Now, all

the strongest objections to Christianity have ever

been those of the antecedent kind
;

hence the

effect of modern thinking is that of more and more

diminishing the purely speculative difficulties, such

as that of the Incarnation, &c. In other words

the force of Butlers argument about our being

incompetent judges^ is being more and more

increased.

And the logical development of this lies in the

view already stated about natural causation. For,

just as pure agnosticism must allow that reason

is incompetent to adjudicate a priori for or against

Christian miracles, including the Incarnation, so

it must further allow that, if they ever took place,

reason can have nothing to say against their being

all of one piece with causation in general. Hence,

so far as reason is concerned, pure agnosticism

must allow that it is only the event which can

ultimately prove whether Christianity is true or

false. ‘ If it be of God we cannot overthrow it,

lest haply we be found even to fight against God.'

But the individual cannot wait for this empirical

determination. What then is he to do? The un*

biassed answer of pure agnosticism ought reason-

ably to be, in the words of John Hunter, *Do
not think

;
try.' That is, in this case, try the

only experiment available—the experiment of

faith. Do the doctrine, and if Christianity be

‘ Stt Analogy)^2Lri i. ch. 7; part ii. ch. 3, 4, &c.
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true, the verification will come, not indeed

mediately through any course of speculative

reason, but immediately by spiritual intuition.

Only if a man has faith enough to make this

venture honestly, will he be in a just position for

deciding the issue. Thus viewed it would seem

that the experiment of faith is not a ‘ fooFs ex-

periment*; but, on the contrary, so that there is

enough prima facie evidence to arrest serious

attention, such an experimental trial would seem

to be the rational duty of a pure agnostic.

It is a fact that Christian belief is much more

'due to doing than to thinking, as prognosticated

by the New Testament. ‘ If any man will do His

will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be

of God* (St John vii. 17). And surely, even on

grounds of reason itself, it should be allowed that,

supposing Christianity to be ‘ of God,* it ought to

appeal to the spiritual rather than to the rational

f side of our nature.

Even within the region of pure reason (or the

^prima facie case ’) modern science, as directed on

the New Testament criticism, has surely done

more for Christianity than against it. For, after

half a century of battle over the text by the best

scholars, the dates of the Gospels have been fixed

within the first century, and at least four of

St. PauFs epistles have had their authenticity

proved beyond doubt. Now this is enough to destroy

all eighteenth-century criticism as to the doubtful-
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ness of the historical existence of Christ and His

apostles, ‘ inventions of priests/ &c., which was the

most formidable kind of criticism of all. There is

no longer any question as to historical facts, save

the miraculous, which, however, are ruled out by
negative criticism on merely a priori grounds.

This remaining—and, ex hypothesis necessary

—

doubt is of very different importance from the

other.

Again, the Pauline epistles of proved authen-^

ticity are enough for all that is wanted to show
the belief of Christ’s contemporaries.

These are facts of the first order of importance

to have proved. Old Testament criticism is as yet

too immature to consider.

Plan in Revelation^

The views which I entertained on this subject

when an undergraduate [i. e. the ordinary orthodox

views] were abandoned in presence of the theory

of Evolution—i. e. the theory of natural causation

as probably furnishing a scientific explanation [of

the religious phenomena of Judaism] or, which is

the same thing, an explanation in terms of ascer-

tainable causes up to some certain point ;
which

however in this particular case cannot be deter-

mined within wide limits, so that the history of

Israel will always embody an element of ‘ mystery
’

much more than any other history.

It was not until twenty-five years later that
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I saw clearly the full implications of my present

views on natural causation. As applied to this

particular case these -views show that to a theist,

at all events (i. e. to any one who on independent

grounds has accepted the theory of Theism), it

ought not to make much difference to the evidential

value of the Divine Plan of Revelation as exhibited

in the Old and New Testaments, even if it be

granted that the whole has been due to so-callcd

natural causes only. I say, ‘ not much difference,*

for that it ought to make some difference I do not

deny. Take a precisely analogous case. The
theory of evolution by natural causes is often said

to make no logical difference in the evidence of

plan or design manifested in organic nature— it

being only a question of modus operandi whether

all pieces of organic machinery were produced

suddenly or by degrees ; the evidence of design is

equally there in either case. Now I have shown

elsewhere that this is wrong It may not make
much difference to a man who is already a theist,

for then it is but a question of modus, but it makes
a great difference to the evidence of Theism.

So it is in evidence of plan in proof of a reve-

lation. If there had been no alleged revelation

up to the present time, and if Christ were now
to appear suddenly in His first advent in all the

power and glory which Christians expect for His

second, the proof of His revelation would be

demonstrative. So that, as a mere matter of

evidence, a sudden revelation might be much more

’ See Conclusion of Darwin and After Darwin, part I.
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convincing than a gradual one. But it would
be quite out of analogy with causation in nature

Besides, even a gradual revelation might be given

easily, which would be of demonstrative value

—

as by making prophecies of historical events,

scientific discoveries, &c., so clear as to be un-

it!istakeable. But, as before shown, a demonstrative

revelation has not been made, and there may well

be good reasons why it should not. Now, if there

are such reasons (e.g. our state of probation), we
can well see that the gradual unfolding of a plan

of revelation, from earliest dawn of history to the

end of the world (‘ I speak as a fool *) is much
preferable to a sudden manifestation sufficiently late

in the world’s history to be historically attested

for all subsequent time. For

1st. Gradual evolution is in analogy with God’s

other work.

2nd. It does not leave Him without witness at

any time during the historical period,

3rd. It gives ample scope for persevering research

at .all times—i. e. a moral test, and not merely

an intellectual assent to some one {ex hypotJusi)

unequivocally attested event in history.

The appearajice of plan in revelation is, in fact,

certainly remarkable enough to arrest serious at-

tention.

‘ I should somewhere show how much better a treatise Butler

might have written had he known about evolution as the general law

of nature.
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If revelation has been of a progressive character,

then it follows that it must have been so, not only

historically, but likewise intellectually, morally,

and spiritually. For thus only could it be always

adapted to the advancing conditions of the human
race. This reflection destroys all those numerous

objections against Scripture on account of the

absurdity or immorality of its statements or pre-

cepts, unless it can be shown that the modifications

suggested by criticism as requisite to bring the

statements or precepts into harmony with modern

advancement would have been as well adapted

to the requirements of the world at the date in

question, as were the actual statements or precepts

before us.

Supposing Christianity true, it is certain that the

revelation which it conveys has been predetermined

at least since the dawn of the historical period.

This is certain because the objective evidences of

Christianity as a revelation have their origin i^

that dawn. And these objective evidences ai'e

throughout [evidence] of a scheme, in which the

end can be seen from the beginning. And the

very methods whereby this scheme is itself revealed

are such (still supposing that it is i, scheme) as

present remarkable evidences of design. These

methods are, broadly speaking, miracles, prophecy

and the results of the teaching, &c., upon mankind.

Now one may show that no better methods could

conceivably have been designed for the purpose of
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latter-day evidence, combined with moral and

religious teaching throughout. The mere fact of

it being so largely incorporated with secular history

renders the Christian religion unique : so to speak,

the world, throughout its entire historical period,

has been constituted the canvas on which this

divine revelation has been painted—and painted so

gradually that not until the process had been going

on for a couple of thousand years was it possible

to perceive the subject thereof.

Christian Dogmas.

Whether or not Christ was Himself divine would

make no difference so far as the consideration of

Christianity as the highest phase of evolution is

concerned, or from the purely secular [scientific]

point of view. From the religious point of view, or

that touching the relation of God to man, it would

of course make a great difference ; but the differ-

ence belongs to the same region of thought as that

which applies to all the previous moments of

evolution. Thus the passage from the non-moral

to the moral appears, from the secular or scientific

point of view, to be due, as far as we can see, to

mechanical causes in natural selection or what not.

But, just as in the case of the passage from the

non-mental to the mental, &c., this passage may
have been ultimately due to divine volition, and

must have been so due on the theory of Theism.

Therefore, I say, it makes no difference from
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a secular or scientific point of view whether or not

Christ was Himself divine; since, in either case, the

movement which He inaugurated was the proximate

or phenomenal cause of the observable results.

Thus, even the question of the divinity of Christ

ultimately resolves itself into the question of all

questions—viz. is or is not mechanical causation

‘the outward and visible form of an inward and

spiritual grace ’ ? Is it phenomenal or ontological

;

ultimate or derivative ?

Similarly as regards the redemption. Whether

or not Christ was really divine, in as far as a belief

in His divinity has been a necessary cause of the

moral and religious evolution which has resulted

from His life on earth, it has equally and so far

‘saved His people from their sins’; that is, of course,

it has saved them from their own sense of sin as

an abiding curse. Whether or not He has effected

any corresponding change of an objective character

in the ontological sphere, again depends on the

‘ question of questions ’ just stated.

Reasonableness of the Doctrines of the Tmarnation

and the Trinity,

Pure agnostics and those who search for God
in Christianity should have nothing to do with

metaphysical theology. That is a department of

enquiry which, ex hypothesis is transcendental, and

is only to be considered after Christianity has been

accepted. The doctrines of the Incarnation and the
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Trinity seemed to me most absurd in my agnostic

days. But now, as a pure agnostic, I see in them
no rational difficulty at alL As to the Trinity, the

plurality of persons is necessarily implied in the

companion doctrine of the Incarnation. So that at

best there is her^" but one difficulty, since, duality

being postulated in the doctrine of the Incarna-

tion, there is no further difficulty for pure agnos-

ticism in the doctrine of plurality. Now at one

time it seemed to me impossible that any proposi-

tion, verbally intelligible as such, could be more
violently absurd than that of the doctrine [of the

Incarnation]. Now I see that this standpoint is

wholly irrational^ due only to the blindness of reason

itself promoted by [purely] scientific habits of

thought. ‘But it is opposed to common sense.’

No doubt, utterly so
;
but so it ought to be if true.

Common sense is merely a [rough] register of

common experience
;
but the Incarnation, if it ever

took place, whatever else it may have been, at all

events cannot have been a common event. ‘But

it is derogatory to God to become man.* How do

you know? Besides, Christ was not an ordinary

man. Both negative criticism and the historical

effects of His life prove this; while, if we for

a moment adopt the Christian point of view for

ihe sake of argument, the whole raison d'etre of

mankind is bound up in Him. Lastly, there are

considerations per contra^ rendering an incarnation

antecedently probable^. On antecedent grounds

there must be mysteries unintelligible to reason as

» See Gore's Bampton Lectures^ lect. ii.
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to the nature of God, &c., supposing a revelation

to be made at all. Therefore their occurrence in

Christianity is no proper objection to Christianity.

Why, again, stumble apriori over the doctrine of the

Trinity—especially as man himself is a triune being,

of body, mind (i.e. reason), and spirit (i.e. moral,

aesthetic, religious faculties)? The unquestionable

union of these no less unquestionably distinct orders

of being in man is known immediately as a fact of

experience, but is as unintelligible by any process

of logic or reason as is the alleged triunity of God.

Adam, the Fall, the Origin of Evil.

These, all taken together as* Christian dogmas,

are undoubtedly hard hit by the scientific proof of

evolution (but arc the only dogmas which can fairly

be said to be so), and, as constituting the logical

basis of the whole plan, they certainly do appear at

first sight necessarily to involve in their destruction

that of the entire superstructure. But the question

is whether, after all, they have been destroyed for

a pure agnostic. In other words, whether my prin-

ciples are not as applicable in turning the flank of

infidelity here as everywhere else.

First, as regards Adam and Eve, observe, to

begin with, that long before , Darwin the story of

man in Paradise was recognized by thoughtful

theologians as allegorical. Indeed, read with un-

prejudiced eyes, the first chapters of Genesis ought

always to have been seen to be a poem as dis-
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tinguished from a history : nor could it ever have

been mistaken for a history, but for preconceived

ideas on the matter of inspiration. But to pure

agnostics there should be no such preconceived

ideas; so that nowadays no presumption should

be raised against it as inspired, merely because it

has been proved not to be a history—and this even

though we cannot see of what it is allegorical.

For, supposing it inspired, it has certainly done

good service in the past and can do so likewise in

the present, by giving an allegorical, though not

a literal, starting point for the Divine Plan of

Redemption.

The evidence of Natural and Revealed

Religion compared.

It is often said that evolution of organic forms

gives as good evidence of design as would their

special creation, inasmuch as all the facts of adap-

tation, in which the evidence consists, are there

in either case. But here it is overlooked that the

very question at issue is thus begged. The question

is, Are these facts of adaptation per se sufficient

evidence of design as their cause? But if it be

allowed, as it must be, that under hypothesis of

evolution by natural causes the facts of adaptation

belong to the same category as all the other facts

of nature, no more special argument for design

can be founded on these facts than on any others

in nature. So that the facts of adaptation, like

M
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all other facts, are only available as arguments for

design when it is assumed that all natural causation

is of a mental character : which assumption merely

begs the question of design anywhere. Or, in

other words, on the supposition of their having

been due to natural causes, the facts of adaptation

are only then available as per se good evidence of

design, when it has already been assumed that, qua

due to natural causes, they are due to design.

Natural religion resembles Revealed religion

in this. Supposing both divine, both have been

arranged so that, as far as reason can lead us,

there is only enough evidence of design to arouse

serious attention to the question of it. In other

words, as regards both, the attitude of pure reason

ought to be that of pure agnosticism. (Observe

that the inadequacy of teleology, or design in

nature, to prove Theism has been expressly

recognized by all the tnore intellectual Christians

of all ages, although such recognition has become

more general since Darwin. On this point I may
refer to Pascal especially ^ and many other authors.)

This is another striking analogy between Nature

and Revelation, supposing both to Jiave,emanated"

from the same author— i.e. quite as much so as

identity of developmental method in both.

Stipposing the hypothesis of design in both to be

true^ it follows that in both this hypothesis can be

alike verified only by the organ of immediate intui-

tion— i. e. that other mode of human apprehension

which is supplementary to the rational. Here

* Pens^es^ pp. 205 ff.
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again we note the analogy. And if a man has this

supplementary mode of apprehending the highest

truth (by hypothesis such), it will be his duty to

exercise his spiritual eyesight in 3earching for God
in nature as in revelation, when (still on our present

hypothesis that ^ God is, and is the rewai der of

them who seek Him diligently*) he will find that

his subjective evidence of God in Nature and in

Revelation will mutually corroborate one another

—

so yielding additional evidence to his reason.

The teleology of Revelation supplements that

of Nature, and so, to the spiritually minded man,

they logically and mutually corroborate one

another.

Paley’s writings form an excellent illustration of

the identity of the teleological argument from

Nature and from Revelation
;
though a very imper-

fect illustration of the latter taken by itself, inasmuch

as he treats only of the New Testament and even

of that very partially—ignoring all that went

before Christ, and much of what happened after

the apostles. Yet Paley himself docs not seem to

have observed the similarit}^ of the argument, as

developed in his Natziral Theology and Evidences

of Christianity respectively. But no one has de-

veloped the argument better in both cases. His

great defect was in not perceiving that this teleo-

logical argument, is not in either case enough

to convince, but only to arouse serious attention.

Paley everywhere represents that such an appeal

to reason alone ought to be sufficient. He fails

to see that if it were, there could be no room for

M 2
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faith. In other words, he fails to recognize the

spiritual organ in man, and its complementary

Dbject, grace in God. So far he fails to be a

Christian. And, whether Theism arid Christianity

be true or false, it is certain that the teleological

argument alone ought to result, not in conviction,

but in agnosticism.

The antecedent improbability against a miracle

being wrought by a man without a moral object is

apt to be confused with that of its being done by

God with an adequate moral object. The former

is immeasurably great
; the latter is only equal to

that of the theory of Theism—i. e. niL

Christian Demonology

It will be said, ‘ However you may seek to explain

away a priori objections to miracles on a priori

grounds, there remains the fact that Christ accepted

the current superstition in regard to diabolic pos-

session. Now the devils damn the doctrine. Ifor

you must choose the horn of your dilemma, either

^ [Romanes’ line of argument in this note seems to me impossible

to maintain. The emphasis which Jesus Christ lays on diabolic

agency is so great that, if it is not a reality, He must be regarded

either as seriously misled about realities which concern the spiritual

life, or else as seriously misleading others. And in neither case could

He be even the perfect Prophet. I think lam justified in explaining

my disagreement with Romanes’ argument at this point particularly.

—Ed.]
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the current theory was true or it was not. If you
say true, you must allow that the same theory is

true for all similar stages of culture, [but not for

the later stages,] and therefore that the most suc-

cessful exorcist is Science, albeit Science works
not by faith in the theory, but by rejection of it.

Observe, the diseases are so well described by the

record, that there is no possibility of mistaking

them. Hence you must suppose that they were

due to devils in A. D. 30, and to nervous disorders

in A.D. 1894. On the other hand, if you choose the

other horn, you must accept either the hypothesis

of the ignorance or that of the mendacity of Christ.’

The answer is, that either hypothesis may be

accepted by Christianity. For the sake of argument

we may exclude the question whether the acceptance

of the devil theory by Christ was really historical, or

merely attributed to Him by His biographers after

His death. If Christ knew that the facts were not

due to devils, He may also have known it was best

to fall in with current theory, rather than to puzzle

the people with a lecture on pathology. If He did

not know, why should He, if He had previously

‘emptied Himself* of omniscience? In either case,

if He had denied the current theory, He would have

been giving evidence of scientific knowledge or of

scientific intuition beyond the culture of His time,

and this, as in countless other cases, was not in

accordance with His method, which, whether we
suppose it divine or human, has nowhere proved

His divine mission by foreknowledge of natural

science.
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The particular question of Christ and demon-
ology is but part of a much larger one.

Darwin*s Difficnlty'^.

The answer to Darwin’s objection about so small

a proportion of mankind having ever heard of

Christ, is manifold :

—

1. Supposing Christianity true, it is the highest

and final revelation
;

i. e. the scheme of revelation

has been developmental. Therefore, it follows

from the very method that the larger proportion of

mankind should never hear of Christ, i. e. all who
live before His advent.

2 . But these were not left ^without witness.’

They all had their religion and their moral sense,

each at its appropriate stage of development.

Therefore ‘ the times of ignorance God winked at
’

(Acts xvii. 30).

3. Moreover these men were not devoid of benefit

from Christ, because it is represented that He died

for all men—i. e. but for Him [i, e. apart from the

knowledge of what was to come] God would not

have ‘ winked at the times of ignorance,’ The effi-

cacy of atonement is represented as transcendental,

and not dependent on the accident of hearing about

the Atoner.

^ [Tliere is nothing in Darwin’s writings which seems to me to

justify Romanes in attributing this difficulty to him specially. Hut

he knew Darwin so intimately and reverenced him so profoundly tliat

he is not likely to have been in error on the subject.—

K

d.]
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4. It is remarkable that of all men Darwin should

have been worsted by this fallacious argument.

For it has received its death-blow from the theory

of evolution : i. e. if it be true that evolution has

been the method of natural causation, and if it be

true that the method of natural causation due to

a Divinity, then it follows that the lateness of

Christ’s appearance on earth must have been

designed. For it is certain that He could not

have appeared at any earlier date without having

violated the method of evolution. Therefore, on

the theory of Theisim, He to have appeared

when He did—i.c. at the earliest possible moment
in history.

So as to the suitability of the moment of Christ’s

appearance in other respects. Even secular his-

torians are agreed as to the suitability of the

combinations, and deduce the success of His system

of morals and religion from this fact. So with

students of comparative religions.
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ConcliidiDg Note by the Editor:—

The intellectual attitude towards Christianity

expressed* in these notes may be described as

—

(1) ‘ pure agnosticism’ in the region of the scientific

‘ reason/ coupled with (2) a vivid recognition of the

spiritual necessity of faith and of the legitimacy

and value of its intuitions
; (3) a perception of the

positive strength of the historical and spiritual

evidences of Christianity.

George Romanes came to recognize, as in these

written notes so also in conversation, that it was
‘reasonable to be a Christian believer ’ before the

activity or habit of faith had been recovered. His

life was cut short very soon after this point was

reached ;
but it will surprise no one to learn that

the writer of these ‘ Thoughts ’ returned before his

death to that full, deliberate communion with

the Church of Jesus Christ which he had for sO;

many years been conscientiously compelled to

forego. In his case the ‘pure in heart’ was after

a long period of darkness allowed, in a measure

before his death, to ‘ see God.’

Fecisti nos ad tc, Damine ; et inqnietum est cor

nostrum donee requiescat in te.

C. G.
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Fox.—TheEarly Historyof Charles
James Fox. By the Right Hon. Sir G:
O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Library Edition. 8vo.
,
181.

Cabinet Edition. Crown 8vo. , 6j.

j

Hamilton.—Life of Sir William
I Hamilton. By R. P. Graves. 3 vols.

I 151. each. Addendum. 8vo., 6d. sewed.

Havelock.—Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock, K.CB. By John Clark
Marshman. Crown 8vo.

, 31. td.

Glimpses of Some Gone and of Things

Left. 8vo., 151.

Carlyle.—Thomas Carlyle : a History

of his Life. By J. Anthony Froude.

1795-1835. 2 volk Crown 8vo.
,
71.

1834-1881. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 71.

Erasmus.—

L

ife and Letters of
Erasmus ; aSeries of Lectures delivered

at0.\ford. By JamesAnthony Froude.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

I

IiUther.—Life of Luther. By

}

Julius KSstlin. With Illustrations

' from Authentic Sources. 'I ranslated

from the German. Crown 8vo., 71. 6d.

Macaulay.—The Life and Letters

I

of Lord Macaulay. By the Right
I Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Ban.

Popular Edit, i vol. Cr. 8vo., 21. 6d,

Fabert.—AHRAH.^M Fabkrt : Governor

of Sedan and Marshal of France. His

Life and Times, 1599-1662. By George
Hooper. Whh a Portrait. 8vo., lor. 6d.

Student’s Edition, i vol Cr. 8vo-. 6s.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Post 8vo., 121.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 361.
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Biography, Personal Memoirs, hOf-^cmtinued.

Mapbot.~-THB Memoirs of theBaron Turgot.—The Life and Writings of
DE Marbot. Translated from the Turgot, Comptroller-General ofFrance,

French by Arthur John Butler, 1774-1776. Edited for English Readers
M,A. Crown 8vo., ^5, 6d. byW.WalkerStephens. 8vo.,i2j. 6d.

Seebohm.—The Oxford Reformers
-JOHN CoLET, Erasmus and Thomas
More : a History of their Fellow-Work.
By Frederic Seebohm. 8vo,

,
14s.

Shakespeare.—Outline^ of the
Life of Shakespeare. By J. O.
Halliwell-Phillipps, With nume-
rous Illustrations and Fac-similes. 2

vols. Royal 8vo., £1 is.

Shakespeare's True Life. By Jas.
,

Walter. With 500 Illustrations by 1

Gerald E. Moira. Imp. 8vo., 21s.

Verney.—Memoirs of the Verney
Family. Compiled from the Letters and
Hlastrated by the Portraits at Claydon
House, Bucks.

During the Civil War. By Frances
Vernk.y. With jLi Portraits, 2 vols.

Royal 8vo., 42s.

During the Commonwealth. 1650-

1660. ByMARGAEETM.Verney.With
10 Portraits, ike. Vols. III. 8vo. ,

21^.

Walford.—Twelve English Author-
esses. ByL, B. Walford. Cr. 8vo.,4j, od.

Stephen.—Essays in Ecclesiastical Wellington.—Life of the Duke of
Biography. By Sir James Stephen. Wellington. By the Rev. G. R.

Crown 8vo., 7^. 6d. Gleig, M.A Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

TraYel and Adyentnre, the Colonies, &o.

Arnold.—Works by Sir Edwin Arnold,
KXM.E.

Seas and Lands. With 71 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo.
,
7s, 6d. Cheap Edi-

tion. Cr. 8vo.
, ss, 6d.

Wandering Words. With 45 Illus-

trations. 8vo.
,
x&r.

AUSTRALIA AS IT IS, or Facts and
Features, Sketches and Incidents of

Australia and Australian Life, with

Notices ofNew Zealand. By A Clergy-
man, thirteen yeans resident in the

interiorofNewSouthWales. Cr. 8vo., 5J,
|

Baker.—Works by Sir S.\muel White
Baker.

EiGiiff Years in Ceylon. With 6
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3L 6d.

The Rifle and the Hound in Cey-
lon. 6 IllusU'ations. Cr. 8vo.

,
3^. 6d,

Bent.—Works by J. Theodore Bent.

The Ruined Cities of Mashona-
LAND : being a Record of Excavation

and Exploration in 1891. With Map,

13 Plates, and 104 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 8vo., 3J. 6d.

Bent.—Works by J. Theodore Bent.
Continued.

The Sacred City ofthe Ethiopians:
being a Record of Travel and Re-

. search in Abyss^'ia in 1893. With 8

j

Plates and 65. Illustrations in the

I
Text. 8vo., i8j.

iBoothby.—On the Wallaby; or,

I Through the East and Across Aus-
tralia. By Guy Boothby. 8vo., i8j.

Brassey.—Voyages and Travi- ls of
Lord Brassey, K.C.B., D.C.L., 1862-

1894. Arranged and Edited by Captain
S. Eardley-Wilmot. 2 vols. Cr.

8vo., lOJ. \Nearly ready.

Brassey.—Works by the late Lady
Brassey.
A Voyage in the ' Sunbeam ’

; Our
Home on the Ocean for Eleven
Months.
Library Edition. With 8 Maps and

Charts, and xz8 Illustrations. Svo.

,

21S.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 66
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d,

Silver Library Edition. With 66
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3J. td.

Popular Edition. With 60 illustra-

tions. 4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth,

School Edition. With 37 Illustrations.

Fcp., ay.cloth, or jy.white parchment.
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Travel and Adventure, ike Colonies, ^.--continued.

Brassey.—Works by the late Lady
continued.

SUNSHINK AND STORM IN THK EAST.
Library Edition. With 2 Maps and

141 Illustrations. 8vo., 21J.

Cabinet Edition, With 2 Maps and
114 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,7.r.6rf.

Popular E.dition. With 103 Illustra-

tions. 4to. , td. sewed, is. cloth.

In the Trades, the Tropics, and
THE • Roaring B'ortiks ’.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 220
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 71. (d.

Popu'kir Edition. With 183 Illustra-

tions. 4to., (id. sewed, is. cloth.

Three Vovages in the ‘ Sunbeam ’.

Popular Edition. 346 Illustrations.

4to., vw. 6^/.

The I.ast Voyage to India and
Australia in the 'Sunbeam*.
With Charts and Maps, and 40 Illus-

trations in Monotone, and nearly 200

Illustrations in the Text. 8vo., 2ii.

Bryden.—Kloof and Karoo ; Sport,

Legend, and Natural History in Cape
Colony. By H. A. Bryden. With 17
Illustrations. 8vo., 51.

JProude.--Works by James A. Froude.
Oceana : or England and her Colonies.

With 9 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

2.V. boards, 21. 6d. cloth.

The English in the West Induis :

or the Bow of Ulysses. With 9 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo.
,
21. bds. , 2J. 6d. cl. 1

Howitt.—Visits to Remarkable
|

Places, Old Halls, Battle-Fields,

Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages

in English History and Poeti^. By
William Howitt. With 80 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Knight.—Works by E. F. Knight.

The Crui.se of the 'Alp:rte’: the

Narrative of a Search for 'I're.'isure on
the Dc.sert Island of Trinidad. 2 Maps
and 23 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo,, 3^. (id.

Where Three Empires Meet: a Nar-
rative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Western Tibet, Baltistan, L;idak,

Gilgit, and the adjoining Countries.

With a Map and 54 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

Rhodesia of to-day: a Description of

the Present Condition and the Pro-

spects of Matnbeleland and Masbona-
land. Crown 8vo.

,
2s. 6d.

Lees and Clutterbuck.—B. C. 1887:

A Ramble in British Columbia. By
A. Lees and W. J. Clutterbuck.
ith Map and 75 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo..

y.6d.

Murdoch.—From Edinburgh to the
Antarctic: An Artist’s Notes and
Sketches during the Dundee Antarctic

Expedition of 1892-93. By W. G. Burn
Murdoch. With 2 Maps and numerous
Illustrations. 8vo.

,
i8.r.

IVansen.—Works by Dr. Fridtjof
Nansen.

The First Crossing of Greenland.
With numerous Illustrations and a

Map. Crown 8vo., $s. (id.

Eskimo Lifk, IVanslated by William
Archer. With 31 Illustrations. 8vo.,

i6s.

Peary.—My Arctic Journal: a Year
among Ice-Fields and Eskimos. By
Josephine Diebitsch-Peary. With
19 Plates, 3 Sketch Maps, and 44
Illustrationsln the Text. 8vo.

,
12s.

.

Smith.—Climbing in the British
Isles. By W. P. Haske'it Smith.
With Illustrations by Ellis Carr.

Part I, England. Fcp. 8vo.
,
y. 6d.

Part II. Wades. [/« preparation.

Part III. Scotland. \in preparation.

Stephen. — The Playground of
Europe. By Le.si.ie Stephen, formerly

President of the Alpine Club. New
Edition, with Additions and 4 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 6r. act.

THREE IN NORWAY. By Two of

Them. With a Map and 59 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8^’0.
,
2s. boards, 2s. 6d. cloth.

Whishaw.—Out of Doors in Tsar-
land; a Record of the Seeings and
Doings of a Wanderer in Russia. By
Fred. J. Whishaw. Cr. 8vo., 7/. 6s.
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Sport and Pastime.
THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.

Edited by the Duke of Beaufort, K.G., assisted by Alfred E. T. Watson,
ARCHERY. By C. J. Longman and HUNTING. By the Duke of Beaufort,

Col. H. Walrond. With Contribu-

tions by Miss Legh, Viscount Dii.lon,

&c. With 195 Illustrations. Crown
8VO., 10 f.

ATHLETICS AND FOOTBAT.L. By
Montague Shearman. With 51
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., ioj.

BIG GAME SHOOTING. RyC. Phil-
Lipps-WoLLEY, F. C. Selous, St.
George Littledalk, 5ic. With 150
Illustrations. 2 vols., 10s. 6d. each.

BOATING. By W. B. Woodgate. With
an Introduction bv the Rev. Edmond
Warre, D.D,, and a Chapter on ‘ Row-
ing at Eton,’ by R. Harvey Mason.

K.G., and Mowbray Morris. With
Contributions by the Earl op Suf-
folk and Berkshire, Rev. E. W. L.

Davies, Digby Collins, and Alfred
E. T. Watson. With 53 Illustrations.

Cio\vn bvo., I os. 6d.

MOUNTAIN KERING. By C. T. Dent,
Sir F. Poi.LGCK, Part., W. M. Conway,
Douglas Fresh ft ’t.p, C. E. Ma
THEWS, &c. With loB .Illnstration.s

Crown 8vo., lo^. 6{i.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHASING.
By the Earl OF SUFFOLK and Berk-
shire, W. G. Craven, Arthur
Coventry, &c. With ^8 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., los. 6d.
With 49 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.. 10s. 6d. RIDING AND POLO. By Captain

COURSING AND FALCONRY. Pv Robert Weir, J. Moray Brown, the

Harding Cox and the lion. Gerald Duke of Beaufort, K G., the Earl
Lascelles. With 76 Illustrations. ofSuffolk and Berkshire, &c. With
Crown 8vo., toj. 6d. 59 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., los. 6d.

CRICKET. By A. G. SiEELandtheHon. •
SHOOING. By Lord WALSiNGHAMand

R. H. Lyttelton. With Contribu-

tions by Andrew Lang, R. A. H. Mi r-
With Contributions by Lord Lovy,

cHEii W G Grace and F Gate Lord C. L. Kerr, the Hon. G. Las-

With 64 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. , ‘ lav. 6d.
BELLES, and A. J . Stuart-W^TLEY.

^ Vol. I. Field and Covert. With 105
CYCLING. By Viscoun t Bury (Earl Illustrations. Crown 8vo., toj. 6d.

of Albemarle), K.C.M.G., and G. Vol. II. Moor and Marsh. With 65
Lacy Hillier. With 89 Illustra- Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., lor. 6d.

tions. Crown 8vo.. loj, 61/. I SKATING, CURLING, TOBOGA-

DRIVING. BytheDuKEcBKAurcT.
i gi?

S

tWith 65 illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,ia,.6rf;
! JeMcS

FENCING, BOXING. AND WREST- Kerr, Ormond Hake, and Colonel
LING. By Walter H. Pollock, F. Buck With 284 Illustrations. Crown
C.Grovk.C.Pkevost.E.B.Mitchrll, svo., ioj. 6f/.

tions by Andrew Lang, R. A. H. Mit-
chell, W. G. Grace, and F. Gale.
With 64 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. , io.v. 6d.

CYCLING. By Viscoun t Bury (Earl

of Albemarle), K.C.M.G., and G.
Lacy Hillier. With 89 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., ioj, 6d.

DRIVING. By the Duke of Beaufort.
With 65 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo,, icw. 6d.

FENCING, BOXING. AND WREST-
LING. By Walter H. Pollock, F.

C.Grovk.C. Pkevost, E.B.Mitchrll,
and Walter Armstrong. With 42 SWIMMING. By Archibald Sinclair
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., toj. 6r/. and WiLLlAM Henry. With 119 Illus-

FISHING. By H. (hiOLMONDELKY-PK;N- trations. Cr. Svo., ioj. 6n?.

NELL. With Contributions by the TENNIS, LAWN TENNIS, RAC-
n/r Tj nTTn''rQ amh d,, t atMarquis of Exeter, Henry R. QUEFS, A
Francis, Major John P. Traherne, C. G. Hea
G. Christopher Davies, R. B. Mar- Bouverif.

STON, &c. Contributio

Vol. I. Salmon, Trout, and Grayling.

With 158 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,
YACHTINti.

lOJ* oCkt
Vol 1 C/rn

Vol. II. Pike and other Coarse Fish. Rules Fill

With 133 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., SulliVa]
K.C.B.,(

GOLF. By Horace G. Hutchinson, With 114

the Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, M.P., Vol. II.

Sir W. G. Simpson, Bart., Lord Well- America r

WOOD, H. S. C. Everard, Andrew ing,

Lang, and other Writers, With 89 Earl of

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., los. 6d. i With 195

QUETS, AND FIVES. By J. M. and
C. G. Heathcote, E. O. Pleydell-
Bouverif. and A. C. Ainger. With
Contributions by the Hon. A. Lyttel-
ton, W, C. Marshall, Miss L. Dod,
&c. With 79 Illustrations. C.8vo., io.v. 6d,

Vol. 1 . Cruising, Construction, Racing,
Rules,Fitting-Out, &c. BySir Edward
Sullivan, Bart, Lord Brassey,
K.C.B., C. E. Seth-Smith, C.B., &c.
With 1 14 Illust. Cr. 8vo., loj. 6^^.

Vol. II. Yacht Clubs. Yachting in

America and the Colonies, Yacht Rac-
ing, % R. T. Pritchett, the
Earl of Onslow, G.C.M.G., &c.
With 19s Ulus. Crown 8vo., ros.Od.
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Sport and '2zs^dsE^--continued,

Fur and Feather Series.
Edited tw A. ]

THE PARTRIDGE. Natural History,

by the Rev. H. A. Macpherson;
Snooting, by A. J. Stuart-Wortley ;

Cookeiy, by George Saintsbury.
With XI full-page Illustrations, and
Vignette by A. Thorburn, A. J.

Stuart-Wortley, and C. Whymper,
and 15 Diagrams in the Text by A. J.

Stuart-Wortley. Crown 8vo., 5?.

WILDFOWL. BytheHon.JOHNScoTT-
' Montagu, M. P.

,
&c. Illustrated by A.

J. S'lUAKT WORTLEY, A. THORBURN,
and others. [/« preparation,

Canipboll-Walker.—The Correct
Card : or, How to Play at Whist ;

a

Whist Catechism. By Major A. Camp-
bell-Walker. Fcp. 8vo., 2j. 6rf.

DEAD SHOT (THE) : or. Sportsman’s

Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on
the Use of the Gun, with Rudimentary
and Finishing Lessons on the Art of

Shootii^ Game of all kinds, also

Game Driving, Wild-Fowl and Pigeon
Shooting, Dog Breaking, etc. By
Mabksman. Crown 8vo., loj. td,

Falkener.—Games,Ancient and Ori-
ental, AND How TO Play Them.
By Edward Falkener. With nume-
rous Photographs& Diagrams. 8vo, , 21s.

Ford.—The Theory and Practice of
Archery. By Horace Ford. New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Re-

written byW. Butt, M. A. With a Pre-

face by C. J. Longman, M. A. 8vo,, i4r.

F ow 1 e r.—Recollections of Old
Country Life, Social, Political, Sport-

ing, and Agricultural. By J. K. Fowler.
With Illustrations. 8vo., lar. 6d.

Francis.—A Book on Angling; or,

Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every

Branch; including full Illustrated List

of Salmon Flies. By Francis Francis.
With Portrait and Plates. Cr. 8vo., 15J,

Qibson.—Tobogganing on Crooked
Runs. By the Hon. Harry Gibson.
With Contributions by F. de B. Strick-
land and ' Lady-Tobogganer ’. With
40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Hawker.—The Diary op Colonel
Peter Hawker, author of “Instruc-

tions to Young Sportsmen ”. With an
Introduction by Sir Ralph Payne-
Gallwey, Bart. 2 vols. 8vo., 32J.

Iiang.—Angling Sketches. By A.

Lang. With 20 Illus. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

E. T. Watson.

,

THE GROUSE. Natural History by the

Rev. ’H. a. Macpherson; Shooting,

by A. J. Stuart-Wortley; Cookery,

by George Saintsbury. With 13
Illustrations by J. Stuart-Wortley
and A. Thorburn, and various Dia-

grams in the Text. Crown 8vo., 5.T.

THE HARE AND THE RABBIT. By
the Hon. Gerald Lascelles, &c.

[In preparation.

THE PHEASANT. By A. J.
Stuart-

Wortley, the Rev. H. A. Macpherson
and A. J. Innes Shakd.

[/« preparation,

L on gma n.—

C

hess Openings. By
Fred. W. Longman. Fcp. 8vo.

,
2s. 6d.

Maskelyne.—Sharps and Flats: a
Complete Revelation of the Secrets of

Cheating at Games of Chance and Skill.

By John Nevil Maskelyne. With 62
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., dr.

Payne-Gallwey.— Works by Sir

Ralph Payne-Gallwey, Bart.

Letters to Young Shooters (First

Series). On the ChoiceandUseofaGun

.

With 41 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Lettersto Young Shooters. (Second
Series). On the Production, Preserva-

tion, and KillingofGame. With Direc-

tions in Shooting Wood-Pigeons and
Breaking-in Retrievers. With 104
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 12s, 6d.

Pole.-Works by W. Pole, F.R.S.
The Theory of the Modern Scien-

tific Game of Whist. Fcp. 8vo.

,

2j. 6d.

The Evolution ofWhist : a Study of

the Progressive Changes which the
Game has undergone from its Origin
to the Present Time. Cr. 8vo

,
65.

Proctor.—Works by R. A. Proctor.
How TO Play Whist: with the
Laws and Etiquette of Whist.
Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Home Whist : an Easy Guide to Cor-
rect Play, i6nao., is.

Ronalds.—The Fly-Fisher’s Ento-
mology. By Alfred Ronalds. With
20 Coloured Plates. 8vo., 14^.

Wilcocks. The Sea Fisherman : Com/-

E
ising the Chief Methods of Hook and
ine Fishing in the British and other

Seas, and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and
Boating. By J. C.WiLCOCKS. Illustrated.

Crown Bvo. , 6s.
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Yeterinary Medidne, &e.

Steel.—Works by John Henry Steel,
A Treatise on the Diseases of the
Dog. 88 Illustrations. 8voi, los. 6d.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
the Ox. With 119 Illustrations.

8vo., 15^.

A Treatise on the Diseases of the
Sheep. With 100 Illustrations. 8vo.

,

12J.

Outlines of Equine Anatomy; a
Manual for the u.se rt Veterinary
Students in the Dissecting Room.
Crown 8vo, 7s.

Pitzwygrain.-HoRSES and Stabler
By Major-General Sir F. FiTZWYGRAM,
Bart. With 56 pages of Illustrations.

8vo., 25. 6d. net.

" Stonehenge.”-"THE Dog in Health
AND Disease. By “Stonehenge”.
With 8 • Illustrations 8vo.

,
7s, 6d.

Youatt.-^W'orks by William Youatt.

The HoRbE. With numerous Illus-

trations. 8vo.,7; 6d.

The Dog. With nunierous Illustra-

tions. 8vo.
,
6r.

Mental, Moral, and Political Philosophy.

LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY. ETC.

Abbott.—The Elements of Logic. By
T. K. Abbott, B.D. larao., y.

Aristotle.—Works by.

The Politics: G. Bekker's Greek Text
of Books I., III., IV. (VII.), with an
English Translation by W. E. Bol-
LAND, M.A.

;
and short Introductory

Essays by A. Lang, M.A. Crown
8vo.

,
7s. 6d.

The Politics: Introductory Essays.

By Andrew Lang (from Bolland and
Lang’s ‘ Politics’). Cr. 8vo., ar. 6d.

The Ethics; Greek Text, Illustrated

with Essay and Notes. % SirALEX-
ANDER Grant, Bart. 2vols. 8vo.,3af.

The Nicomachean Ethics: Newly
Translated into Engli.«ih. By Robert
Williams. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

An Introduction to Aristotle’s
Ethics. Books I.-IV. (Book X. c.

vi.-ix. in an Appendix.) With a con-

tinuous Analysis and Notes. By the

Rev. E. Moore.D.D. Cr. 8vo.,ior.6flf.

Bacon.—^W'^orks by Francis Bacon.
Complete Works. Edited by R. L.

Ellis, J. Spedding, and D. D.

Heath. 7 vols. 8vo, , ly. 6d.

Letters and Life, including all his

occasional Works. Edited by James
Shedding. 7 vols. 8vo., ;^4 4J.

The Essays: with Annotations. By
Richard Whately, D.D. 8vo.

10s. 6d.

The Essays. With Introduction, Notes,

and Index. By E. A. Abbott. D.D.
2 vols. Fcp. 8vo.

,
65. I'he Text and

Index only, without Introduction and

Notes, in One Volume, Fcp. 8vo.,

25 . 6d.

Bain.—Works by Alexander Bain,
LL.D.

Mental Science. Crown 8 vo. , 65. 6d.

^
Moral Science. Crown 8vo., 45. 6d.

The two tvork^ as above can be had in one
volume, price I05. 6{/.

Senses and the Intellect. 8vo.
, 155.

Emotions and the Will. 8vo., 155.

Logic, Deductive and Inductive.
Part I., 45. Part II., 65. Sd.

Practical Essays. Crown 8vo., y.

Bray.—Works by Charles Bray.

The Philosophy of Necessity; or
Law in Mind as in Matter. Cr. 8vo.

,
55.

The Education of the Feelings : a
Moral System for Schools. Crown
8V0., 25. td.

Bray.—Elements of Morality, in

Easy Lessons for Home and School
Teaching. By Mrs. Charles Bray.
Cr. 8vo., 15. td,

Crozier.—

C

ivilisation and Pro-
gress, By John Beattie Crozier,
M.D. With New Preface, more fully

explaining the nature of the New Orga-
non used in the solution of its problems.

8vo., 14.T.

Davidson.—The Logic of Defini-
tion, E.vplained and Applied. By
William L, Davidson, M.A. Crown
8vo., 65.

Green.—The Works of Thomas Hill
Green. Edited by R. L. Nettleship.
Vols. I. and ll. Philosophical Works.

8vo., i6.f. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index to

the three Volumes, and Memoir. 8vo.,

215 .
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Mental, Moral and Politioal Philosophy—

Iodgson.—Works by Shadworth H.
Hodgson.

Time and Space: a Metaphysical

|

Essay. 8vo., i6s.

J'HE Theory of Practice : an Ethical

Inquiry. 2 vols. 8vo., 24^.

The Philosophy of Refi^ection. 2
j

vols. 8vo.» ais.

Hume.—The Philosophical Works
|

of David Hume. Edited by T. ][i.

Green and T. H. Grose. 4 vols. 8vo.

,

56r. Or ,separately, Essays. 2 vols.

28j. I'reatise of Human Nature. 2

vols. aSs.

Justinian.—The Institutes of Jus-

|

TINIAN: Latin Text, chiefly that of

Huschke, with English Introduction,

Translation, Notes, and Summary. By
Thomas C. Sandars, M.A. 8vo. i&y.

Kant.—Works by Immanuel Kant.

Critique of Practical Reason, and
Other Works on the Theory of
Ethics. Translated byT. K. Abbott,
B.D. With Memoir. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Introduction to Logic, and his
Essay on the Mistaken Subtilty
of the Four Figures. Translated

by T. K. Abbott, and with Notes by
S. T. Coleridge. 8vo., 6s.

Killick.—Handbook to Mill's Sys-
tem OF Logic. By Rev. A. H. Kil-
lick, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3J. 6d.

Ladd.—Works by George Turmbull
Ladd.

Elements of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8vo., 21S.

Outlines of Physiological Psy-
chology. A Text-Book of Mental
Science for Academies and Colleges.

8V0., 12J.

Psychology, Descriptive and Ex-
planatory : a Treatise of the Pheno-
mena, Laws, and Development of

Human Mental liife. 8vo., 21J.

Primer of Psychology. Crown 8vo.,

SJ. 6rf.

Lewes.-The Historyof Philosophy,
from Thales to Comte. By George
Henry Lewes. 2 vols. 8vo., 325.

Max Miiller.—Works by F. MAxMtiL-
ler.

The Science of Thought. 8vo.
,
21s.

Three Introductory Lectures on
the Science of Thought. 8vo.,

2S. 6d.

Mill.—Analysis of the Phenomena
OF THE Human Mind. By James
Mill. 2 vols. 8vo,

,
28.^.

Mill.—Works by John Stuart Mill.

A System of Logic. Cr. 8vo.
,
y. 6d.

On Liberty. Cr. 8vo.
,

is.

On Representative (Government.
Crown 8vo,

,
2s.

Utilitarianism. 8vo.,

Examin.ation OF Sir William
Hamilton’s Philosophy. 8vo.

,
16s.

Nature, the Utility of Religion,
and Theism. Three Essays. 8 vo.,sj.

Stock.—Deductive Logic. By St. ..

George Stock. Fcp. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Sully.—Works by James Sully.

The Human Mind ; a Text-book of

Psychology. 2 vols. 8vo. , 21^.

Outlines of Psychology. 8vo.,9j.

The Teacher’s Handbook of Psy-
chology. Crown 8vo., 5^.

I

j

Swinburne.—Picture Logic : an
' Attempt to Popularise the Science of

Reasoning. By Alfred James Swin-
burne, M.A. With 23 Woodcuts.
Post 8vo.

,
51.

Tbomson.—Outlines of the Neces-
sary Laws of Thought : a Treatise

on Pure and Applied Logic. By Wil-
liam Thomson, D.D., formerly Lord
Archbishop of York. Post 8vo., 6s.

Philosophy of Mind : an Essay on Webb.—The Veil op Isis : a Series of
the Metaphysics of Physiology. 8vo., Essays on Idealism. By T. E, V^ebb.
16s. 8vo., xos. 6if.
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Mental, Moral and Politioid

Wliately.—Works by R. Whately,
D.D.
Bacon’s Essays. With Annotation.
By R. Whately. 8vo., tos. 6d.

Elements of Logic. Cr. 8yo.
,
4s. 6d.

Elements op Rhetoric. Cr. 8vo.,

4f. 6d.

Lessons on Reasoning. Fcp. 8vo.,

IS. 6d.

Zeller.—Works by Dr. Eowi^ to Zeller,
Professor in the Uni\'ersity of Berlin.

The Stoics, Epicureans, and Scep-
tics. Translated by the Rev. O. J.
Reichel, M.A. Crown 8vo., ry.

j

Zeller.—Works by Dr. EdwardZeller.—continued.

Outlines of the History of Greek
Philo-sophy. Translated by Sarah
F. Alleyne and Evelyn Abbott.
Crown 8vo.

, lor. 6<f.
*

Plato and the Ot.der Academy.
Translated by Sarah F. Alleyne
and Alfred Goodwin, B.A. Crown
8vo., i8.y.

Socratesandthe SocraticSchools.
Translated bythe Rev. 0. J. Reichel,
M.A. Crown 8vo., lor. 6^,

MANUALS OF CATUOLIC PHILOSOPHY,
(StonyhurU Series.J

A Manual of Political Economy.
By C. S. DevAS, M.A. Cr. 8vo., 6s. 6d.

First Principles op Knowledge. By
John Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 5 . . 1

General Metaphysics. ByJohn Rick- '

ABY, S.J. Crow n Svo.. 51.

Logic. By Richard F. Clarke, S.J.

Crown 8vo., 5r.
'

Moral Phiiosophy (Ethics and Natu-
ral Law). By Joseph Rickaby, S.J,
Crown 8vo., 5s.

Natural Theology. By Bernard
Boeddrr, S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Psychology. By Michael Maher,
S.J. Crown 8vo., 6j. 6d.

History and Science of Language, &c.

Davidson.—LeadingANDImportant
English Words: Explained and Ex-

emplified. By William L. David-
son, M.A. Fcp. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Farrar.—Language and Languages, i

By F. W. Farrar, D.D., F.R.S., Cr. I

8vo., 6s.
j

Q-raliani.—English Synonyms, Classi- 1

fied and Explained : with Practical
[

Exercises. By G. F. Graham. Fcp.

8vo., 6s.

Max Miiller.—Works by F. Max
Muller. ^ .

The Science of Language, Founded
|

qn Lectures delivered at the Royal 1

Institution in 1861 and 1863. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo., 21^.
j

Biographies of Words, and the
,

Home of the Aryas. Crown 8vo.,
;

yj. 6d. i

Max Miiller.—Works by F. Max
continued.

Three Lectures on the Science
op Language, and its Place in
General Education, delivered at

Oxford, 1889. Crown 8vo., y.

Boget. — Thesaurus of English
V^UDS AND Phrases. Classified and
Arranged so as to Facilitate the Ex-
pression of Ideas and assist in Literary

Composition. By PETER MARK ROGET,
M. D. ,

F. R. S. Recomposed throughout,

enlai’ged and improved, partly from the

Author’s Notes, and with a full Index,

by the Author’s Son, JOHN LEWIS
Rcget. Crown 8vo,, los. 6d.

Whately.—English Synonyms. By
E. Jank Whatfxv. Fcp. 8vo., y.
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^ PoHtioal Economy and Eoonomios.
Ashley.—English Economic History
AKD Theory. By W. J. Ashley,
M.A. Crown 8vo., Part 1., $s. Part

II., los. 6d.

^Barnett.—Practicable Socialism :

' Essays on Social Reform. By the Rev.

S. A. and Mrs. Barnett. Cr. 8vo., dr.

Brasaey.—Papers and Addresses on
Work and Wages. By Lord Brassey.
Edited by J. Potter, and with Intro-

.duction by George Howell, M.P.
Crown 8vo.

,
5J.

Devas.—A Manual of Political
Economy. By C. S. Devas, M.A.
Crown 8vo. , 6j. 6d. [ManualsofCatholic
Philosophy.)

Dowell.—A History of Taxation
AND Taxes in England, from the

Earliest Times to the Year 1885. By
Stephen Dowell (4 vols. 8vo.) Vols.

I. and II. The History of I'axation,

2IS. Vols. III. and IV. The History of

Taxes, 21s.

Leslie.—Essays in Political Econ-
omy. By T. E. Cliffe Leslie. 8vo.

,

lor. 6d.

Macleod.—Works by Henry Dunning
Macleod, M.A.
Bimetalism. 8vo., y. net.

The Elements of Banking. Crown
8vo., y. 6d.

The Theory and Practice of Bank-
ing. Vol. I. 8vo., I2J. Vo1.il 14s.

The Theory op Credit. 8vo. Vol.

I. lor. net. Vol. II., Part I., tos. net.

Vol. II. Part II., 10s, 6cl.

Mill.—Political Economy. By John
Stuart Mill.

Popular Edition. Crown 8vo.
, y 6d.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo.
,
30?.

Symes.—Political Economy : a Short
Text-book of Political Economy. With
Problems for Solution, and Hints for

Supplementary Reading. By Prof. J. E.

Symes, M.A., of University College,

Nottingham. Crown 8vo., cj. (id.

Toynbee.—Lectures on the In-
dustrial Revolution of the i8th
Century in England. By Arnold
Toynbf.e. With a Memoir of the

Author by B. Jowett. 8vo., tot. df.

Webb.—

T

he History of Trade
Unionism. By Sidney and Beatrice
Wkbb. With Map and full Bibliography
of the Subject. 8vo., i8x.

Wilson.—Works by A. J. Wilson.
Chiefly reprinted from The Investors'

Review.

Practical Hints to Small In-

vestors. Crown 8vo., ir.

PlainAdvice ABOUT Like Insurance.
Crown 8vo.

,
li.

Evolution, Anthropology &q.

Clodd,—Works by Edward Clodd.
The Story of Creation : a Plain Ac-
count of Evolution. With 77 Illustra-

tions, Crown 8vo.
,
y. 6d.

A Primer of Evolution: being a

Popular Abridged Edition of ‘The
Story of Creation’. With Illus-

trations. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.

Huth.—

T

he Marriage of near Kin.
considered with Respect to the Law of

Nations, the Result of Experience, and
the Teachings of Biology. By Ar.FRED
Henry Huth. Royal 8vo., 7s. ^d.

Lani5.—Custom and Myth: Studies

ofEariy Usage and Belief. By Andrew
Lang, M.A. With 15 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3J. 6d.

Lubbock.—The Origin of Civilisa-
tion and the Primitive Condition of

Man. By Sir). Lubbock, Bart., M.P.
With 5 Plates and ao Illustrations in the
Text. 8vo. i8j.

Romanes.—Works by George John
Romanp:s, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.

Darwin, and After Darwin : an E.v-

position of the Darwinian Theory,
and a Discussion on Post-Darwinian
<<3uestions. Purl I. The Darwinian
Theory. With Portrait of Darwin
and 125 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

10s. 6d.

An Examination op Weismannism.
Crown 8vo.

,
6j.
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Classioal Literature and Translations, &g.

Abbott.—Hellenica. A Collection of Rich.—A Dictionary op Roman and
Essays on Greek Poetry, Philosophy, Greek Antiquities. By A. Rich,
History, and Religion. Edited by B.A. With 2000 Woodt:ats. Crown
Evel,yn .Abbott, M.A., LL.D. 8vo., idr. 8vo.

,
js.

AUschylus.—Eumenides of ^Eschy- Sophocles.—Translated into English

LUS. With Metrical English Translation. Verse. By Robert Whitelaw, M.A.

,

By J. F. Davies. 8vo., js. Assistant Master in Rugby School : late

Fellow of Trinity College’, Cambridge.
Crown 8vo., ;

Aristophanes.—The Acfr vrnians of
|

Aristophanes, translated into English

Verse. By R. Y. Tyrreli.. Cr, 8vo., is.

Becker.—Works by Professor Becker.
|

Gallus : or, Roman Scenes in the Time
of Augustus. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo., '

3J. 6d:
I

Charicles: or. Illustrations of thej

Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.

Illustrated. Cr 8vo.
,
3J. 6d.

Cicero.—Cicero’s Correspondence.
By R. Y. 'I'YRRELL. Vols. I., II., III.

8vo., each 12s. Vol. IV., 15^,

Parnell.—Greek Lyric Poetry: a|
Complete Collection of the Surviving

Passages from the Greek Song-Writing.

By George S. Farnell, M.A. With 5
Plates. 8vo.

,
i6j.

Lang.—Homer and the Epic. By
Andrew Lang. Crown 8vo., pj. net.

Theocritus.— I'HE Idylls 01^ Theo-
critus. Translated into English Verse.

By James Henry Hallard, M.A.
Oxon. Fcp. 4to,, 6s. 6d.

Tyrrell.—Translations, into Greek
AND Latin Verse. Edited by R. Y.

' Tyrrell. Cvo., 6l

Virgil.—

T

he iENEiD ofVirgil. Trans-
lated into English Verse by John Con-
INGTON. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated

into English Prose by JOHN CoNlNG-
TON. Crown 8vo.,6l

The .^Eneid of Virgil, freely translated

into English Blank Verse. By W. J.

Thornhill. Crown 8vo., yj. 6rf.

i The iENEiD of Virgil. Books I. to

VI. Translated into English Verse

by James Rhoadf.s. Crown 8vo.,

5^-

Mackail.—Select Epigrams from
|

the Greek Anthology, By J. W. Wilkins.—The Growth of the Hom-
Mackail 8vo., idr. eric Poems. By G. Wilkins. 8to. 6j.

Poetry and the Drama.
Acworth.—Ballads of the Marat-

has. Rendered into English Verse from
the Marathi Originals. By HarrY
Arbuthnot Acworth. 8vo., 5/.

Allingham.—Works by William
Allingham.

Irish Songs AND Poems. With Fron-

tispiece of the Waterfall of Asaroe.

Fcp. 8vo.
,
6s.

Laurence Bloomfield. With Por-

trait of the Author. Fcp. 8vo.
, y. 6d.

Flower Pieces; Day and Night
Songs; Ballads. With 2 Designs
by D. G. Rossetti. Fcp. 8vo. , 6l ;

large paper edition, i2j.

Life and Phantasy : with Frontis-

piece by Sir J. E. MiLLAiS, Bart.,

and Design by Arthur Hughes.
Fcp. 8vo.

,
6s.

;
large paper edition, 12s.

Thought and word, and Ashby
Manor : a Play. Fcp. 8vo. , 6s.

;

large

paper edition, 12s.

Blackberries. Imperial x6mo., dr.

Sets of the above 6 vols. may he ^d in
uniform half-parchment binding, price 30L
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Poetry and the Umasor-continued.

Annstrong.—Works by G. F. Savagi-
Asmstkong.

Poems : Lyrical and Dramatic. Fcp.

8vo.
,
6s.

^ King Saul. (The Tragedy of Israel.

Part I.) Fcp. 8vo. y. '

King David. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part II.
)

Fcp. 8vo. ,
dr.

. King Solomon. (The Tragedy of

. Israel, Part III.) Fcp. 8vo,, dr.

Ugone: a Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo., dr.

A Garland from Greece: Poems.
Fcp. 8vo.

,
yj. 6d.

Stories of Wicklow: Poems. Fcp.

8vo., yr. 6d.

Mephistopheles in Broadcloth: a
Satire. Fcp. 8vo., 4r.

One in the Infinite ; a Poem. Cr.

8vo., yr. 6d.

Armstrong.—The Poetical Works
OF Edmund J. Armstrong. Fcp.

8vo., 5J.

Arnold.—Worksby Sir EdwinArnold,
K.C.I.E.

I

The Light of the World ; or, the

Great Consummation. Cr. 8vo., yr. 6d.

net.

Presentation Edition. With 14 Illus-

trations by W. Holman Hunt.
|

4to., 2or. net.

Potiphar’s Wife, and other Poems.
Crown 8vo., 5r. net.

Adzuma : or, the Japanese Wife. A
Play. Crown 8vo.

, dr. 6d. net.

Beesly.-BalLads, and other Verse.
By A. H. Beesly. Fcp. 8vo., y.

Bell.—Chamber Comedies; a Collec-

tion of Plays and Monologues for the

Drawing Room. By Mrs. Hugh
Bell. Crown 8vo., dr.

BJomsen.—Works by Bjornstjerne
BjSrnsen.
Pastor Sang : a Play. Translated by
William Wilson. Cr. 8vo., y.

A Gauntlet: a Drama. Translated

into English by Osman Edwards.
With Portrait of the Author. Crown
8vo., y.

Cochrane.—The Kestrel’s Nest,
and other Verses. By Alfred Coch-
rane. Fcp. 8vo.

,
3r. 6d.

Gk>ethe.
Faust, Part 1., the German Text, with

Introduction and Notes. By Albert
M. Selss, Ph.D., M.A. Cr. 8vo.,SJ*

Faust. Translated, with Notes. By
T. E. Webb. 8vo., lar. 6d.

Ingelow.—Works by Jean Ingelow.

Poetical Works, avols. Fcp. 8vo.,

lar.

Lyrical and Other Poems. Selected

from the Writings of Jean Ingelow.
Fcp. 8vo.

, ar. 6d. ;
cloth plain, y.

cloth gilt.

Kendall.—Songs from Dreamland.
By May Kendall. Fcp. 8vo.

,
5r. net.

Iiang.—Works by Andrew Lang.

Ban and ARRifeRE Ban. A Rally oi

Fugitive Rhymes. Fcp. 8vo., sr.

net.

Grass of Parnassus. Fcp. 8vo.,

2S. 6d. net.

Ballads of Books. Edited by
Andrew Lang. Fcp. 8vo., dr.

The Blue Poetry Book. Edited by
Andrew Lang. With 12 Plates and
88 Illustrations in the Text by H. J.,

Ford and Lancelot Speed. Crown
8vo., dr.

Special Edition, printed on Indian
paUr. With Notes, but without
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

,
yr. d^.

Lecky.—Poems. By W. E. H. Lecky.
Fcp. 8vo., y.

Peek. — Works by Hedley Peek
(Frank Leyton).

Skeleton Leaves: Poems. With a
Dedicatory Poem to the late Hon.
Roden Noel. Fcp. 8vo., ar. 6d. net.

The Shadows of the Lake, and
other Poems. Fcp. 8vo., ar. 6d. net.

Lytton.—Works by The Earl of
LYtton (Owen Meredith).

Marah. Fcp. 8vo. , dr. 6d.

King Poppy: a Fantasia. With 1,

Plate and Design on Title-Page by
S^kED. Burne-Jones, A. R.A. Crown
8vo., lor. 6d.

The Wanderer. Cr. 8vo., lor. 6d.

Lucile. Crown 8vo., lor. 6d.

Selected Poems. Cr. 8vo., lor. 6d.
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Poetry and the Utama—can/inued.

Macaulay.—Lays of Ancient Rome,
j

Piatt.—Works by John James Piatt.
&c. By Lord Macaulay.

^ ^ ^ and Lyrics of ttir Ohio
Illustrated by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to.. Valley. Crown 5vo., w.

105, 6d.
,

Bijou Edition.
•

iSmo., 25. 6tf., gilt top.

Edition, hahoades.—

T

eresa and Other
Fcp. 4to., oaf. sewed, 15. cloth.

j
Poems. By James Phoadls. Crown

Illustrated by J. R. Wegurlin. Crown
j

8vo., 35. 6/.

8vo., 35. 6d.
j

Annotated Edition. Fcp. 8vo., 15.
!

Riley*—Works by J. mes WiinroMB
sewed, 15. 6d, cloth.

j

Riley.

Murray.—(Robert F. ), Author of ‘ The
Scarlet Gown’. His Poems, with

Memoir by Andrew Lang. Fcp. 8vo,
, |

55. net.
j

Old Fashioned Roses : Poems.
i2mo., 55.

Poems Here at Home. Fcap. 8vo.,

6f net.

R’esbit.—LAYS and Legends. By E.
Nesbit (Mrs. Hubert Bland). First

Series. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d. Second
Series, with Portrait. Crown 8vo., 55.

Piatt.—Works by Sarah Piatt,

Poems. With portrait of the Author
j

2vols. Crown 8vo., 105.
|

Shakespeare.—BowDLER’n Family
Shakespeare. With 36 Woodcuts.
I vol. 8vo., 1/.5. Or in 6 vols. Fcp,
8V0.. 215 .

The Shakespeare Birthday Book.
By Mary F. Dunbar, 321110. , 15. 6d.
Drawing-Room Edition, with Photo-
graphs. Fcp. 8vo., 105. 6d,

An Enchanted Castle, and other i

Poems : Pictures, Portraits and People I Sturgis.—A Book of Song. By Julian
in Ireland. Crown 8vo.

,
35. 6</.

|

Sturgis. i6mo., 55.

Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.

Anstey.—Works by F. Anstey, Author
j
Baker.—By the Wesiern Sea. By

of ‘ Vice Versa ’.
1 James Baker, Author of ' John Westa-

The Bi.ack Poodle, and other Stories.

Crown 8vo,, 25. boards, 25. 6d. cloth.

Voces Populi. Reprinted from
‘ Punch First Series. With 20

[

Illustrations by J. Bernard Part-
ridge. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6if.

The Travelling Companions. Re-
printed from ‘Punch*. With 25 Illus-

trations by J. Bernard Partridge.
Post 4to., 55.

The Man FROM Blankley’s: aStor^'

in Scenes, and other Sketches. With
24 Illustrations by J. Bernard Part-
ridge. Fcp. 4to.,65.

Astor.—A Journey in Other Worlds.
a Romance of the Future. By John
Jacob Astor. With 10 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo. , 65.

cott’. Crown 8vo., 3.5^. 6d.

Beaconsfield. - Works by the Earl of

Beaconsfield.

Novels and Tales. Cheap Edition.

Complete in ii vols. Cr. 8vo,, is. Sd.

each.

Vivian Grey. Henrietta Temple.
TheYoungDukc,&c. Venetia. Tancrecl.

Alroy, Ixion, &c. Coningsby. Sybil.

Conuirini Fleming, Lothair. Endymion.
&c.

Novels and Tales. The Hughenden
Edition. With 2 Portraits and 11

Vignettes, ii vols. Cr. 8vo., 425.

David’s Loom : a Story of
Rochdale life in the early years of the
Nineteenth Century. By John Traf-
ford Clegg. Crowm 8vo. ax. 6d,
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Works of Fiotion, Hmnpur, ^,--contifmed.

Deland.—Works by Margahet De-
land, Author of ‘ John Ward

The Story of a Child. Cr. 8vo., 51.

Mr. Tommy Dove, and other Stories.

Crown 8vo., 6j.

Philip and his Wife. Cr. 8vo. ,.65.
\

Dous^all.—^Works by L. Dougall.

Beggars All. Crown 8vo., 3J. Sd.

What Necessity Knows. Crown
8vo., 6j.

Doyle.—^Works by A. Conan Doyle.

Micah Clarke : a Tale ofMonmouth’s
Rebellion. With Frontispiece and
Vignette. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

The Captain of the Pole.star, and
other Tales. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

The Refugees : a Tale of Two Con-
tinents. Cr. 8vo., 6j.

Parrar,—

D

arkness and Dawn: or,

Scenes in the Days of Nero. An His-

toric Tale. By Archdeacon Farrar.
Cr. 8vo.

,
7.f. 6d.

Proude.—

T

he Two Chiefs of Dun-
boy: an Irish Romance of the Last
Century. ByJ. A. Froude. Cr. 8vo.,

3J. 6d,

Gilkes. — The Thing That Hath
Been ; or, a Young Man’s Mistake, ^y
A. H. Gilkes, M.A., Master of Dulwich
College, Author of ‘ Boys and Masters ’.

Crown 8vo. , dr.

Haggard.—Works by H. Rider Hag-
gard,

The People of the Mist. With 16
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

She. With 32 Illustrations. Crown
8vb., y. 6d.

Allan Quatkkmain. With 31 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6i{.

Maiwa’s Revenge
;

or, The War of
the Little Hand. Cr. 8vo., ij. boards,

IS. 6d. cloth.

Colonel Quaritch, V.C. Cr. 8vo.,

3J. 6d.

Cleopatra. With 39 Illustrations

Crow'n 8vo., 3^. 6<f.

Beatrice. Cr. 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Kric Brighteyes. With 51 Illustra-

tions, Cr. 8vo,, 3J. 6d,

Haggard.—Works by H. Rider Hag^
GARD

—

continued.

Nada the Lily. With 23 Illustra-

tions, Cr. 8vo.,6j.

Montezuma'S Daughter. With 34
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Allan's Wife. With 34 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3^. 6rf.

The Witch’s Head. With 16 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Mr. Meeson’s Will. With 16 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Dawn. With 16 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 3J. 6d.

HaggardandLang.—'Fhe Wok i.d’.s

Desire. By H. Rider Haggard and
Andrew Lang. With 27 Illustratiofiis

by M. Greiffenhagen. Cr. 8vo.
,
3^. fid.

Harte.— In the Carquinez Woods,
and other Stories. By Bret Hakte.
Cr. 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Homnng.—The Unbidden Guest.
By E. W. Hornung. Cr. 8vo.

,
y. 6d.

Lyall.—Works by Edna Lyall, Author
of ‘ Donovan,’ &c.

The Autobiography of a Slander.
Fcp. 8vo., IS. sewed.

Presentation Edition. With 20 Illus-

trations by LANCE1.0T Speed. Cr.
8vo.

, 2S. 6d. net.

Doreen : The Story of a Singer. Cr.
8vo., bs.

Melville.—Works by G. J. Whyte
Melville.

The Gladiators. 1 Holmby House.
The Interpreter. I Kate Coventry.
Good for Nothing. I Digby Grand.
The Queen’s Maries.

| General Bounce.
Cr. 8vo., IS. 6d. each.

Oliphant.—Works by Mrs. Oliphant.

Madam. Cr. 8vo. , is. 6d.

In Trust. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.

Parr.—Can this be Love? By Mrs.
Parr, Author of ‘Dorothy Fox’. Cr.
8vo., 6s.

Payn.-—Works by James Payn.
THf Luck op the Darrells. Cr.

8vo., xj. 6d.

Thicker than Water. O. Svo:..

is.6d,
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Works of Fiction* Humonr. fto.

—

continued.

Phillipps-Wolley.—Snap; a Legend
of the Lone Mountain, By C. PmL-
LIPPS-WOLLEY. With 13 Illustrations

by H. G. WiLLiNK. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

RhoscomyL—The Jewel of Ynys
Galon: being a hitherto unprinted
Chapter in the History of the Sea Rovers.
Bv Owen Raoscomyl. Cr. 8vo. , 6s.

Eobertson.—Nuggets inthe Devil's
Punch Bowl, and other Australian
'Pales. By Andrew Robertson. Cr.
8vo., 6d.

Sewell.—Works by Elizabeth M.
Sewell.
A Glimpse ofthe World. Amy Herbert.
Lancton Parsonage. Cleve Hall.

Margaret PercivaT. Gertrude.
Katharine Ashton. Home Life.

The Earl’s Daughter. After Life.

The Experience of Life. Ursula. 1 vors.

Cr. 8vo., IS. 6d. each cloth plain. 2x. 6d.

each cloth extra, gilt edges.

Stevenson.—Works by Robert Louis
Stevenson.
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and

M,r. Hyde. Fcp. 8vo„ ix. sewed.

IX. 6d. cloth.

The Dynamiter. Cr. 8vo., 3X. 6d.

Stevenson and Osbourne.—The
Wrong Box. By Robert Louis Ste-
venson and Lloyd Osbourne. Cr.

'

8vo., y. 6d.

Suttner.—Lay Down Your Arms
Die Waffen Nitder: The Autobiography
of Martha Tilling. By Bertha von
.Suttner. Translated by T. Holmes.
Cr. 8vo., IX. 6d.

Trollope.—^Works by Anthony Trol-
l.OPK.

'J'he Warden. Cr. 8vo., ix. 6d.

Barchester Towers. Cr. 8vo., ix. 6d.

TRUE, A, RELATION of THS
Travels and Perii,ous Adven-
tures OF Mathew Dudgeon, Gentle-
man: Wherein is tiuly set down the
Manner of his Taking, the Long Time
of his Slaveiy in Algiers, and M^ns of

his Delivery. Written by Himself, and
now for the first time printed Cr. 8vo., 5X.

Walford.—Works bjr L. B. Walford.
Mr. Smith ; a Part of his Life. Crown

8vo., 2x. 6d.

The Baby’s Grandmother. Crown
8vo., 2x. 6d

Cousins. Crown 8vo. 2x. 6d.

Troublesome Daughters. Crown
8vo, , 2x. 6d.

Pauline. Crown 8vo. 2x. 6^/.

Dick Netherby. Crown 8vo., ax. 6d.

The History of a Week. Crown
8vo. 2x. 6d.

A Stiff-necked Generation. Crown
8vo. ax. 6d.

Nan, and other Stories. Cr. 8vo., ax. 6d.

The Mischief of Monica. Crown
8vo. , ax. 6d. >

The OneGood Guest. Cr. 8vo. ax. 6d.
' Ploughed, ’ and other Stories. Crown

8vo.
, 6s.

The Matchmaker. Cr. 8vo., 6$.

West.—^Works by B. B. West,
Half-Hours with the Million-
aires : Showing how much harder it

is to spend a million than to make it.

Cr. 8vo. , 6x.

Sir SimonVanderpetter, and Mind-
ing his Ancestors. Two Reforma-
tions. Crown 8vo., 5.V.

Weyman.—Works by S. J. Weyman.
The House of the Wolf. Cr. 8vo.

,

3x. 6d.

AGentleman of France. Cr. 8vo., 6x.

Popular Science (Natural History, &o.).
Butler.—Our Household Insects,

j
Hartwig.—Works by Dr. George

An Account of the Insect-Pests found 1 Hartwig.
in Dwelling-Houses. By Edward A.

Butler, B.A., B.Sc. (Lond.). With

113 111 jstrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Furneaux.—Works by W. Furneaux.

The Outdoor World ; or, The Young
Collector’s Handbook. With 18

!

Plates, 16 of which are coloured,
j

and 549 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown 8vo., yx. 6d.

Butterflies and Moths (British).

With 12 coloured Plates and 241

Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,
|

lox. 6d. net. 1

The Sea and its Living Wonders.
With la Plates and 303 Woodcuts.
8VO., yx. net.

The 'i’ROPicAL World, With 8 Plates

and lya Woodcuts. 8vo., yx. net.

The Polar World. With 3 Maps, 8

Plates and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo., yx.

net.

The Subterranean World. With

3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. 8vo., yx.

net.

The Aerial Worij), With Map, 8

Plates and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo., yx.

net.
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Popolar Soienoe (Natnral History, &c.).

Hartwig.—Works by Dr. George
HARTWIG— ued.

Heroes of the Polar World, 19

Illustrations. Crown 8vo.
,
2j.

Wonders of the Tropical Forests.

v 40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

,

Workers under the Ground. 29
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., zs.

Marvels Over our Heads. 29 Il-

lustrations. Crown 8vo., 2jr. !

Ska Monsters and Sea Birds. 75 1

• Illustrations. Crown 8vo. , zs. 6d. 1

Denizens of the Deep. 117 Illustra-
i

tions. Crown 8vo., zs. 6d.
'

VoLCAi^OES and Earthquakes. 30 1

Illustrations. Crown 8vo.
,
zs. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Tropics. 66

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Hayward.—Bird Notes. By the late

Tane Mary Hayward. Edited by
Emma Hubbard. With Frontispiece

and 15 Illustrations by G. E. Lodge.
Cr. 8vo., 6s.

These notes were written by one whose quiet

life gave her exceptional opportunities of watch-
ing the ways ana manners of the birds that fre-

quented Iter garden and window sill, and have
no pretension to scientific value. They are ac-

curate accounts, writtenfrom time to time during
many years, of the small incidents of bird life

that passed before the eyes of one qualified by
artistic training and by inherited love of birds

to watch narrowly atvi to understand sympa-
thetically, what was happening.

Helmlioltz.—Popular Lectures on
Scientific Subjects. By Hermann
von Helmholtz. With 68 Woodcuts.

|

a vols. Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d. each.

Proctor.—Works by Richard A.
Proctor.
Light Science for Leisure Hours.

Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
|

3 vols. Crown 8vo., y. each. l

Chance and Luck: a Discussion of
the Laws of Luck, Coincidence,

Wagers, Lotteries and the Fallacies

of Gambling, &c. Cr. 8vo.. zs.

boards, zs. 6d. cloth.

Rough Ways made Smooth. Fami-
liar Essays on Scientific Subjects.

Silver Library Edition, Crown 8vo.,

3f. 6(f.

Pleasant Ways in Science. Cr.

8vo., 5s. Silver Library Edition.

Crown 8vo.
, 3^. 6d.

The Great Pyramid, Observatory,
Tomb and Temple. With Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 5J.

Nature Studies. By R. A. Procto»»
Grant Allen, A. Wilson, T.
Foster and E. Clodd. Crown
8vo., $s. Silver Library Edition.

Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.
Leisure Readings. By R. A. Proc-
tor, E. Clodd, A. Wilson, T.
Foster, and A. C. Ranyard. Cr.

8vo., sj.

Stanley.—A Familiar History of
Birds. By E. Stanley, D.D., for-

merly Bishop of Norwich. With Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

Wood.—^Worksby the Rev. J. G. Wood.
Homes without Hands ; a Descrip-

tion of the Habitation of Animals,
classed according to the Principle of

Construction. With 140 Illustrations.

8vo.
,
7s. net.

Insects at Home : a Popular Account
of British Insects, their Structure,

Habits and Transformations. With
700 Illustrations. 8vo., y. net.

Insects Abroad : a Popular Account
of Foreign Insects, their Structure,

Habits and Transformations. With
600 Illustrations. 8vo.

,
yr. net.

Bible Animals: a Description of

every Living Creature mentioned in

the Scriptures. With 112 Illustra-

tions. 8vo., 7J. net.

Petland Revisited. With 33 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

Out of Doors; a Selection of Origi-

nal Articles on Practical Natural
History. With ii Illustrations. Cr.
8vo,, 3J. 6d.

Strange Dwellings: a, Description
of the Habitations of Animals,
abridged from ‘ Homps without
Hands ’. With 60 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo.
,
y. 6d.

Bird Life of the Bible. 32 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo., 3J. 6d.

Wonderful Nests. 30 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 3J. 6d.

Homes under the Ground. 28 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo,, y. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Bible. 29
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

Domestic Animals of the Bible. 23
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

The Branch Builders." 28 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo., zs. 6d.

Social Habitations and Parasitic
Nests. 18 Illustrations. Cr. 8v6.,

zs.
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Works of Beferenoe.

Maunder*B (Samuel) Treasuries, i

Biographical Treasury. With Si^-
j

g
iement brought down to 1889. By
Lev. James Wood. Fcp. 8vo., 6i.

Treasury of Natural History: or,

Popular Dictionary of Zoology. With
900 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8VO., 6j.

Treasury of Geography, Physical,

Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plat Fcp.
8vo., 6j.

*

!

The Treasury of Bibi.e Know-!
LEDGE. By the Rev. J. Ayre, M.A.
With 5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo.

,
6j.

Historical Treasury : Outlines of

Universal History, Separate Histories

of all Nations. Fcp. 8vo.
,
6j.

Treasury of Knowledge and
|

Library of Reference. Com-

!

prising an English Dictionary and
|

Grammar, Universal Gazeteer, Classi-

cal Dictionary, Chronology, Law
Dictionary, &c. Fcp. 8vo., 6r.

Maunder’s (Samuel) Treasuriea—continued.

Scientific and Literary I'reasury.
Fcp. 8vo., ts.

The Treasury of Botany. Edited
by J. Lindley, F.R.S., and T.
Moore, F.L.S, With 274 Wood-
cuts and 20 Steel Plates. 2 vols.

Fcp. 8vo., I2J.

Boget.-THESALRUS ofEnglishWords^
and Phrases, Classified and Ar-
ranged so as to Facilitate the Expression
of Idtsis and assist in Literary Coni-
position. By Peter Mark Roget,
M.D,, F.R.S. Recomposed through-
out, enlarged and improved, partly

from the Authors Notes, and with a
full Index, by the Author’s Son, JbHN
Lewis Roget. Crown 8vo., lor. 6d.

Wiilich.—

P

opular Tables for giving

information for ascertaining the value of

Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Pro-
perty, the Public hunds, &c. By
Charles M. Willich. Edited by H.
Bence ]ones. Crown 8vo., los.

Childpep’s Books.
Craks.—Works by Rev. A. D. Crake.

,

Lang. -Works edited byAndrew Lang
Edwy the Fair

, or, the First Chro- —continued.

nicle of i^Lsceiidune. Crown 8vo.,

2r. 6rt^,

Alfgarthe Dane; or,theSecond Chro-
nicle of Aiscendune. Cr. 8vo.

,
ar. 6</.

The Rival Heirs: being the Third
and Last Chronicle of Alsceudune.

Cr. 8vo., 2r, 60^.

The House of Walderne. A Tale
of the Cloister and the Forest in the

Days of the Barons’ Wars. Crown
8vo., 2r. (id.

Brian Fitz-Count. A Story of Wal-
lingford Castle and DorchesterAbbey.
Cr. Svo.. 2s. 6d.

Lang.—Works edited byAndrew Lang.
The Blue Fairy Book. With 138

Illusi. aliens by H. J. Ford and G.
P. JACOMB Hood. Crown 8vo.,6r.

The Red Fairy Book. With 100

Illustrations by H, J. P'ord and
Lancelot Speed. “Cr. 8vo., 6s.

The Green Fairy Book. With loi

Illustrations by H. J. Ford and L.

Bogle. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Yellow Fairy Book. With 104

Illustrations by H. J. Ford. Crown
8to., 6.r.

The Blue Poetry Book. With 100
Illustrations by H. J. Ford and
Lancelot Speed. Crown 8vo., 65.

The Blue Poetry Book. School
Edition, without Illustrations. Fcp.
8vo. , 2S. 6d.

The True Story Book. With 66
Illustrations by H. J. Ford, Lucien
Davis, C il. M. Kerr, Lance-
lot Speed, and Lockhart Bogle.
Crcvi’ii 8vo., 6s.

Meade.—Works by L. T. Meade.
Daddy’s Boy. Illustrated. Crown

8vo., 3s. 6d.

Deb and the Duchess. Illustrated.

Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Stevenson.—A Child’s Garden of
Verses. By Robert Louis Stevenson.
Small Icp, 8vo.

,
5s.

Molesworth.—Works by Mrs. MoLBS-
WORTH.

SiLVERTHORNS. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo., 5?.

The Palace in the Garden. Illus-

trated, Crown 8vo.» 3s.

Neighbours. Ulus. Crown 8vo.,«.6d?.,.
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Longmans* Series of Books for Oirls.
Crown 8vo., price nr. Sd. each

Atelier (The) Du Lys: or an Art! Atherstone Priory.

B

y L. N.

C

omyn.
Student in the Reign of Terror. The Third Miss St. Quentin. By

By the same Author. Mrs. Molesworth.
Mademoiselle Mori: a Tale of

Modem Rome.

^
That Child. Illustrated by Gordon
Browne.

Under a Cloud.
The Fiddler of Lugau. With Illus-

trations by W. Ralston.
A Child op the Revolution. With

. Illustrations by C. J. Staniland.
Hester’s Venture.
In the Olden Time : a Tale of the

Peasant War in Germany.
The Younger Sister.

The Story op a Spring Morning, &c.
By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated.

Neighbours. By Mrs. Molesworth.
Illustrated.

Very Young; and Quite Another
Story. Two Stories. By Jean Inge-
low.

Keith Deramore. By the Author of
‘ Miss Molly ’.

Sidney. By Margaret Deland.
Last Words to Girls on Life at
School and After School. By
Mrs. W. Grey.

The Silver Library.
Crown 8vo. or. td. each Volume.

Arnold’! (Sir Edvln) Seaa and Landa.
With 71 Illustrations, y. 6rf.

Baker’a (Sir B. W.) Eight Taara in

Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Baker*! (Sir B. W.) Rifle and Hound In

Ooylon. With 6 Illustrations, ss. 6d.

Baring-Qoald*a(BeT. S.)Citrloui Myths
of tho Middlo Agoi. 3^. 6d.

Barlng-Gonld*! (Roy. 8.) Origin and
Dovelopmont of Rollgioui Beliet 2
vols. 35, 6d. each.

Beoker*!(Prof.)Oallui : or,Roman Scenes
in the lime of Augustus. Ulus. ss.6d.

Beoter*! (Prof.) Chariolei : or, lllustra;

tions of the Private Life of the Ancient
Greeks. Illustrated. 3^. 6d.

Bent*! (J. T.) The Ruined Cities of Ma-
ehoanland: being a Record of Ex-
cavation and Exploration in 1891.

With 117 Illustrations. 3J. 6d.

Brasaey'e (Lady) A Voyage in the* Sun-
beam With 66 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Clodd*! (E.) Story of Creation : a Plain

Account of Evolution. With 77 Illus-

trations. y. 6d.

Conybearo (Rev. W« J.) and Hoveon*e
(Very Rev. J. S.) Life and Epistles of

St. Paul. 46 Illustrations. 3J'. 6d.

Dougair!(L.)Beggars All ; aNovel. p.6d,
Doyle’i(A. Conan) Mlosdi Clarke ; a^Tale

of Monmouth’s Rebellion, y. 6d.

Doyle*! (A. Conan) Tho Captain of the
PoleetM, and other Tales. 3jr. 6d.

Froude*s(J« A.) Short Studios on Great
Subjects. 4 vols. y, 6d. each.

Froude*s (J. A.) Cnsar : a Sketch. 3^. 6d.

Fronde’s (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle: a
History of his Life.

1795-1835. 2 vols. 7s.

1834-1881. a vols. 7s.

Fronde’s (J. A.) Tht Two Chiefs of Dun-
boy; an Irish Romance of the Last
Century, y. 6d.

Fronde’s (J. A.) The History of England,
from the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat
of the Spanish Armada. la vols.

31. 6d, each.

Fronde’s (J. A.) Ths English in Ireland.

3 vols. xor. 6d.

Glelg’s (Rev. G. R.) Life of tho Duke of
Wellington. With Portrait, y, 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) She: A History of
Adventure. 3a Illustrations, y, 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Allan Qaatermaln.
With 30 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Colonel Qnarltch,
V.C. ; a Tale of Country Life. 35, 6d,

Haggard’s (H. R.) Clsopatra. With 39
Full-page Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Erie Brighteyes.
With 51 Illustrations. 31. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. B.) Beatrice. 3^. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. B.) Allan’s Wifla With
34 Illustrations, y. 6d,

Haggard’s (H. R.>The Witch’s Head.
With Illastrations. y. 6d.

Haggard’e (H. R.) Mr. Meeson’e Will.
With Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard’s (H.R.) Dawn. With x6 Illus-

trations. 3J. 6d. t

Haggard’s (H. R.) and Lang’s (A.) The
World’s Desire. With 27 Ulus. 3^. 6d,

Harte’s (Bret) In the Carqulnez Woods,
and other Stories, y. 6d.

Hslmholts’s (Hermann .von) Popular
Lectures on Boientlflo Subjects.
W'ith 68 Woodcuts, 2 vols. y. 6d. -

each,

Hornung (E. W.) The Unbidden Guest
y. €d.
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The BilYer lAhTaxy---conftnmd.
aoHitt*t (W.) Yifiti to Bomwkablo

j
HUl*f (J. 8.) Byitem of Logie. 3^.6^.

Pwees. 80 lliustratnons. $s. 6d.

JefTerfes* (B.) The Story of Hy Heart:
My Autobiography. With Portrait.

3s. 6d.

geireriei*(B.)FIeiaaiidHe4gerow. Last
Essays of. With Portrait, y. 6d.

Jefferiei* (R.) Red Deer. With 17
Illustrations by J. CHARLTON and H.
Tunaly. 3j. 6d.

Jefferies’ (B.) Wood Magic: ' Fable.
With Frontispiece and Vignette by E.
V. B. 3J. 6d.

Jefferies’ (R.) The Toilers of the Field.

With Portrait from the Bust in Salis-

bury Cathedral, y. 6d.

Enlght’i (E. F.) The Ci'ulse of the

,

’Alerts’: the Narrative of a Search for
j

Treasure on the Desert Island of
Trimdad. With 2 Maps and 23

j

Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Enight <B. F.) Where Three Empires
Meet : a Narrative of Recent Travel in

Kashmir, Western Tibet, Baltistan,

Gilgit, and the adjoining Countries.

With a Map and 54 lUust. y. 6d.

Lang’s (A.) Angling Bketohes. y. 6d.

Lang’s (A.) Custom and Hyth:^Studies
of Early Usage and Belief, y. 6d.

Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbuok’s (W. J.)

B.O. 1887, A Ramble In British

Columbia. With Maps and 75 Illustra-

tions. y. 6d.
I

Macaulay’s (Lord) Essays and Lays of
j

Ancient Rome. With Portrait and
Illustrations, y. 6d.

Macleod (H. D.) The Elements of Bank-
ing. 3r. 6d.

Marshman’s(J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock. 3^. 6d.

Max Muller’s (F.) India, what can It

,

teach us ? y. 6d. I

Max Muller’s (F.) Introduction to the

Science of Reli^on. 35. 6d.

Merivale’s (Dean) History of theRomans
under the Empire. 8 vols. 3^. 6d. ea.

Mill’s (J. 8.) Political Economy. 3^. 6d,

Cookery, Domestic
Bton.-*-MoDERN Cookery. By Eliza

’

\CTON. With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp.

Jvo., 4s. 6d,

xlL—Works by Thomas Bull, M.D.
•IiNTs TO Mothers on the Manage-
mentof THEIR Health during the
Period of Pregnancy. Fcp. 8vo,,

ij. 6d.

'HE Maternal .Management of
Children in Health and Disease,

j

Fcp. 8vo., IS. 6d. >

Milner’s ((leo.) Country neasurci. ^r. 6d.

Hansen’s (F.) The First Crossing of
Greenland. With Illustrations and
a Map. 3r. 6d.

PhillippB-Wolley’s(C.) Snap: a Legend
of the Lone Mountain, With 13
Illustrations, y. 6d,

Proctor’s (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us.
Essays on the MovDu and Planets,

Metors and Comets, the - Sun and
Coloured Pairs of Sims. 3.4. 6d.

Prootor’s (R. A.) The Expanse of Heaven.
Essays on the Wonders of the Firma-
ment. y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Other Worlds than
Ours. y. 6d.

Prootor’s (R. A.) Rough Ways made
Smooth, y. 6d.

Prootor’s (R. A.) Pleasant Ways in

Bclenee. y. 6d.

Prootor’s (R. A.) Myths and Marvels
of Astronomy. 3^. 6d.

Proptor’s (R. A.) Mature Studios. 3;. 6d.

Rossetti’s (Marla F.)A Shadow ofDante

:

being an Essay towards studying Him-
self, his World and his Pilgrim-

age. y. 6d.

Smith’s (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the
Carthaginians. 3;. 6d.

Stanley’s (Bishop) Familiar History of
Birds. 160 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Stevenson(Robert Louis)and Osbourne’s
(Lloyd) The Wrong Box. 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louie) and Steven-
son (Fanny van do Grift) More Mew
Arabian Mights.—The Dynamiter.
35. 6d.

Weyman’B (Stanley J.) The House of
the Wolf: a Romance. 3r. 6d.

Wood’s (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited.

With 33 Illustrations.
.

3J. 6d.

Wood’s (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings.
With 60 Illustrations. 31. 6d.

Wood’s (Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors, /it
Illustrations. 31. 6d,

Management, &o.
De Salis.—Works by Mrs. De Salis.
Cakes and Conffxtions a La Mode.

Fcp. 8vo., IS. 6d.

Dogs: a Manual for Amateurs. Fcp.
8vo.,

Dressed Game and Poultry a i.a

Mode. Fcp. 8vo., is, 6d.

Dressed Vegetables a la Mode.
Fcp. 8vo., IS, 6d.

Drinks X^la Mode. Fcp. 8vo., i;. id.

Entries a la Mode. Fcp, 8vo., is. 6./,
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Cookery, Domestic Management, m,--contimied.

De Salis.—Works by Mrs. De Salis-
continued.

FLORAt. Decorations. Suggestions

and Descriptions. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.

National Viands X la Mode. Fcp.,
''

8vo.
, IS. 6d.

New-laid Eggs : Hints for AmateiUr

Poultry Rearers. Fcp. 8vo., ts. 6d.

OvsTEKS X LA Mode. Fcp. 8vo. . u. 6^f.

,
Puddings and Pastry “X la Mode.

Fcp. 8vo.
,
15 . Sd.

"Savouries a la Mode. Fcp. 8vo.,

IS. 6d.

Soups and Dressed Fish X la Mode.
Fcp. 8vo., IS. 6d.

Sweets and Supper Dishes X la
Mode. Fcp. 8vo.

,
is. 6d.

Tempting Dishes for Small In-

comes. Fcp. 8vo., IS. 6d.

Wrinkles and Notions for EATiRv
Household. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.

Iiear.—MAiGRE Cookery. By H. L.

Sidney Lear. i6mo., ^

Poole.-~COOKERY FOR THE DIABETIC.
By W. H. and Mrs. PoOLE. With
Preface by Dr. Pavy. Fcp. 8vo., 2S. 6rf.

Walker.—AHandbookfor Mothers!
being Simple Hints to Women on the

Management of their Health during

Pregnancy and Confinement, together

with Plain Directions as to the Care of

infants. ByJane H. Walker, L.R.C.P.

and L.M., L.R.C.S. and M.D. (Brux.).

Cr. 8vo., 25. 6d.

West.—The Mother’s Manual of
Children’s Diseases. By Charles
West, M.D. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.

Allintfham.—Varieties in Prose.

By William Allingham. 3 vols. Cr.

8vo, i8j. (Vols. I and 2, Rambles, by
Patricius Walker. Vol. 3, Irish

Sketches, etc.)

Armstrong.—

E

ssays and Sketches.
By Edmund J. Armstrong. Fcp.

8vo., SL
Baring-Gould.—Curious Myths of
the Middle Ages. By Rev. S.

Baring-Gould. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Battye.— Pictures in Prose of
Nature, Wild Sport, and Humble
Life. By Aubyn Trevor Battye,
B.A. Crown 8vo. ,

6j.

Baynes.—Shakespeare Studies, and
Other Essays. By the late Thomas
Spencer Baynes, LL.B., LL.D.
With a biographical Preface by Prof.

Lewis Campbell. Crown 8vo.
,
7s, €>d.

Boyd (‘A. K. H. B.’).-Works by
A. K. H. Boyd, D.D., LL.D. .

And su MISCELLAJ^BOUS THEOLO-
GICAL WORKS, p. 24.

Autumn Holidays, of a Country
Parson. Crown 8vo.

,
35. 6d.

Commonplace Philosopher. Crown
8vo., 3J. td.

Critical Essays of a Country
Parson. Crown 8vo.

, y. 6d.

East Coast Days and Memories.
Crown 8vo., 31. 6d.

Boyd e A. K. H. B.*).-Works by A.
K. H. Boyd, D.D., "LL.T).'—continued.

Landscapes, Churches and Mora-
lities. Crown 8vo.

,
y. 6d.

Leisure Hours in Town. Crown
8vo,, y. t>d.

LessonsofMiddleAge . Cr.8vo.
,y. 6d.

Our Little Life. Two Series. Cr.
8vo.

, y. 6d. each.

Our HomelyComedy: andTragedy.
Crown 8vo., 3/. 6d.

Recreations of a Country Parson,
Three Series. Cr. 8vo., 3.^. 6d. each.

Also First Series. Popular Ed. 8vo.,6fl?.

Butler.—Works by Samuel Butler.
Erewhon. Cr. 8vo., sr.

The Fair Haven. A Work in Defence
of the Miraculous Element in our
Lord's Ministry. Cr, 8vo.

,
7s. 6d.

Life and Habit. An Essay after a
Completer View of Evolution. Cr.
8vo., 75. 6d

Evolution, Old and New, Cr. 8vo.,

lor. 6d.

Alps and Sanctuaries of Piedmont
and Canton Ticino. Illustrated.

Pott4to., ioj.6^.

Luck, or Cunning, as the Majin
^Means of Organic Modification?
Cr. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Ex Voto. An Account of the Sacro
Monte or New Jerusalem at Varallo-
Sesia, Crown 8vo., lox, 6d.
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Hiaoeltoneoui and

0‘Wilt.-^AN ENCyCLOPADIA OF ARCHI'
TECTURE. % Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A.
llhistrated with more than xxoo Eograv*
ings on Wood. Revised (1888), with
Alterations and Considerable Additions

byWyatt Papworth. 8vo., /a lax. 6d.

Hullah.—Works by J. Hullah, LL.D,
Course of Lectures on the His-
tory op Modern Music. 8vo., Bs. 6d.

Course of Lectures on the Transi-
tion Period of Musical History.
8vo., xoj. 6d.

JamoB.— Mining Royalties: their

Practical Operation and Rifect. By
Chas. Ashworth James, of Lincoln’s
Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Fcp. 4to.,

JefiterieB.—Works by R. Jefferies.
Field and Hedgerow: last 'Essays.

With Portrait. Ciown 8vo., y. 6rf.

The Story of My Heart: With
Poi trait and New Preface by C J.
Longman. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Red Deer. 17 Illusts. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d '

The Toilers of the Field. With

}

Tortrait. Crown 8vo., y. 6d,

Wood Magic. With Frontispiece and
Vignette ^ E. V. B. Cr. 5vo., y. 6d.

Johnson.—The Patentee’sManual:
a Treatise on the Law and Practice of
Letters Patent. ByJ. & J, 11 . John-
son, Patent Agents, &c. 8vo., loj. 6d.

Xiang.—^Works b) Andrew Lang.
Letters to Dead Authors. Fcp.

8vo., 2^. 6d. new.

Letters on Literature. Fcp. 8vo.,

af. 6d. net.

Books and Bookmen. With 19 j

Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo., as. 6d. net.

Old Friends. Fcp. 8vo.
,
as. 6d. net. *

Cock Lane and Common Sense.
,

Fcp. 8vo. , bs. 6d. net.
1

Xieonard.—^Thb Camel : Its Uses and
j

Management. By Major Arthur Glyn
Leonard. Royal 8vo., 21j. net.

Maefkrren.—LE<!?ruREsoN Harmony.
By Sir Geo. A. Macfarren. 8vo., las.

Max Muller.—Works by F. Max
Muller. lSvo., y. 6d.

India : What can it Teach us ? Cr.

CHiri FROM A German Workshop.
Vol. 1., Recent Essays and Addresses.

Cr. 8vo., 6s. 6d. net
Vol. II., Biographical Essays. Cr. 8vo.,

dr. 6d. net.

Vol HI.. Essays on Language and
|

Literature. Cr. 8vo., bs. bd. net.

Vol IV., Essays on the Sciences of I

Language, of brought, and of Mytho-
logy. [/n Preparahon. 1

Works—continued.
idelfMolm.—The LsTtERS of

Felix Mendelssohn. Translated by
Lady Wallace, a vols. Cr. 8m, lox.

Milner.—Works by George Milner.
Country Pleasures : the Chronicle of
a Year chiefly in a Garden. Cr. 8vo.

,

y. 6d.

Studies of Nature on the Coast
OF Arran With Illustrations by
W. Nolj-Johnson. Cr. 8vo.,dr. bd. net.

Poore.—Essays on Rurai Hygiene.
By George Viyiah Poore. M.D.,
F.R.C.P. With X3 riustrations. Cr.
8vo., dr. bd.

Prootor.—Works by R. A. Proctor.
Strength and Happiness. With 9

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., y.
Strength: How to get Strong and

keep Strong, with Chapters on Row-
ing and Swimming, Fat, Age, and the
Waist. With 9 Ulus. Cr. 8vo, as.

Richardson.—National Health.
A Review of the Works of Sir Edwin
Chadwick, K.C.B. By Sir B. W.
Richardson, M.D. Cr. 8vo., 4^. bd.

RoBBetti.—A Shadow of Dante : be-
ing an Essay towards studying Himself,
his World, and his Pilgrimage. By
Maria Francesca Rossetti. Cr.
8vo. , xor. bd. Cheap Edition, 3^. bd.

Solovyoff.—A Modern Priestess of
Isis (Madame Blavatsky). Abridged
and Translated on Behalf of the Society
for Psychical Research from the Russian
of Vsevolod Sergyeevich Solovyff.
By Walter Leaf, Litt. D. With
Appendices. Crown 8vo. , dr.

Stevens.—On the Stowage of Ships
AND THEIR CaRgoes. With Informa-
tion regarding Fi eights, Chai ter-Parties,

&c. By Robert Whito STEVf-Ns,
Associate Member of the Institute of
Naval Architects. 8vo. azs.

Southey.— Correspondp;nce with
Caroline BowiJts. By k. Southey.
8vo., X4X.

VanDyke.-AText-BookOP the His-
tory of Pain i ing. By John C. Van
Dyke, of Rutgers College, U.S. With
Frontispiece and 109 Illustrations in the
Text. Crown 8VO. . dr.

West.—Wills, and How Not to
Mable Them, with a Selection of
Leading Cases. By B. B. West. Fcp.
8vo,

,
as. bd.
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lBalfottJ*.~THfe ^ousDAi^QKs OF Bx-.Maodanald*—Worksby

G

eorge MAOt

UfOf : bei^ Notes Intooductory to the

iSt^l of Toeology. By the Right Hon:
Mthur J. Balfour, M. P. 6vo.,tas. 6d.

Boyd,-‘Works by A. K. H. Boyd, D.D.,

First'Minister of St. Andrew^, author of
‘ Recreations of a Country Parson,.’ &c.

Counsel and Comfort from a City
Pulpit. Crown 8vo., y. td,

SvfWKY Afternoons in the Parish
CHURCif OF A Scottish University
City. Crown 8vo., 3f. 6d.

.Changed Aspects of Unchanged
Truths, Crown 8vo.

,
3J. 6d.

Graver Thoughts of a Country
Parson. Three Series. Oown 8vo.,

35. 6d. each.

Present Day Thoughts. Crown 8vo.

,

51. 6d.

Seaside Musings. Cr. 8vo,. y. 6d.

‘To Meet the Day* through the

Christian Tear ;
being a Text of Scrip-

ture, with an Original Meditation and
a i^ort Selection in Verse for Every
Day. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6d.

Be La BaTisflaye.--A Manual of
the Science of Religion. By Prof.

Chantbpie de la Saussaye. Crown
8vo.. i2s. 6d.

KaUsch.—Works by M. M. Kalisch,
Bible Studies. Part I. The Pro-

phecies of Bala.ara. 8vo., xcu. 6d. Part

ll. The Book of Jonah, 8vo., lof. 6d.

aOMMENTARY ON THE OLD TESTAMENT:
with a new I'ranslation. Vol. I.

Genesis. 8vo., iSj. Or adapted for the

General Reader. 121. Vol, II. Exodus.
15J. Or adapted .for the General
Reader, las. Vol. Ill, Leviticus, Part

I . iSJ. Or adapted for the Genei-al

Reader. 8r. VoL IV. Leviticus, Part

II. ly. Or adapted for the General
' Reader. 8j.

Martinoau.—^Works by James Mar-
TINEAU, D.D., LL.D.
Hours op Thought on Sacked
Things. Two Volumes of Sermons.
Crown 8vo,

,
7s. bd.

Endeavours after the Christian
Life. Discourses. Cr. 8vo., 75. 6d.

The Seat ofAuthority in Religion.
8vo., 141.

Essays, Reviews, and Addresses.
Vds. Crown 8vo.

,
7s. 6d. each,

I. Personal ;
PoUdcal.

IL Ecclesiastical; Historical.

. III. Theological; Philosophical

IV. Academical; Religious

Home Prayers, with Two Servicesi for

Public Worship. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

»S»tlf(^4/95. ABBROSEM UNIV

DONALD, LL.D.

Unspoken Sermons. Three Series..

Crown 8vo., y. 6d. each.

The Miracles of Our Lord, Crown
8vo,

, y. 6d.

A Book of Strife, in the Form of
THE Diary ok an Old Soul : Poems
i8mo., dkf.

Max MiiUer.—Works by F. Max
Muller.
Hibbert Lectures on the Origin
and Growth op Religion, as illus-

trated by the Religions of India.

Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Introduction to the Science of
Religion : Four Lectures delivered at

the Royal Institution. Cr. 8vo. ,y. 6d.

Natural Religion. The Gifford

Lectures, delivered before the Uni-

versity of Glasgow in 1888. Cr. 8vo.,

los. 6d.

Physical Religion. The Gifford

Lectures, delivered before the Uni-
versity of Glasgow in 1890. Cr. 8vo.,

lot.

Anthropological Religion. TheGif-
ford Lectures, delivered before the
University of Glasgow in 1891. Cr.

8vo., lOif. 6d.

Theosophy or Psychological Reu-
GiON. The Gifford Lectures, delivered

beforetheUniversityofGlasgow mi89a.
Cr. 8vo., lotf. 6d.

Three Lectures on the Vedanta
Philosophy, delivered at the Royal
Institution in March, 1894. 8vo.

,
51.

PliiUips.-~THE Teaching of the Ve-
das. What Light does it Throw on the

Origin and Development of Religion?
ByMAURiCE Phillips, London Mission,

Madras. Crown 8vo.,

Seholler.—A Chapter of Church
History from South Germany : being
Passages from the Life of J'ohann Evan-
gelist Georg Lutz, formerly Parish Priest

and Dean in Oberroth, Bavaria. By L.

W. Scholler. Translated from the

German by W. Wallis. Crown 8vo.,

y- 6d.

SUPERNAPURAL RELIGION: an
Inquiry into the Reality of Divine Revela-
tion. 3 vols. 8vo.,36j,

Rbpx^(A)to Dr. Lightfoot’s Essays.
By the Author of •Supernatural -Re-

ligion’. Bvo,,6st

TheGospel according to St:PiOMK^
a Study. By the Author of ‘

natural Religion ’. Bvq.,6s.
BKmv FRESS.




